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Foreword
Miquel Angel Essomba
Director of the UNESCO Center of Catalonia
President of Linguapax

‘Since wars begin in the minds o f men, it is in the

legitimate aggressions against people’s most

minds o f men that the defences o f peace must

basic rights, a scenario quite far removed from

be constructed.’ So begins the preamble to the

the culture o f peace to which we aspire.

UNESCO constitution, drafted after two devas

At the same time, however, language is a critical

tating wars that left mankind weary o f so much

tool for enabling dialogue for peace. Languages

bloodshed and pain and thirsting for peace.

can divide and segregate, but they can also bring

We agree with Gandhi when he said that there

people together and foster peaceful co-existence.

is no path to peace, but rather peace is the path.

Words are the vehicles by which minds are trans

Peace is both the pre-condition and goal o f any

formed, and we must not underestimate their

society seeking to live life fully with a deep and

importance in any peace process. To paraphrase

abiding respect for human rights. The transpar

Galtung, post-conflict reconstruction, reconcilia

ent and committed construction o f such peace

tion and resolution processes would not be pos

requires sophisticated management o f the dif

sible without special attention to language.

ferent interests, goals, values and milestones

The UNESCO Centre o f Catalonia-Unescocat

that co-exist from the outset in complex social

is firmly committed to the crucial collective

contexts.

endeavour o f achieving a culture o f peace, con

In short, peace-building is achieved through the

tributing to the eradication o f the vision o f

conditions created and recreated by culture. It

language as a source o f conflict and promoting

is no coincidence that we use the term 'culture

dialogue through words. At the Department o f

o f peace’ when referring to these issues. Ulti

Linguistic Diversity, responsible for the dele

mately, that is the true purpose o f UNESCO’s

gated management o f Linguapax, we have been

mission: winning the battle for peace means

working towards this goal for more than twenty

transforming people’s cultures.

years. The very name that this institution chose

Within this cultural transformation, language plays

for itself — lingua (language) plus pax (peace)—

a critical role. Language is a culture’s heart, the

is proof o f this commitment.

powerful engine that pumps out a people’s inter

At Linguapax, we have tirelessly championed

pretations and meanings in the form of silences

the linguistic rights o f m inority languages and

and words. That is why languages are so important

denounced those situations where these rights

in the process of building a culture of peace.

are violated. We have also allocated significant

On one hand, languages sometimes serve as a

resources to preparing educational materials

source o f conflict. A symbolic imagery can be
built up around a language that promotes exclu
sion, thereby sowing the seeds o f the problem.
Language is often the excuse used to justify and

for schools that underscore the role o f lan
guage in building the culture o f peace. Finally,
we have held regular scientific seminars to
explore this issue.

Forew ord

■

M. A. EssOMBA

This book is a recent initiative. On 2 and 3 June

them will find new inspiration to learn about

2008, Unescocat and Linguapax held an inter

other contexts and seek new approaches and

national seminar with leading experts from the

paths to follow in their specific realities. At the

field o f sociolinguistics to examine the current

same time, we hope this book is not an ending

panorama with regard to language and conflict.

point, but rather the start o f a new chapter, an

Academics and activists from around the world

incentive for other institutions and thought

met in Barcelona and were able to share and

leaders to continue working on and exploring

exchange their ideas to obtain a clear, contem

these issues in depth. For us, it is our attempt

porary understanding o f the issue. Their indi

to do our bit.

vidual contributions, as well as the conclusions
from the group discussion, from the main con
tent o f this volume.
We hope that the dissemination o f these
papers in several languages will contribute
to helping the culture o f peace progress, and
that the scientists and politicians who read
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Introduction
Josep Cru
Secretary-General of Linguapax

This book aims to contribute to a deeper under

lation recognising the multilingual nature o f

standing o f the relationship between linguistic

certain countries exists, it does not necessar

diversity management, conflict prevention and

ily mean that truly effective policies are car

peace processes, thereby enriching a line o f

ried out to rectify the situation o f linguistic

research that remains relatively unexplored in

subordination in which many communities

the social sciences.

find themselves. Two paradigmatic examples

As seen in the following articles, within the

o f this situation can be found in South Africa

complex array o f political, economic, social and

and Mexico, both discussed in detail in this

cultural factors that tend to be involved in the

volume, where, despite the passage o f legisla

generation o f (sometimes violent) conflicts, the

tion recognising linguistic plurality, a clear and

issue o f language has often been relegated to

deep social inequality still exists, often leading

the margins. It would not be an exaggeration to

to the neglect o f the subordinate languages.

state that many times linguistic rights in partic

That said, it should be noted that both coun

ular have been neglected among the demands

tries have made considerable progress in the

o f different oppressed peoples or, when they

field o f linguistic rights in recent years.

have been discussed at all, have at best been

Likewise ripe for criticism is the notion that

included under the vaguer, more general head

a given country’s high cultural and linguistic

ing o f ‘cultural rights’. This notwithstanding,

complexity is a problem, an argument that has

some cases, such as those o f Bangladesh, South

too often been used to explain away the erup

Africa or Slovenia, discussed in this book,

tion of violent interethnic conflicts. As counter

underscore the prominent role that linguistic

examples, one need only remember that one o f

demands have played in political struggles in

the most tragic wars o f the 1990s took place in

different countries.

Rwanda, a virtually monolingual country and a

As correctly noted by the authors o f this

striking exception in this sense in the context

volume, international language law is still a

o f Africa's high linguistic diversity. Two decades

relatively new interdisciplinary field and one

earlier, a devastating civil war broke out in

in constant development. Although

major

Cambodia, one o f the most ethnically homoge

progress has been made on the recognition o f

neous countries in South-East Asia. In contrast,

linguistic rights around the world, no interna

Switzerland, the very epitome o f a neutral and

tional organisation has yet approved a Univer

pacific country, is, within the context o f Europe,

sal Declaration o f Linguistic Rights, let alone

a state with high linguistic diversity that is both

a binding regulatory instrument that obliges

recognised and respected, at least with regard

states to respect their internal linguistic diver

to its four historical languages. It would thus

sity. Moreover, simply because specific legis

seem that the existence o f diversity in and o f
itself is not the cause o f many contemporary

In tro d u c tio n •)OSEP CRU

conflicts, but rather poor management thereof,

languages; the laws o f the market, which favour

which often ends up perpetuating political, eco

the dominant language; and migratory phe

nomic, social or cultural (including linguistic)

nomena, which can ultimately affect the fragile

inequalities.

equilibrium o f many linguistic communities,

Given this general panorama, the originality

relegating the original inhabitants to a minor

and relevance o f the following articles can be

ity position within their own historical terri

found precisely in the idea that good linguistic

tory. For Marti, both the recognition o f linguis

diversity management, whereby the use o f less

tic rights and the right to self-determination o f

powerful languages is democratically promoted

peoples are crucial factors that can contribute

and respected, is key to preventing conflict. All

enormously to conflict prevention.

the articles included in the volume place special

On the other hand, as noted by both Marti and

emphasis on how the contact between speakers

de Varennes in their articles, most violent con

o f different languages and the resulting inter

flicts today are intra-state ones. For de Varennes,

cultural relations are managed.

these conflicts often involve ethnic minorities

The book is divided into two blocks, the first o f

who are demanding their rights from state

which contains three introductory contributions.

governments. It seems obvious that linguistic

The first article briefly discusses UNESCO’s posi

policies that do not properly manage diversity

tion regarding the ties between multilingualism

are among the key factors responsible for dis

and peace. UNESCO is a leading international

crimination and, potentially, violent conflicts.

organisation in this field, and one of its chief

This statement is exemplified by the situation

concerns is precisely to preserve linguistic diver

in four Asian countries (Pakistan, Bangladesh,

sity and promote multilingualism and peace.

Sri Lanka and Thailand) and one African one

Consequently, quite a few o f its actions have

(South Africa), where different languages have

been geared specifically towards promoting these

played a prominent role in the political demands

two values in the field o f education. Indeed, it

o f minorities. That language is power is one o f

was this organisation that spawned Linguapax,

the conclusions that de Varennes draws in his

an institution whose founding principles are

article, claiming that when specific languages

the promotion o f peace and linguistic diversity.

are favoured by the state, they may become

As noted in the text, in recent years, UNESCO

essential tools for economic opportunity and,

has moreover approved two conventions that

thus, a means o f excluding or discriminating

may have a certain, albeit indirect, impact on

against speakers o f other languages that are not

the protection o f linguistic diversity. However,

afforded the same institutional support.

it must be borne in mind that UNESCO is an

The second part o f the book is comprised of

organisation o f states, and, as is made clear in

case studies from around the world, examin

this book, it is often states themselves, via their

ing specific sociolinguistic situations and their

institutions, that are responsible for establishing

relationship to conflict prevention and peace

linguistic hierarchies and subordination within

building.

their own borders.

The first case study focuses on South Africa, a

The next two articles, by Félix Marti and Fer

country that has undergone dramatic changes

nand de Varennes, offer an overview o f the issue

since the end o f apartheid and the dawn o f

and highlight certain key factors that must be

democracy

taken into account to better understand exist

constitutional

ing relationships between respect for linguistic

languages, the fact o f the matter is that English

in

the

mid-1990s.

recognition

of

Despite
eleven

the

official

diversity and conflict prevention.

is the language o f prestige and power today,

On one hand, Félix Marti highlights some o f

even though only a minority o f South Africans

the causes that have lead to the minoritisation

speak it as their first language. Moreover, the

o f many o f the world’s languages. Chief among

government institutions created to implement

them are: the aggressive expansion o f colonial

measures to promote the equal status o f all the
official languages and eradicate the monolingual
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practices o f days gone by unfortunately seem

limitations o f existing international instru

not to have acted as hoped. According to Anne-

ments for the protection o f linguistic rights,

Marie Beukes, intense awareness-raising efforts

Waterhouse reminds us that, in most cases, it is

must be undertaken among the population to

states themselves that ultimately decide which

positively impact attitudes towards linguistic

linguistic policies, with the ensuing effects for

and cultural diversity in the country, as well as to

minorities, must be implemented. When these

underscore the connections between the use of

policies are homogenising, repressive and dis

language and the culture o f peace. In short, if the

criminatory toward minorities, the direct conse

enduring conditions for peace and democracy

quence is the emergence o f conflict. Her article

are to be created in a country still wracked by

examines the cases o f Uzbekistan, China and

violence, it is necessary to progress from purely

Pakistan as examples o f authoritarian countries

formal

that seem to be taking advantage o f the interna

recognition

to

profound

structural

changes that accept and promote diversity.

tional political framework o f the so-called ‘War

The second case study deals with conflict reso

on Terror’. With the complicity o f the US and

lution in Mexico, one o f the most linguistically

Russia, and the excuse o f safeguarding national

diverse countries in the Americas. Despite the

security, these countries are blatantly violating

major institutional changes effected in M ex

the human rights o f their minority populations

ico in recent years, such as the creation o f the

(Tajik, Uighur and Sindh, respectively). Water

National Institute o f Indigenous Languages

house notes how this repression also has a lin

(IN A L l in Spanish) and the passage o f a spe

guistic facet, above all with regard to the subor

cific law on linguistic rights (General Law on

dination, or even suppression, o f these peoples’

the Linguistic Rights o f Indigenous Peoples),

languages in two basic spheres o f use: education

indigenous languages remain all but unused in

and the media. In her conclusion, Waterhouse

the negotiations to settle outstanding conflicts.

states that discrimination on linguistic grounds

In the three main types o f conflicts discussed

has not generally received as much attention,

by Arnulfo Embriz, namely, the recognition o f

nor been as frequently denounced, as discrimi

indigenous authorities, access to and control o f

nation on religious grounds and is thus an area

indigenous peoples’ sacred areas and agricul

warranting much more extensive and compre

tural disputes, Spanish is virtually the only lan

hensive research.

guage used in the negotiating process. Embriz

The European case study deals with Slovenia,

identifies

heighten

a country that once formed part o f the former

inequality from among the legal practices o f

Yugoslavia and which gained its independence

two

more

factors

that

both the state and indigenous communities

in 1991. Petra Roter explores the essential role

themselves; first, the central role o f orality as

o f the Slovenian language first in the Slovenian

a core pillar o f the legal practices o f indigenous

nation-building process and then in the Slove

communities and, second, a failure to recognise

nian state-formation process. Her analysis is

alternative habits and customs relating to the

divided into three parts. In the first, she explains

administration o f justice, regularly deemed to

how, in this Eastern European country, the

be incompatible with the legal dispositions of

Slovenian language emerged early on as a key

the state. According to Embriz, it is thus criti

marker o f a distinct ethnic identity. The fact that

cal to recognise indigenous peoples’ cultures in

Slovenia is a demographically and territoriaUy

general and their justice structures and systems

small country in the context o f Europe and the

in particular and to use indigenous languages

expansionist policies of neighbouring peoples

in the negotiations if enduring settlements to

have, according to Roter, fostered among the

these conflicts are to be reached.

Slovenian population a high sensitivity towards

Focusing on Asia, Kate Waterhouse analyses

linguistic diversity and a distinct awareness of

the linguistic repercussions o f counter-terror

the importance o f protecting the Slovenian lan

ism policies in different countries on the con

guage, a key factor for surviving as a distinct

tinent in recent years. A fter highlighting the

people. The second part o f her paper addresses
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this central role played by Slovenian in relation

itised peoples to be able to develop their lan

to the linguistic policies implemented from the

guages and cultures normally and in peace.

mid-nineteenth century until the collapse o f the

The book ends with the conclusions o f José

former Yugoslavia as a federal state in the early

Antonio Flores Farfán, who reminds us that

1990s. The third part deals with contemporary

’peace linguistics’, a term that encompasses the

linguistic policy in Slovenia as an independent

focus o f all the articles in the book, must be

country and member o f the European Union, as

based on a holistic vision o f linguistic diversity.

well as with the future challenges it faces. Roter

This vision is necessary to understand the com

concludes by emphasising how a state, in this

plexity o f linguistic phenomena, as languages

case, the former Yugoslavia, which implemented

are inextricably linked not only to the sociocul

unsatisfactory linguistic policies for the group

tural, economic and political ecologies in which

o f nations that it comprised, promoting a single

human beings are immersed, but also to the

language to the detriment o f all others, sparked

biological diversity that surrounds them and

major conflicts that ultimately incentivised the

o f which they form a part. According to Flores

creation o f independent states.

Farfán, certain still prevailing, often Western

Jean Passa closes the case studies section with

paradigms, such as monolingualism and eth

a look at New Caledonia, a multilingual island

nocentrism, must be permanently overcome

nation in the Pacific that lived an historical

and alternative approaches towards linguistic

moment with the signing o f the Nouméa Accord

and cultural diversity must be adopted, as they

in 1998 and that now finds itself squarely in the

constitute invaluable resources for intercultural

midst o f the decolonisation process. Through a

dialogue and peace building.

personal and m oving account, Passa discusses

In

the identity-related contradictions and ambiva

emphasises this point in his article, this book

conclusion,

and

Flores

Farfán

likewise

lences that can arise in such processes. Accord

must serve to bring the speakers o f languages

ing to Passa, it is in the public sphere and, more

themselves to the forefront. They have too

specifically, the educational one where a sort of

often been paradoxically left by the wayside

symbolic violence against Kanak languages and

in linguistic and even sociolinguistic research,

cultures is most strikingly clear. How to make

where, generally speaking, there has been a

space for indigenous languages within an insti

tendency to reify languages, as if they could

tution - the school system - that has, since col

exist separately from the people who speak

onisation, served to assimilate the indigenous

them. However, it is the speakers o f languages

population to supposedly ‘universal’ values is

and, obviously, not the languages themselves

undeniably one o f the many challenges faced

that create conflicts and that likewise have the

by this country at a time o f decisive political

power to resolve them. In short, it is they who

changes for its future. Decolonisation and self-

must be respected so that everyone can live in

determination are, thus, two vital processes for

peace in his or her own languages.

restoring a seemingly critical power for minor-
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Multilíngualísm and peace
Noro Andriamiseza
Head of the Division for the Promotion of Basic Education, UNESCO

According to its mandate, UNESCO must con

The UNESCO Constitution reminds us that

tribute to peace and security by promoting col

‘since wars begin in the minds o f men, it is in the

laboration among the nations through educa

minds o f men that the defences o f peace must

tion, science and culture in order to further uni

be constructed’. Therefore, education must play

versal respect for justice, for the rule o f law and

an essential role in achieving this goal. Educa

for the human rights and fundamental freedoms

tion can guarantee peace to the extent that it

which are affirmed for the peoples o f the world,

promotes linguistic and cultural diversity as

without distinction o f race, sex, language or reli

positive values and develops approaches and

gion, by the Charter o f the United Nations’.

practices that favour these forms o f diversity

It is clear that the issue o f languages— a key

within education systems.

factor in the rapprochement between peoples

However, respect for the right to quality educa

and the initiation o f dialogue at the national,

tion for all remains a challenge, an objective to

regional and international levels— is at the

be attained.

heart o f the Organisation’s concerns. Specifi

According to UNESCO’s 2009 report on educa

cally, UNESCO’s aim is to preserve linguistic

tion for all. O vercom ing inequality: why gover

diversity and promote multilingualism as a con

nance matters, there are millions o f children all

tribution towards peace.

over the world who receive no schooling. The

According to UNESCO, ’In general, [...] bilingual

groups most often excluded from education are

and multilingual contexts, that is, the presence

ethnic minorities, indigenous populations, girls

of different linguistic groups living in the same

and women, and rural communities; the right

country, are the norm rather than the exception

to a quality education in one’s native language is

throughout the world, both in the North and the

not always respected. Today, monolingual edu

South. Bilingualism and multilingualism, that is,

cation in a language in which not all students

the use o f more than one language in daily life,

are proficient is widespread, despite its nega

will be normal practice in these contexts...’ (Edu

tive educational, social and economic impacts.

cation in a mukHingual world, 2003).

Language can therefore be considered a factor

Nevertheless, many societies do not value

of exclusion.

multilingualism, to the detriment o f linguistic

UNESCO has always advocated 'multilingual

diversity, quality education and integration, to

education’, which means ‘the use o f at least

name just a few drawbacks.

three languages, the mother tongue, a regional

In this context, UNESCO is challenged to con
tinue encouraging its member states to develop
and apply a holistic policy to favour multilin
gualism.

or national language and an international lan
guage in education’ (Education in a m u ltilin 
gual world, 2003). If the right to education for
all is to be respected, particularly for excluded
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populations, the UNESCO member states must

Peaceful coexistence in multicultural societies,

urgently

importantly,

with each individual participating as a full citi

apply— a policy that favours bilingual or mul

zen o f his or her country and o f the world, can

tilingual

not be possible unless all rights are exercised.

develop— and,
education

that

more

includes

students’

mother tongue.

To illustrate the fundamental role played by lan

In addition to its activities to promote and raise

guages and multilingualism in all areas of public

awareness about linguistic and cultural diver

life, let us recall the insightful words spoken in Feb

sity, UNESCO has also developed various inter

ruary 2009 by Koichiro Matsuura, Director-Gen

national legal instruments, such as the Conven

eral of UNESCO, on the occasion o f International

tion fo r the Safeguarding o f the Intangible Cul

Mother Language Day, at a ceremony marking the

tural Heritage (2003) and the Convention on

end o f the International Year o f Languages:

the Protection and Prom otion o f the Diversity

‘We do indeed hope that tangible results con

o f Cultural Expressions (2005).

ducive to the use o f mother languages and to

It has also developed instruments related to

multilingualism will emerge under the impetus

education and languages, including the Con

o f the communication campaign conducted by

vention against Discrim ination in Education

UNESCO during the International Year o f Lan

(1960) and the Declaration and Integrated

guages 2008, and that these challenges will con

Framework o f Action on Education for Peace,

tinue to be the cornerstone o f action taken by

Human Rights and Democracy (1995).

governments and development agencies.

UNESCO urges its member states to ratify

In addition to the interest aroused by the Year

these international instruments: incorporate

and the hundreds o f language promotion proj

them in their respective legal, legislative and

ects launched in 2008, the impact o f the Inter

administrative frameworks; and apply them in

national Year o f Languages will be assessed in

national policies and programmes. As relates

the coming months to gauge the importance

to multilingualism, these actions and com m it

o f languages to development, peace and social

ments would mean recognising, prom oting

cohesion.

and im plem enting multilingualism in educa

Accordingly, on this the tenth International

tional, administrative and legal systems, in

Mother Language Day, I appeal for action to

cultural expressions, in the media, in cyber

ensure that the many declarations and initia

space, and in commerce. Clearly, if member

tives announced in 2008 will be followed up by

states do nothing more than ratify them, these

specific sustainable measures.’

instruments are o f no use.
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Linguistic diversity, violence and peace
Félix Marti
Honorary President of Linguapax

Linguistic diversity under threat

the aggression o f colonial languages has caused
indigenous languages to become marginalised

In the early 21st century, it is clear that new

in the public administrations, the schools and

placing

the media. The worldwide prestige o f English—

unprecedented pressure on linguistic diversity.

combined with the complacency o f the political

Until recently, many language communities

authorities and the naive acceptance o f fami

communication

technologies

are

lived in isolation. Their survival was ensured

lies— has made possible a generalised linguistic

because they were not continually bombarded

substitution that has marginalised autochtho

by foreign languages. The spreading o f radio

nous languages. The prediction that most of

and, especially, television to all corners o f the

the 6,500 languages spoken today will become

earth has led to linguistic presences that have

extinct is consistent with the violence o f Eng

a disturbing and often aggressive effect. These

lish and other languages that are favoured by

changes can occur intentionally, as a result o f

apparently neutral and anonymous technologi

political will, or unintentionally, as a result o f

cal changes.

passivity on the part o f public officials. These

Changes affecting the world o f culture have also

phenomena are viewed as almost natural by

had a negative impact on linguistic diversity. The

some; they seem to form an inevitable part o f

culture industries are exerting a growing infiu

scientific, technological and social ‘progress’.

ence on cultures. As in other areas o f human life,

The increasing level o f communication among

such as food production and healthcare, order

language communities is a result o f unprec

is imposed by companies— that is, powers that

edented improvements in the communication

prioritise business profits and are not very sen

channels that are bringing the territories o f

sitive to the aspirations o f human communities.

all the world’s countries closer to one another.

The imposed order favours the consumption o f

In the past, only a few commerce-oriented

culture over service, creativity and community

minorities used, as a complement to their own

participation. The culture industries programme

language, the languages o f international com

consumption and encourage passivity. They see

munication, which in most cases were lingua

linguistic diversity as a nuisance for some mar

francas or pidgins. Meanwhile, most o f the

kets, which can be negotiated much more easily

world’s population lived in environments that

without this complication. The strongest cul

were monolingual or, at most, multilingual with

ture industries are those which enjoy the larg

neighbouring

est markets— that is, the companies promoted

languages.

Relations

between

languages are on the upswing, and the infiuence

in the language communities with the most

o f the major international languages, as well as

economic, political and demographic power.

those used by the most powerful states, is being

Small and m edium -sized language com mu

felt. In many countries in Africa and elsewhere,

nities may have culture industries, but they
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cannot compete with the major multinationals

ers. Some countries grant immigrants certain

or the state-protected industries o f the most

linguistic rights, particularly in the area o f edu

highly developed countries. This imbalance in

cation, but social dynamics impose the use o f

favour o f the dominant culture industries is an

the majority language. In cities where the first

often-overlooked form o f structural violence

language is different from the country’s official

that systematically tends to weaken most lan

language, immigration often reinforces the use

guage communities. The result is the erosion o f

o f the official language because the immigrants

the symbolic world o f the culturally dominated

perceive it as more useful. Massive m ove

communities, an aggression that cuts to the

ments o f foreign populations have been used

core o f their future possibilities. The subordina

in the past to suppress language communities

tion o f cultural experiences to the interests of

and turn majorities into minorities in their

the culture industries is a serious problem fac

own historic territory. The same end has been

ing contemporary societies, which require pro

achieved by forcing the members o f a language

posals and channels that can limit the impact

community into exile, thereby creating diaspo

o f these industries. The most human and most

ras. Today, even without massive forced dis

interesting aspects o f the cultural life o f people

placements o f linguistic minorities, voluntary

and peoples are probably those which take place

movements are significant enough to change

outside of, or in opposition to, the business

the make-up o f language communities. These

machinery’s attempts to dominate and control,

changes create serious problems in areas where,

and outside the realm o f ‘culture as spectacle’

historically, a linguistic minority was clearly the

that is so often promoted by public administra

majority. The situation is further complicated

tions. Culture subjected to the laws o f the mar

by the fact that both majority and minority lan

ket acts implacably against linguistic diversity.

guage communities are in some cases governed

The services offered by the culture industries

by rules that do little to favour linguistic diver

should be balanced by increasing the prestige of

sity. In any event, it is clear that massive, unex

cultural initiative, critical sense and the spirit

pected human migrations make inter-language

o f freedom, which are necessary conditions for

coexistence more difficult. Linguistic diversity

creativity.

must be protected by means o f new, imagina

The unprecedented increase in human migra

tive criteria.

tion also poses a threat to linguistic diversity.
Language communities in poor countries have
seen a trend towards emigration as young peo

The ideologies of violence against
languages

ple have set out in search o f employment and
economic progress. Many o f these individuals

The most dangerous ideology against linguis

believe that a linguistic change is a necessary

tic diversity is expressed using the intellectual

condition for personal progress— that is, that

instruments o f futurology. This ideology is the

they must abandon their native tongue in favour

belief in the inevitability o f a future scenario in

o f a more prestigious language. The communi

which, after a long period o f competition among

ties o f origin, now lacking many o f their young

languages, a single language (English) or a small

people, become weakened. Migration increases

group o f languages will, for practical reasons, be

the population o f large cities. Today, every

imposed and will ultimately dominate much o f

metropolis in the world is home to speakers o f

the planet. Many people find this scenario to be

hundreds o f different languages who are forced

desirable because it would simplify a complex

to give preference to the main language o f the

situation that makes governability and human

country’s political and economic spheres. Lin

coexistence more difficult. People who hold

guistic minorities are swallowed up by official

this belief imagine and desire a future in which

or majority languages. These forms o f linguistic

today’s cultural and linguistic differences have

violence go unnoticed because they occur with

been diluted to the point where all citizens will

the consent o f the minority language speak

share symbols, ethical orientations, scientific
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nial languages— which, in the best-case scenar

language. It is at once a fascinating and perverse

ios, coexisted with autochthonous languages

viewpoint. Its positive aspect is the need for

without suppressing them— have historically

shared, consensus-based, universal frameworks.

been considered superior. Hierarchies o f this

A form o f globalisation that works on the basis

sort have justified subtle forms o f suppres

o f common cultural foundations would probably

sion. Even today, as many linguistic minorities

be a good thing. The perverse aspect is that this

are gaining legal recognition, new laws have

viewpoint assumes that the differences between

granted privileges to certain language commu

people and human groups are negative and

nities while marginalising others. In fact, the

incompatible with globalisation. In reality, glo

very designation o f ‘minority language’ is itself

balisation should be understood as a means of

indicative o f this hierarchy-based ideology. It

reaching an understanding among diverse par

is clear that language communities have differ

ties. In fact, the most desirable future scenario

ent levels o f demographic infiuence, economic

is characterised by growing harmony among

wealth, political status, media presence and so

mythical, religious, philosophical, epistemologi-

on, but these very real differences should not

cal, moral, aesthetic and linguistic diversity. This

affect the dignity that is inherent to each and

is a scenario o f mutual respect, o f intercultural

every language. All languages are used to create

dialogue, o f the joy o f discovering differences

symbolic worlds, to advance science, to pursue

in orders o f all sorts, o f the legitimacy o f radical

the arts o f word and thought, to express values

pluralism, and o f the renunciation o f single mod

and hopes, and to accompany the mysteries o f

els for all spheres. This second scenario is more

life and death. Therefore, no linguistic discrimi

grounded in reality, even though it does not sim

nation can be justified. What does make sense

plify the problems o f management. Moreover,

is to give each community the means it needs

when it comes to languages, diversity is the most

to live and have a future. Experts acknowledge

valuable fruit o f human cultural evolution, and it

that the means provided to each community

should be considered an inalienable intellectual

must be in keeping with its characteristics, and

and moral heritage to be passed down to future

that there must be reasonable, justified limita

generations. Societies must choose between

tions. Under no circumstances should these

these two future scenarios; the construction o f

means be supplied on the basis o f a hierarchy.

homogeneity, or the celebration o f diversity. Nei

The dignity o f a language is not a consequence

ther o f these two scenarios is inevitable: they are

o f its degree o f recognition. Instead, it is a pre

constructions in progress. History has already

requisite. Languages, cultures and peoples exist

seen the anti-diversity option, and it has caused

in, but are not derived from, the context o f suc

violence and great suffering. Respect for diver

cessive political structures. These structures

sity is a laborious path, strewn with predictions

often determine the public place o f languages,

o f peace.

cultures and peoples according to a hierarchical

There is an ideology that subtly justifies vio

philosophy.

lence against linguistic diversity. It is held by

Languages are used for communication, but

people and institutions that appear to be in

they cannot be reduced to their mere commu

favour o f protecting all languages, but that do

nicative aspect. Languages are inseparable from

so on a hierarchical basis. They believe that

cultures. They are, at once, both the source

some languages have greater dignity than oth

and the expression o f one another. When the

ers. They discriminate against non-written lan

relationship between languages and cultures

guages. They discriminate against languages

is denied, the dignity o f languages is devalued;

that have not been used in the fields o f science

their instrumental nature is unilaterally accen

against

tuated. Languages manifest cultural identities.

languages that are not officially recognised in

The native language o f each individual and com

their countries. They discriminate according to

munity can never be reduced to a descriptive

many other apparently serious criteria. Colo

function. Instead, it is filled with judgements.

and

technology.

They

discriminate
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interpretations.

conflicts between linguistic and cultural com 

When a person speaks, he or she also remem

munities. A growing number o f communities

intentions,

emotions

and

bers, shares, imagines and waits. The artificial

that, until recently, had accepted linguistic

languages o f machines are not created with so

and cultural domination within their states are

many nuances. The formalisms o f mathematics,

now calling for a more democratic form o f life.

chemical compositions and numerical methods

These protests are no longer directed solely at

cannot be used to express anguish, hope, ulterior

metropolises located at a great distance from

motives, moral attitudes or aesthetic creativity.

the colonised community; instead, they tar

The human species lives in universes o f identity

get the power centres o f the state in question,

that languages manage to reflect admirably. To

which are set up exclusively to serve the major

do away with the links between languages and

ity identity and to marginalise or suppress

cultural identities is to force the linguistic experi

other

ence. One o f the most frequent ways o f denying

Naturally, states made up o f multiple identities

this connection between language and cultural

or multiple language communities accuse their

linguistic

and

cultural

communities.

identity is to defend a form o f cosmopolitanism

minorities o f provoking the conflicts. They

that consists o f belonging, without any cultural

appeal to principles that imply a restriction o f

roots, to a supposed post-identity universal cul

democratic rights. They defend their actions by

ture. In reality, this sort o f cosmopolitanism is

invoking their constitutions, which are appar

merely a way o f uncritically inserting oneself in

ently democratic but which ignore the rights

the coordinates o f the dominant cultures. It is

of minorities and deny the right o f self-deter

an option that brings to mind those proclama

mination to communities with identities other

tions— in themselves, so ideological— o f the end

than that o f the majority. The real progress o f

o f ideologies. Cosmopolitanism, when it looks

democratic practices involves building a politi

down on particular identities, is a conservative

cal order in which laws guarantee respect for all

attitude, to the extent that it accepts values that

human communities. In democratic societies,

exclude risk, innovation and creativity. Many

the purpose o f constitutional courts is to pro

superficial or openly sceptical people boast of

tect cultural and linguistic minorities from an

their cosmopolitanism. The progress o f human

instrumentalisation o f democratic practices on

ity, however, is linked to initiatives rooted in spe

the part o f the majority that deprives minorities

cific identities that become universal heritage. A

o f their freedoms. Given that today most states

love for one’s own native language is a good first

are multicultural and multilingual, a spike in

step towards discovering fascinating aspects o f

identity-based conflicts can be expected, and

other languages and cultural identities. Linguis

it would be advisable to listen more closely to

tic indifference— that is, the inability to enjoy

the will o f all human communities. The dem o

one’s own native language and the insistence on

cratic spirit obliges us to respect the processes

jumping from one language to the next for frivo

o f cultural and linguistic liberation and to work

lous reasons— is often accompanied by a lack of

towards a consensus-based peace that would

sensitivity with regard to the suppression suf

replace the old peace o f the empires, which was

fered by many languages.

a peace based on the domination o f defeated
and colonised communities.

Languages and peace processes

Over the past few decades, all o f the con
tinents have seen notable progress in the

Studies o f armed conflicts and study centres for

recognition o f linguistic rights. Europe, for

peace have found that, in most recent wars, the

example, has adopted a charter that protects

suppression o f cultural and linguistic identities

the rights o f people who belong to a linguis

was one o f the causes o f the conflict. Unlike

tic minority. European institutions have set

the wars o f the past, which occurred between

out political guidelines and created agencies

states jockeying

economic

responsible for protecting linguistic diversity.

power, today’s wars are most often intrastate

The naming o f a European Commissioner for
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Multilingualism and the opening up o f pro

Peace is a consequence o f the establishment o f

grammes promoted by the Council o f Europe

decent living conditions for people and human

to all o f the continent’s languages are posi

communities. There can be no peace without

tive steps towards a growing sensitivity that

respect for the dignity o f language communi

favours both majority and m inority languages.

ties, as well as that o f cultural, ideological and

Nevertheless, the existing instruments for

spiritual communities. In countries that expect

the non-violent resolution o f conflicts fea

to be able to solve problems o f material sub

turing linguistic components are hindered by

sistence regardless o f any economic crises that

the lim ited recognition o f collective human

may arise, conflicts o f a cultural nature can

rights— in this case, the rights o f language

be expected to take on an increasingly central

communities. The most advanced document

role. It also seems that gradual globalisation

in this area is the Universal Declaration o f

is universalising the aspirations o f all human

Linguistic Rights, signed in Barcelona in 1996

communities to enjoy democratic rights, more

by the International PEN Clubs, CIEMEN and

effective freedoms, and more respected forms

around 60 other NCOs. Since it is not a treaty

o f autonomy. We can therefore expect to see

among states, it cannot be incorporated into

a reform process targeting the political struc

national legislation; further work is required

tures that took shape over the past few cen

to reach such an agreement. The recognition

turies. The powers o f the states, heretofore

o f collective rights would be a decisive step

absolute, will be revitalised; the international

for non-violent conflict resolution methods.

political

One encouraging victory in this area was the

Nations system and the continental p oliti

adoption o f the United Nations Declaration

cal unions— will be reinforced; and sub-state

on the Rights o f Indigenous Peoples in 2007.

human communities— that is, peoples with a

architecture— that

is,

the

United

Most states are still fearful o f explicitly rec

unique cultural identity— will be valued. The

ognising the right to self-determination o f ail

peoples that wish to do so will become full

peoples. This right has already been mentioned

members o f the continental political struc

in documents ratified by the United Nations

tures, and at that level they will contribute to

system, but states have always interpreted it in

the responsibilities o f universal governance,

a very restrictive sense. In 1998, the UNESCO

which will function according to strict dem o

Centre o f Catalonia, in collaboration with the

cratic criteria. These changes will make it pos

UNESCO Division o f Human Rights, Peace and

sible to prevent senseless wars and the plun

Democracy, prompted international reflection

dering o f the planet’s resources, to organise

on the implementation o f the right to self-de

an effective form o f global solidarity that will

termination as a means o f preventing conflicts.

address the persistent problem o f poverty, and

This idea is widely shared by experts. The rec

to reach agreement that the worldwide econ

ognition o f the rights o f language communities

omy should be governed by moral criteria and

would also be a powerful instrument for the

political norms. The courts will be responsible

prevention o f conflicts. For the time being, the

for passing judgement on the conflicts among

international community appears to be more

communities, and the continental and world

inclined to protect languages at risk o f extinc

governments will run the global armed forces.

tion than those which demand recognition o f

This new international perspective is no lon

the same rights enjoyed by majority language

ger a utopian scheme. The majority o f the

communities. It almost seems as if the interna

populations o f the world’s countries will likely

tional community prefers to make a list o f dead

construct this very perspective in the coming

or extremely weak languages and turn linguistic

decades. It will be necessary to neutralise the

diversity into a museum exhibit. Instead, what

pressure applied by the beneficiaries o f the cur

we need is to provide all living languages with

rent disorder: dictators, totalitarians, specula

sufficient security, and to modify any laws that

tors, bigots, dogmatists, mafiosos and sceptics.

prevent this. This is the guarantee o f peace.

Language communities— enjoying self-esteem
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without suffering from complexes, dem on

peaceful struggle o f language communities to

strating their desire for intercultural dialogue,

evolve towards this new form o f coexistence

and reaffirming their collective rights— will

is a clear omen o f a general process towards a

contribute to this global transformation. The

shared and effective global peace.
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Am ong the prime factors that sometimes lead

one o f the greatest misunderstandings about

to violent ethnic conflicts are language policies

many o f these conflicts is the prominent role

and practices that manage diversity poorly. Poor

played by language issues. This widespread lack

diversity management often involves breaching

o f understanding o f the intimate connection

human rights in international law to such an

between language claims and conflicts is at its

extent, and with such effects, that eventually

most visible when one considers the celebration

violent resistance comes to be seen as a viable

o f International Mother Language Day on 21

way to react and oppose government policies

February.' While a number o f people are aware

that often deny or even denigrate a country’s

o f this celebration, very few appear to know

linguistic, religious or cultural diversity. In

that it is related to a conflict in which language

other words, rather than innocent bystanders

played a central role.

in conflicts, governments are seen as having

The choice o f 21 February as International Mother

failed to be neutral, or at least ’fair’, in the way

Language Day was fundamentally connected to an

they handle diversity, and this in turn creates

inability to manage diversity and, especially, to a

the conditions conducive to violence.

failure to understand that language and human

W hile on the surface such a hypothesis appears

rights must be respected and that failure to do

quite simple, in reality it involves highly com

so can lead to conflict. As will be discussed below,

plex considerations for which governments in

peace and stability in many parts o f the world

most parts o f the world have found it difficult,

require a much deeper and more extensive under

at times, to strike the right balance.

standing o f the connection between language,

International Mother Language Day and the
context for conflicts

The choice of 21 February as International Mother

human rights and peace and conflicts.

Language Day is linked to events some 50 years
ago in the 1950s when the government o f Paki

today are not wars

stan announced its intention to make Urdu the

between countries: they are ethnic conflicts,

Most violent conflicts

country’s only official language for the purposes

conflicts within a country and, more often than

of administration and government.® While it is

not, conflicts that pit an ethnic minority, usu
ally cultural, linguistic or religious, against its
country’s national government. It is often esti

1

Proclaim ed by UNESCO on

17 Novem ber 1999,

adopted by U nited Nations General Assem bly resolution

mated that at least 70% o f the world’s conflicts

on m ultilingualism, A/RES/61/266, on 8 June 2007,

in the last 60 years have been ethnic ones. Less

available at

than 10 o f the 150 or so conflicts have been
international (Marshall & Gurr, 2003). Perhaps

http://daccessdds.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/

N06/510/33/PDF/N0651033.pdf?OpenElement
2

On 26 January 1952, the com m ittee form ed to draft the

guiding principles for Pakistan’s constitution recommended
that Urdu become the only official language o f Pakistan.
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In case the connection between International

international law in any event - that the choice of

Mother Language Day and these instances o f

an official language falls within the purview of a

diversity ‘mismanagement’ is not clear enough,

government, the designation of such a language as

it was moreover through the efforts o f the gov

completely excluding the use of any language other

ernment o f Bangladesh that the international

than the officially designated one may potentially

community eventually chose 21 February as

violate international law in a number o f ways.

International Mother Language Day.

There was also a much more direct and poten
tially harmful consequence to the announcement
by the Pakistani authorities. Their language policy

Management through respect of diversity
and the link with human rights

was in truth unacceptable to a very large segment
o f the country's people - almost half the entire

In terms o f language and human rights, the

population - living in the eastern part o f what

attempt to make Urdu the exclusive national

was then Pakistan. Almost the entire population

language in all likelihood constituted, if it

living in Eastern Pakistan (today, Bangladesh) was

we were to be analysed today under interna

fluent in Bengali, but not Urdu. For these people,

tional human rights law, discrimination on the

having Urdu as the exclusive official language

grounds o f language against individuals fluent

meant a loss and denial o f opportunities, power

in Bengali. It would probably constitute dis

and even identity. The choice of Urdu as the only

crimination because it would be unreasonable

official language had extremely significant and

and unjustified to allow only the use o f Urdu in

immediate consequences for them. For the Ben

administrative and government activities, that

gali-speaking population o f East Pakistan, such a

is, in government employment, state schools,

‘management’ policy effectively meant their vir

the army and the police, when the Bengali

tual exclusion from many areas o f employment

speaking population constituted around half

and positions o f power. It was this resistance to

o f the total population o f the country, with no

having only Urdu as an exclusive official language,

provision to also allow some use o f Bengali as

and the sense that the Pakistani government was

well, at least in East Pakistan, where more than

discriminating against them, i.e. denying them a

90% o f the population was fiuent in Bengali,

basic human right, that resulted in the creation of

but not Urdu. More precisely, the impact o f an

the Bengali Language Movement and, eventually,

Urdu-only policy would have meant extreme

the movement towards independence.

disadvantage and even exclusion for most Ben

A major demonstration on 21 February 1952 was

galis, who, as noted above, constituted almost

brutally crushed by authorities, leaving a group of

half the population o f Pakistan, from employ

students dead. The details of the event are unnec

ment opportunities in government administra

essary, and there were other factors, of course, that

tion, since the vast majority o f them were not

would intervene and contribute to the creation of

fluent in Urdu.

a secessionist movement in East Pakistan and in

This is an area still developing in international

its gradual evolution towards becoming the state

law, but in terms o f language use by a govern

of Bangladesh, but the central role o f language is

ment and the right o f non-discrimination,

undisputable. 21 February is a public holiday today

the need for reasonable and justified language

in Bangladesh, where it is known as Language Day,

preferences by a government would suggest

and the location where the students protested the

that there must be some kind o f ‘linguistic

language policies of the Pakistani government in

proportionality’: where there is a sufficiently

Dhaka is today the site o f a monument in their

large linguistic group involved, there is a right

memory, the Shaheed M in a fl or Martyr’s Monu

to have its language used to an appropriate

ment, also known as the Language Monument.

degree in the institutions and activities o f the
state, including employment and education. In

3

For an o verview o f this monum ent, see http://

cn.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shaheed_Minar
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Language Day is the mismanagement o f diver

least in the West. One o f the rather unusual and

sity that created the conditions for an ethnic

distinctive violent incidents in this conflict, which

conflict and a successful separatist movement.

involves a Malay-speaking Muslim minority in

The refusal to respect and accommodate diver

a largely Buddhist country, is the burning down

sity, especially in the area o f language use, is just

of public schools in the part o f the country with

one specific factor; o f course, there are always

the largest concentration of ethnic Malays. While

many others involved in conflicts. Neverthe

mainstream media, when they cover the conflict at

less, it is sometimes surprising how much lan

all, invariably refer to it as based on religion (M el

guage matters in many conflicts, and how often

vin, 2007), in fact, the main points o f tension and

most people are unaware or uninformed about

conflict are more likely linguistic than religious.

the human and language rights aspects that

This can be established by looking at how the

frequently precipitate or at least contribute to

violence is manifesting itself. Since 2004, more

them. Many people may remember a famous

than 120 public schools have been burnt down

photo from 1976 showing Hector Pieterson, a

and almost 100 teachers have been killed by the

13-year-old schoolboy who was shot by the South

ethnic Malay rebels. The public schools and teach

African police on 16 June 1976 and later died

ers are specifically being targeted because these

during the Soweto Uprising along with many

are perceived as symbols o f the Thai language and

others, being carried away. The Soweto Uprising

culture and the Thai central government: even

was a pivotal moment: for the police and military

though Malay Muslims constitute about 80% of

to kill children shocked the black population, the

the population in the southern provinces of Thai

international community and even many non

land, and even though there are between 5 and 6

black South Africans. From that day on, it was

million people who use the Malay language, only

impossible for the racist apartheid regime of

Thai is used as the language o f government, the

South Africa to resist the end o f white domina

language of public education, and the language of

tion o f the black majority in that country.
What people tend to forget is that the Soweto
Uprising was linked to a student demonstration
against the language policy o f the South African
government. They were demonstrating against
the Afrikaans Medium Decree o f 1974, which
forced all black students to learn Afrikaans
and be taught secondary school mathematics,
social sciences, geography and history in that
language.® The language preferences o f the gov
ernment, and a law that in the context o f South

power and opportunity. Just as the exclusive use
of Urdu led to demonstrations and violence, the
same denial o f the right to equality and respect
for non-discrimination - combined with religious
elements that are undoubtedly important, too created the conditions for violence and conflict
in southern Thailand. Most jobs as public school
teachers, police and government employees in the
region, despite the many millions o f Malays, are
held by ethnic Thai rather than members o f the
large Malay minority.

Africa might arguably be considered as consti

Another final example o f the relevance o f the

tuting language discrimination under inter

rights o f minorities in ethnic conflicts is the

national law today, along with other forms o f

terrible tragedy o f the conflict in Sri Lanka, a

racial discrimination that permeated the whole

conflict which has been seething for more than

o f South African society, greatly contributed to

three decades now and has resulted in tens o f

violence and conflict in that country.

thousands o f people being killed. Sri Lanka has

These are not unusual examples of a linkage
between a refusal to acknowledge and accom
modate diversity and the emergence of conflict.
Another conflict has been simmering for a num
ber o f decades in southern Thailand that is per
haps less well known and not as newsworthy, at

many o f the same ingredients as seen in the
Bengali movement, although the Tamil-speak
ing minority there accounts for more than 18%
o f the total population o f the country.
After independence in 1948, the Sri Lankan
government eventually adopted Sinhalese as an
official language along with English. For a short

4

For historical background: Giliomee, 2003.

period o f time, it even became the only official
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language. In practical terms this meant that Tam

when minorities are subject to discrimination,

ils were being increasingly excluded from many if

especially in areas such as employment or land

not most positions in the civil service. The effect

ownership, denied freedom of expression, or are

o f what would amount today to discriminatory

unable to use their language according to a pro

linguistic preferences by the government was also

portionate approach that tensions develop and

becoming quite obvious and serious for this eth

gain strength and support to the point where an

nic minority: by the 1970s the Tamils were seri

ethnic conflict may develop (de Varennes, 2007).

ously under-represented in the state civil service.®

What happened in the above examples and in

Today, even though Tamils comprise a very large

places such as Macedonia with its Albanian minor

segment o f the country’s population, they hold

ity, Turkey with its large Kurdish-speaking minor

less than 8.5% o f its civil service jobs. O f course,

ity and many others, is part of a story that is often

in addition to unreasonable language preferences,

not well understood or explored: what caused vio

there were other forms of discrimination that cer

lence and even war is connected to language and

tainly contributed to the emergence o f that ethnic

other forms o f cultural diversity and the refusal to

conflict: various schemes made it easier for Sinha

apply human rights in the area o f language poli

lese students to be accepted to medicine and engi

cies, among other things. This is still very much

neering programmes at university than Tamil stu

a central problem and issue for the 21**' century.

dents; land and assistance was mainly allocated by

Government policies and laws in many countries

the government to Sinhalese settlers in areas seen

in the world that manage diversity poorly, that

as Tamil; older Tamil government employees were

discriminate against minorities and indigenous

fired or did not receive salary increases if they did

peoples, are one of the significant if not central

not learn Sinhalese quickly enough; etc.

root causes o f ethnic conflicts. Although by no
means in all conflicts, language has nevertheless

The lessons for management of diversity

figured prominently in, or at least been an impor

The connection between violations o f the human

conflicts around the world, including in: South

rights of minorities that directly and significantly

ern Thailand (Malay Muslim minority), Turkey

tant factor in creating the conditions for, many

contributed to the eruption o f violent conflict and

(Kurdish minority), Macedonia (Albanians), Geor

language diversity, among other forms of cultural

gia (Abkhazians), Indonesia (Papuans, Acehnese,

or religious diversity, are quite clear. It is often

etc.), Moldova (Transdnestr), Philippines (Moros),
Sri Lanka (Tamils), Azerbaijan (Nagorno-Kara

5

Quote by DeVotta, 2009; “Sirimavo Bandaranaike did

bakh), Sudan (non-Arabic speaking southerners),

more to marginalise the island’s Tamils than anyone before

China (Uighurs and Tibetans), Serbia (Kosovo

her. Be it due to nescience, arrogance, or ethnocentrism ,
her two governm ents (1960-65 and 1970-77) pursued

Albanians), Iraq (Kurds), Iran (Arabic-speaking

policy upon policy geared to make Tamils second class

minority), Burma (many minority groups), India

citizens: for instance, they avoided developing Tamil areas

(Nagaland, Assam, etc.), Mexico (Chiapas) and

in the north-east and instead developed Sinhalese areas;
barred Tamils being hired into the government service;
forced the remaining Tamil civil servants to learn Sinhala
in order to be promoted; stationed Sinhalese civil servants
in Tamil areas, disregarding the difficulties this posed to

Niger (Tuaregs).
O f course, discrimination on the grounds of lan
guage is nothing new. Herodotus and other ancient

Tamils when interacting with these transplants who knew

Greeks seemed to divide humanity into those who

no Tamil; instituted Sinhala only into the courts system

spoke Greek and those who did not.» Those who did

in the predominantly Tamil north-east; instituted policies

not speak Greek were barbarians. What is new is

that required Tamil students to score higher to enter the
university system; created a quota system so that Sinhalese

that we are now beginning to make the link - and it

students from especially rural areas could enter the university

is only a beginning - between promoting peace and

at the expense o f hitherto overrepresented Tamils; banned

respecting human rights, especially human rights

Tamil publications prom oting Tamil culture from (nearby]
Tamil Nadu [state in India]; pursued Sinhalese colonisation
by flooding traditionally Tamil areas with Sinhalese from

6

the south; and disregarded Tamil input when crafting an

- were initially sim ply those who did not speak Greek.

ethnocentric constitution that codified Sinhala as the only

The negative connotation attributed today to the word

national language and Buddhism as the foremost religion.”

barbarian is a more recent developm ent.
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any linguistic right that may exist is created

The days of simply accepting that the majority lan

through a political compromise by a country’s

guage is the language of domination - “Siempre fue

government - if it so chooses. This view, still

la lengua compañera del imperio", as Antonio de

prevalent in Canada and many other countries,

Nebrija famously wrote more than 500 years ago

almost completely denies that certain interna

- are over. This is now being replaced by values of

tional human rights have consequences as a

tolerance, acceptance and accommodation, of dia

source o f language rights.

logue and o f unity in diversity, as is often repeated

This view ignores recent developments in inter

in the European Union. These developments are

national law that are now beginning to show

an acknowledgement that a modem democratic

how many language rights are protected by

state must be based on respect: respect for human

fundamental human rights law. For example

diversity, respect for the centrality o f language and

many judges and lawyers in Europe still do

culture, and respect for our fundamental human

not know that every aspect o f the private use

rights.

o f a language can be protected by freedom o f
expression, or that a person’s name in a minor

The case for language rights and respect for
diversity

ity language, or any other language for that
matter, can be protected by the right to private
and family life, or especially that a government

The proper management o f diversity is per

may be discriminating on the grounds o f lan

haps well illustrated in the case o f language as a

guage, race or ethnicity, in violation o f Article

model. What is beginning to be understood from

26 o f the International Covenant on Civil and

the point o f view o f international human rights

Political Rights, if it unreasonably and unjusti

law, though this is not yet widespread, is that an

fiably refuses to use a minority or non-official

official language cannot come at the expense of

language. The following cases and communica

basic human rights such as freedom o f expres

tions illustrate the legal basis for these conclu

sion, non-discrimination, and other rights that

sions regarding the place o f language rights in

have a language impact and that, when they have

international human rights law:

language consequences, are sometimes referred
to as language or linguistic rights.
• All private use o f a language protected by
There is often confusion when the expression

freedom o f expression: UN Human Rights

‘language rights’ is used. There are many, espe

Committee in Ballantyne v. Canada»

cially perhaps those who studied law, who were
• State authorities that do not use a (m inor

taught that minority or linguistic rights are a

ity) language (where such use is reason

special category o f new rights that are differ

able and justified) may be discriminating

ent from human rights in international law.

on the grounds o f language: UN Human

For example, when 1 studied law in Canada, 1

Rights Com m ittee in Diergaardt et al. v.

was advised by one o f the leading experts in

Namibia®

that country that language rights are not ‘real’

• Right to education can include education

rights: there are no linguistic rights in inter
national law, he informed me wisely, except a

in a non-official language: European Court

minor provision. Article 27 o f the International

o f Human Rights in Cyprus v. Turkey'“

Covenant on Civil and Political R ig h ts j and

7

Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and

8

Ballantyne,

Davidson,

M cIntyre

i>.

Canada,

accession by General Assembly resolution 2200A (XXI) o f 16

Comm unications Nos. 359/1989 and 385/1989, U.N. Doc.

December 1966, entry into force 23 March 1976. Article 27

CCPR/C/47/D/359/1989 and 385/1989/Rev.l (1993).

states: “In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic

9

minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not

(Comm unication

be denied the right, in community with the other members of

D/760/1997.

their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise

10
Cyprus v. Turkey, Application No. 25781/94, judgm ent
o f 10 May 2001, European Court o f Human Rights.

their own religion, or to use their oivn language.”

J.G.A. D iergaardt et al. v. N am ibia, 25 July 2000
No.

760/1997),

CCPR/C/69/
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2001). Even more striking has been the adoption
by the Council of Europe of two important legal

Why should this matter? It matters in many

instruments, the European Charter for Regional

parts o f the world because o f the prominence

or Minority Languages'® and the Framework Con

o f language issues for minorities in countries

vention for the Protection o f National Minorities,'®

where they are a source o f sometimes violent

which put the force of law into concepts of linguis

conflict. Language is power: it means economic

tic rights and language diversity.

opportunity for those whose language is privi

All o f this means that the principle stating that

leged by the state. Consequently, denial o f

cultural and linguistic diversity must be respected

language use or opportunities is often a seri

is fundamental to a tolerant and accommodat

ous factor in ethnic conflicts, as seen in places

ing democracy. This means embracing pluralism

such as Pakistan, Thailand, Macedonia, Turkey,

and respect for individuals, such that linguistic

Sri Lanka, China, etc. The possibility o f using

and cultural preferences must be acknowledged

freedom o f expression and non-discrimination,

and embraced, rather than ignored or even

among other basic human rights, to address

suppressed.

these claims

mismanagement’

and wishes o f the users o f these languages is

o f ‘diversity

Support

reflecting the interests

within the framework o f international law

essential to the preservation and development

offers a way to peacefully resolve these matters

thereof, as far as is reasonably possible. Finally, it

rather than leave them to what amounts to the

means that human rights affecting language are

discretion o f state authorities, which too often

important in preventing conflicts, as the OSCE’s

tend mainly to favour the ethnic majority.

first and highly effective High Commissioner on

These principles o f good management, conso

National Minorities, Max van der Stoel, so often

nant with the respect for international human

repeated in his tireless work in Europe (2001).

rights linked to language and other cultural pref

Even though a great deal o f research has not been

erences, are not revolutionary. They can be found

done on the connection between language rights

in specialised documents requested by the OSCE

and diversity management, it seems that this

known as the Oslo Recommendations Regarding

is why many peace agreements have autonomy

the Linguistic Rights o f National M inorities! 1

arrangements that allow a minority to control

and The Hague Recommendations Regarding

the government and especially the language o f

the Education Rights o f National Minorities,'® as

education, administration, power and opportu

well as in United Nations documents such as the

nities. Respecting and implementing language-

Declaration on the Rights o f Persons Belonging

related human rights may help prevent the ten

to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic

sions that can escalate into threats to peace in

Minorities,'® among many others.

many parts o f the world.

Even the European Union has entered the picture

These issues are still the subject of uncertainty

and largely approached diversity and its proper

and debate, but clearly language and diversity

handling in a similar fashion, from a political and

issues in international human rights law need

legal point of view. In addition to the numerous res

to be more fully explored, more fully explained

olutions of the European Parliament dealing with

and more fully disseminated and understood if

"regional languages and cultures”, “ethnic minori

we are to ensure that peace processes are effec

ties”, “minority languages”, or “linguistic and cul

tive in managing diversity and preventing the

tural minorities”, the EU is supporting a number of

emergence or continuation o f conflict.

programmes and initiatives dealing with minority

W inning a war will not end the conflict if the

languages under its cultural powers (Nic Shuibhne,

peace is lost.

11 http://wvw.osce.org/documents/cnm/1998/02/2699_
en.pdf

14

12

(CETS No. 148), adopted 5 Novem ber 1992.

13

http://wvw.osce.org/item/2931.html
UN General Assem bly resolution A/RES/47/135,

adopted on 18 December 1992.
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15

European C harter fo r Regional o r M in o rity Languages
Framework Convention fo r the Protection o f N a tion a l

M in o ritie s (CETS No. 157), adopted on 1 February 1995.
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AFRICA
Language diversity and the culture of
peace in South Africa
Anne-Marie Beukes
Department of Linguistics and Literary Theory
University ofJohannesburg

Since the demise of apartheid in South Africa and

belaar & Ghalib 2007: 10), wrapped up a process

the advent o f democracy in 1994, the country has

viewed by South Africans and the world as nothing

experienced a period o f unprecedented, radical polit

short of “a political miracle”. South Africa’s miracle

ical change during which time a ‘transitional justice’

was in fact a political compromise that took its peo

was effected to replace the oppressive social order of

ple from a state of low-intensity civil war and deep

the past. A process o f intense and protracted nego

ethnic and racial cleavages to a peaceful, negotiated

tiations took place between political parties and

political settlement and a democratic dispensation

stakeholders, producing a political settlement and

under the leadership of one of the world’s greatest

a constitution that is widely acclaimed as one of the

peace activists, Nelson Mandela.

most progressive of our time. The 1994 elections.

South Africa is home to a great variety o f language

South Africa’s "most visible act of transition” (Grob-

and culture groups. Its diversity is the result o f an

Ho m e

la n g u a g e by po pu latio n g r o u p

(per c e n t a g e s ) - C e n s u s 2001 (St a t is t ic s S o u th A fr ic a , 2003)
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influx o f various groups o f people to the southern

Beukes

Establishing a new social order

tip o f Africa over the course o f centuries, start
ing some 2,000 years ago with the Khoe and San’

Since the dawn o f democracy and the adoption

people, followed by the Bantu-speaking people

o f the new constitution in 1994, the process of

in the IS '» century (Giliomee & Mbenga 2007).

transitional justice has resulted in the comple

Beginning in the mid-17“’ century, people from

tion o f many formal procedures to right the

continental Europe®, the United Kingdom and

wrongdoings o f the past and establish the rule

Asia® also settled in the region. As a result, some

of law. Nelson Mandela, in his first state-of-

25 languages are used on a daily basis in contem

the-nation address to a democratic parliament

porary South Africa. However, the majority of

in May 1994, called upon his fellow South A fri

South Africans, almost 80% o f a population o f

cans to:

more than 44.8 million people (Statistics South
Africa 2003), speak an African (Bantu) language

“Help establish a social order in which the

as their home language.

freedom o f the individual will truly mean

According to the latest available census statis
tics (2001), the main home languages® spoken
in South Africa are as follows (View previous
page: Statistics South Africa 2003®):
The most commonly spoken home language is
Zulu, which is spoken by 23.8% of the population,
followed by Xhosa (17.6%) and Afrikaans (13.3%).
English, although widely used as a lingua franca

the freedom o f the individual ... to create
a people-centred society o f liberty which
binds us to the pursuit o f the goals o f free
dom from want, freedom from hunger,
freedom from deprivation, freedom from
ignorance, freedom from suppression and
freedom from fear. These freedoms are fun
damental to the guarantee o f human dig
nity”. (Mandela 1994)

across South Africa, is the home language o f only
8.2% o f the population (Census 2001).
South Africa’s constitution boasts one o f the most
progressive language clauses in the world: sec
tion 6 enshrines multilingualism and entrenches
equal rights for the 11 major languages used by
the majority of South Africans (99% of the popu
lation). These languages are the nine main indige
nous African languages®, English® and Afrikaans®.

However, South Africa is currently caught up
in an escalating and unprecedented spiral o f
(organised) violent crime, a situation that has
led many commentators to argue that “free
dom from fear”, and hence lasting peace, have
not yet been achieved. Violent death in the
new democracy has become privatised: in the
five-year period from 2002 to 2007, more than
97,000 people have been killed in incidents of
violent crime. The enormous impact o f these

1

South A frica’s ’first people’.

2

Portugal, the Netherlands, France and Germany.

statistics on the fabric o f South African society

3

Malaysia, Indonesia and India.

is clear when viewed against the situation in

4

Hom e language refers to “the language most often

spoken at home, which is not necessarily the person’s
m other tongue” (Statistics South Africa, 2003: vii).
5

The statistics do not indicate the range o f language

proficiency among South Africans.
6

The African languages are Bantu languages and are

categorised in four language groups: the Nguni group

Iraq, where some 85,000 locals have been killed
over a period o f five years since the American
invasion, bearing in mind that the popula
tion o f Iraq is just more than half the size o f
South Africa’s population (Giliomee 2008). The

(including Zulu, Xhosa, Swati and Ndebele), the Sotho group

effects o f this tidal wave o f violent crime are

(including Tswana, Northern Sotho (Sepedi) and Southern

serious and have resulted in “widespread feel

Sotho), the languages in each o f these two groups being
mutually intelligible to a large degree, Venda and Tsonga.
7

English and Dutch (practically replaced by Afrikaans

in 1925) were the official languages o f South Africa from

ings o f insecurity, paranoia, intensified racial
prejudice, xenophobia and general pessimism”
(Alexander 2002:155).

1910 to the advent o f democracy in 1994.
8 Afrikaans originated from a 17th century Dutch
dialect, but owing to Khoe and other influences, it became
Africanised over a period o f some 300 years. The hybrid

being considered an ‘African’ language. It is one o f only

nature o f the language, together with the fact that

a few languages that developed into a fully standardised,

Afrikaans is spoken only in Africa, has led to the language

w ritten language during the 20th century.
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A recent study by the Medical Research Council

“(t)he violence and criminality we have seen by

(M RC), "Understanding men’s health and use

a few South Africans stand against everything

o f violence: interface o f rape and HIV in South

we have sought to do to build a humane and

Africa”, found that one in four men admitted

caring society built on the values o f Ubuntu”"

to rape and many confessed to attacking more

(Mbeki 2008).

than one victim (Jewkes et al. 2009). According

Accepting that violence is an extremely com

to the MRC, these statistics indicate that South

plex phenomenon (Galtung 1969) and that

Africa has one o f the highest rates o f reported

many factors, including social, cultural, politi

rape in the world. In its coverage o f the MRC

cal and economic ones, may contribute to such

study, the influential M ail & Guardian news

behaviour, I will now consider the relationship

paper framed its article against the 2006 case

between linguistic diversity and the challenges

involving the current South African president,

o f fostering a culture o f peace in South Africa.

Jacob Zuma, who stood trial for the rape o f a
family friend and was eventually acquitted.
Zuma’s supporters

raucously

demonstrated

outside the Johannesburg High Court, verbally
attacking his accuser and chanting “burn the
bitch, burn the bitch" (M a il & Guardian 2009).

Peace and language
In the introduction to her book Language,
Negotiation and Peace, Patricia Friedrich fore
grounds language as an important element in

The eyes o f the world yet again turned to South

addressing the challenges associated with “war

Africa in mid-2008, when xenophobic violence

and political disarray, terrorism, and extremely

directed at fellow Africans from Zimbabwe,

unequal living conditions” that characterise the

Mozambique,

beginning o f the 21*' century (Friedrich 2007:

Malawi, Somalia and

Nigeria

and at immigrants from Asia suddenly erupted

1). She argues that the English language, for

across the country. In a series o f events over a

one, can be turned into an instrument for pro

period o f some two weeks, more than 57 people

m oting peace and justice.

were killed (some burnt alive) in attacks on for
eigners, more than 30,000 foreigners were dis
placed, 342 shops belonging to foreign nationals
were looted and 213 shops were burnt down®.

Oetzel et al. (2006: 567) argue that lasting
cooperative peace on the African continent
hinges on the acceptance o f diversity as a criti
cal component in “the prevention and negotia

Such was the impact o f these events that the

tion o f conflict”. Achieving and maintaining a

prestigious Sunday Times newspaper argued

culture o f peace is a noble goal and a way o f life

that South Africa found itself in “a state of

well worth striving for. The nexus between lan

emergency” (Sunday Times, 25 May 2008). In

guage and peace (and thus between language

an address to the nation to mark the celebration

and violence - as the flip side o f the coin, to use

o f Africa Day” on 25 May 2008, South Africa’s

Galtung’s (1969) phrase) against the backdrop

then president, Thabo Mbeki, referred to the

o f South Africa’s linguistic diversity is the focus

violence as “an absolute disgrace” and a “cal

o f this paper. David Crystal’s delineation of

lousness” that South Africa had not witnessed

“peace linguistics” is crucial to understanding

since the birth o f its democracy. He argued that

the nature and scope o f this nexus:
"A term reflecting the climate o f opinion

9

which emerged during the 1990s among

According to inform ation provided by then Safety and

Security M inister Charles Nqakula at a press conference

many linguists and language teachers, in

on 26 May 2008.

which linguistic principles, methods, find-

10

Africa Day is celebrated annually on 25 May to

com m em orate the establishment o f the Organisation
for African Unity (O A U ) in 1963, which was succeeded
in 2002 by the African Union (A U ). the body that is

11

spearheading the African continent’s renaissance effort

saying ”A person is a person because o f other people” . It is

“ Ubuntu” is an African philosophy which draws on the

to break w ith a past characterised by political instability,

based on "principles o f caring for humanity, love fo r on e’s

under-development and poverty and to prom ote social,

people, respect fo r people and their country, affordin g

political and econom ic regeneration.

each other nationhood" (M lam bo-Ngcuka 2006).
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ings and applications were seen as a means

not impair the freedom o f others [...] peace is

o f promoting peace and human rights at a

both the opposite o f war and a synonym for

global level. The approach emphasizes the

harm ony” (Friedrich 2007: 4).

value o f language diversity and multilin

Galtung (1969: 185) argues that the term

gualism, both internationally and intrana-

"peace” is so widely used that it “presents some

tionally, and asserts the need to foster lan

kind o f substitute in a secular age for feelings

guage attitudes which respect the dignity of

o f devotion and community that in former

individual speakers and speech communi

ages were invoked by reference to religious con

ties". (Crystal 2004: 2)

cepts”. He argues that the word "peace” is hence

This paper will explore language policy and

associated with “feelings o f universal love and

practice in South Africa against the backdrop

brotherhood". In his reflection on the notion

o f contemporary social and political conditions

o f peace, Galtung’s point o f departure is that of

with a view to determining their relationship

“social order”: he views “peace” and “violence”

with peace building in “the rainbow nation” ”

as two sides o f a coin in the sense that peace is

that inhabits this fledgling democracy. The

“absence o f violence” and hence “peace action”

basic tenet o f this paper is that South Africa’s

is “action against violence” Galtung (1969:168).

multilingual dispensation offers ample oppor

One important distinction that he makes is that

tunities to embrace linguistic diversity as a tool

between "positive peace” and "negative peace"

for understanding and promoting a culture o f

(Galtung 1969: 183). He equates “absence o f

peace. I wish to argue that a comprehensive

personal violence” with "negative peace” and

language policy and plan based on a progres

“absence o f structural violence” with “positive

sive language clause offer broad opportunities

peace”. Absence o f structural violence leads

to promote peace and give concrete effect to the

to “social justice”, which Galtung defines as a

values o f human rights, equality, tolerance and

positive condition o f “egalitarian distribution

a better life for all.

o f power and resources”. Such positive and fair

The notion o f ‘peace’ may mean different

social conditions and structures arguably facili

things to d ifferent people: "Few words are so

tate peace building, which may be negotiated

often usedandabused... nobody has a m onop

through language (Friedrich 2007).

oly on defin ing ‘peace’” (Galtung 1969: 167).

ing and maintaining language users’ linguistic

Respect

It is im portant to bear in mind that common-

rights, respecting and facilitating a healthy eco

sense notions o f peace are more often than

system o f languages, and building strong social

not culturally determ ined. Friedrich’s (2007)

institutions, including peace-promoting educa

defin ition o f peace is a useful starting point,

tion and language-awareness programmes, are

since she draws on the m eaning o f peace

some o f the pivotal elements that may ensure

across different languages and cultures and

that languages and their users are able to pro

points to ideas such as “political and govern 

mote and maintain a culture o f peace (W ikiver

ment peace”, “spiritual peace”, "inner peace”,

sity 2009; Friedrich 2007: 5).

“social justices and order”, and “absence o f
war”. Based on these ideas, she defines peace
as “the exercising o f communal and individ

Peace and its relationship to linguistic
diversity in South Africa

ual freedom s in so far as such freedom s do
The notion o f positive peace is clearly key to
A m etaphor coined by Nobel laureate Desmond Tutu

investigating the role o f linguistic diversity in

after South Africa became a democracy in 1994. The

building a culture o f peace in contemporary

m etaphor denotes the country’s diversity and the efforts

South Africa. Following Friedrich’s (2007: 5)

12

o f uniting people from diverse races and ethnicities. The
origins o f Tutu’s m etaphor lie in the Bible story o f Noah,
in which a rainbow appeared after the flood to symbolise

framework for achieving positive peace through
language, some o f these elements will now be

peace as part o f God’s covenant with Noah, cf. http://

explored from a macro language-planning per

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainbow_Nation (accessed 3 July
2009].

spective.
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(Wikiversity 2009). The Afrikaans language

porary South Africa is intimately linked to the

thus became a ‘loaded weapon’ in black South

nexus between violence and language. The era

Africans’ struggle for freedom and social jus

o f ‘grand apartheid’ in the 1970s and 1980s

tice.

was characterised by extreme periods o f dishar

The Soweto uprising was a watershed event that

mony and violent unrest directly related to the

led to a radical break in South Africa as regards

structural violence o f the apartheid system. On

the issue o f language rights. The impact o f the

16 June 1976, schoolchildren staged a daylong

structural violence embodied in the apartheid

protest march through the streets o f Soweto, a

regime’s language-in-education

black township in Johannesburg. The commu

its disregard for language rights was evident

nity, antagonised by the language-in-education

some 30 years later when South Africa’s con

policies and practices o f the apartheid regime’s

stitutional negotiators devised a new, demo

policies

and

Department o f Bantu Education, was opposed

cratic language policy dispensation. Respect for

to the sudden imposition early in 1976 o f A fri

and maintenance o f language rights were duly

kaans, in addition to English, as a medium of

incorporated into South Africa’s Bill o f Rights,

teaching and learning in secondary school sub

and equal status for 11 main languages was

jects such as mathematics and accounting” .

enshrined in the constitution.

Moreover, most teachers (who were non-native
speakers o f Afrikaans) lacked the proficiency to
teach in Afrikaans since they had been trained
to teach in English. The march turned vio

Respect for human rights in multilingual
South Africa

lent when police recklessly opened fire on the
schoolchildren, igniting a conflict that soon

Friedrich (2007: 66) points out that "(u)phold-

spilled over into other black townships across

ing human rights is one o f the primary tasks in

South Africa. Over the ensuing six months,

building positive peace. If individuals have their

some 176 people died, most o f them killed by

basic needs respected and catered for, they will

police (Giliomee & Mbenga 2007: 365).

theoretically be less likely to try and pursue jus

One o f the youth leaders at the time, Tsietsi

tice by means o f violence”. Linguistic rights and

Mashinini, argued that the riots were not only

linguistic justice are closely related elements.

about the governm ent’s language-in-education

As far as human rights go, the South African

policy, but also the apartheid dispensation and

constitution enshrines the right to use the lan

the arrogant manner in which the white m inor

guage o f choice:

ity imposed legislation (Giliomee 8t Mbenga
2007: 362). Yet the Afrikaans language became
associated with the apartheid regime and was
hence stigmatised as "the language o f the
oppressor". This stigma was a function o f the
governm ent’s self-serving use o f language as an
instrument o f imposition and control, confirm

“Everyone has the right to use the language
and participate in the cultural life o f their
choice, but no one exercising these rights may
do so in a manner inconsistent with any pro
vision of the Bill o f Rights”, (section 30)

ing the notion that languages “are not intrinsi
cally good or bad; [...] they are used as vehicles

In line with the dominant theme o f effecting

o f good or evil by the people who utilize them”

equality in terms o f its rights-based paradigm,
the constitution furthermore:

13

Learners were subjected to a situation that could not

be defended from a pedagogical point o f view. In lower
prim ary school they were taught the basic concepts in their

• prohibits discrimination against anyone
on the grounds o f language (section 9(3));

m other tongue and were subsequently taught in English

• prescribes that everyone has the right to

at higher prim ary school, with their teachers periodically

education in the official language(s) o f his

code switching in their m other tongue to e.xplain difficult
concepts. In their first year in the junior secondary school

or her choice (section 29(2));

phase, learners were taught mathematics in English.
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• enshrines the right o f linguistic commu

situation becomes ominous when the large num

nities to use their cultures and languages

bers of complaints on language rights violations

(section 31);

lodged with the government’s statutory language

• prescribes that every person is entitled

agency, the Pan South African Language Board

to access to interpreting services during a

(PanSALB), are taken into account. In 2006,

trial and that arrested and accused persons

PanSALB reportedly received some 20 language

are entitled to receive information in a lan

rights complaints against government depart

guage that they understand (section 35).

ments which, in the absence o f remedies, compel

South Africa’s constitutional provisions on lan
guage rights are clearly in consonance with the
global movements for the protection o f linguis
tic rights and tolerance o f diversity that were
taking shape at the time, e.g. the U N ’s 1992

the Board to approach courts o f law to resolve the
disputes (DAC 2007: 6-7). Thus, expectations
that appropriate implementation measures would
be put in place to protect people’s linguistic rights
have been dashed (Beukes 2008).

Declaration on the Rights o f Persons Belonging
to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic
Minorities, and UNESCO’s Universal Declara

The ecology of languages in multilingual
South Africa

tion o f Linguistic Rights (1996). However, the
implementation o f these constitutional provi
sions and the realisation o f the above-men
tioned guarantees o f rights pertaining to the
use o f languages have remained a vexed issue
these past 15 years. In fact, commentators
are pointing out that many o f the lofty ideals
articulated in policy provisions and pronounce
ments seem to have fallen by the wayside.

The ecological well-being o f minority languages
vis-à-vis powerful, more widely used interna
tional languages is one of the major concerns of
recent sociolinguistic studies (Friedrich 2007).
South Africa is a case in point: there, sociopo
litical and attitudinal issues regarding the use
o f the indigenous languages o f South Africa
are impacting negatively on them despite the

Language policy implementation has been virtu

enabling constitutional provisions on the equal

ally ignored by the government, which has thus

status o f all 11 official languages. This will affect

been accused o f lacking a true commitment to the

their vitality and sustainability as languages o f

constitutional provisions on language and its own

higher function, for example, as languages o f

policy, the National Language Policy Framework

learning and teaching (LOLT), languages o f sci

(NLPF), approved by Cabinet in 2003 (DAC 2003a

ence and technology, languages used in courts

& 2003b). In fact, the government and the Public

o f law and languages o f the public domain (e.g.

Service have generally failed to comply with the
directives on official multilingualism and the pro
tection of language rights. In many respects, gov
ernment departments and officials have devised
and implemented monolingual practices that are
in direct conflict with constitutional provisions on
language. One of the main contributing factors

in the media and in parliament).
The problematic nature o f this state o f affairs
has been acknowledged by the government.
Former President Thabo Mbeki conceded that
there is grave concern over the future o f the
indigenous languages o f South Africa:

has been the fact that there is currendy no obliga
tion to comply with the language provisions in the

“Quite correctly, many in our country have

absence o f dedicated language legislation.

expressed concern about the place o f the

The South African Languages Bill (DAC 2003c)

African languages in our society. This relates

was approved by Cabinet in 2003 but has since

to such important matters as mother-tongue

not been tabled in Parliament. Indications are

instruction in our schools, the study o f A fri

that the government is hesitant to proceed with

can languages at the school and university

language legislation; hence, no remedy can be

levels, the publication of books and maga

enacted for violations of linguistic rights. This

zines in the African languages, the further
development o f these languages for use
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as media o f instruction at higher levels of

points to the worrying fact that almost half o f the

education, multilingualism, the use o f indig

population (45%) either “often do[es] not under

enous languages in our state institutions, in

stand" or “very seldom understand[s]” speeches or

the public discourse and public communica

statements made in English by prominent leaders

tion, and so on”. (Mbeki 2007)

(PanSALB 2000: 139). In rural areas, this figure
increases to 67% (PanSALB 2000:143).

Likewise, the former Minister o f Education

Leading South African language planner and

acknowledged that the future o f indigenous

2008 Linguapax Prize winner Neville Alexander

languages in education is bleak;

warns that embracing a monolingual situation
has considerable implications for the viability
o f South Africa’s young democracy. He argues

“Indeed, the future o f South African lan

that once the salience o f the apartheid legacy

guages as areas o f academic study and

o f ‘the race issue’ has been reduced in South

research is a matter o f pressing concern for

African society, language issues could become

all o f us. The role o f language and access

the main fault line, with other linguistic com

to language skills is critical to enabling

munities henceforth demanding their rights

individuals to realize their full potential to

(Alexander 2002). If Alexander is correct, the

participate in and contribute to the social,

ecological impairment o f South Africa’s indig

cultural, and intellectual life o f the South

enous languages could result in undue ethno-

African society." (Pandor 2006)

linguicism and disharmony, thwarting the new
democracy’s peace-building projects.

The preservation o f South Africa’s linguistic
diversity is arguably an important component in
the process o f building and maintaining positive

Building strong social institutions in
multilingual South Africa

peace, that is, the absence o f structural violence,
according to Galtung’s (1969) position. The

South Africa’s policy o f multilingualism may

government’s failure to implement its own poli

be viewed as an invaluable tool to address eth-

cies is increasingly resulting in “linguistic elite

nolinguicism

closure”, whereby those South Africans who do

(Alexander 2002; Bamgbose 2003). The estab

not have access to the dominant language used

lishment o f the PanSALB as the government’s

and

promote

nation

building

by the elite, i.e. English, are being disempow-

statutory language-planning agent in 1995 was

ered. Kamwangamalu (2004: 132) urges South

greeted with enthusiasm as “a cornerstone in

Africa to address the issue of English-based elite

our passage towards democracy”, a body that

closure to “prevent the emergence of a society in

would enable South Africa to develop “one o f

which [...] power is concentrated in a minority o f

the most democratic and efficient language poli

the country’s population who have had access to

cies in the world" (Heugh in Beukes 1996: 619).
Because o f PanSALB’s constitutional mandate

English-medium education”.
The scope of elite closure is clearly illustrated by
the findings recorded in the PanSALB National
Sociolinguistic

Survey

(PanSALB

2000).

For

example, the survey shows that communication
with government officials in settings such as
police stations generally does not take place in
the language o f the client. Police statements are
often not written in the client’s language. The sur
vey argues that this situation is inadequate and
constitutes a problem since “the public should be
able to check the accuracy o f statements given to
the police” (PanSALB 2000: 43). The survey also

and statutory status, and thus its socio-political
importance, it is a potentially important peace
building tool. However, much criticism has been
levelled against PanSALB since its establishment
because o f its inability to protect people against
the violation o f their language rights. The Board
has been accused o f becoming a “soft” languageplanning agent and a toothless watchdog (Perry
2004). This is a great disappointment given the
fact that PanSALB was established as part o f the
“language as a right” discourse during the consti
tutional negotiations in the early 1990s.
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The aim o f the writers o f the constitution was,

In the run-up to the election o f Jacob Zuma as

according to Judge Alhie Sachs, the main archi

democratic South Africa’s third president in

tect o f the language clause, to provide for a lan

April 2009, chants based on the metaphor of war

guage hody that would address language conflict

and killing were again used by prominent politi

and promote reconciliation “to ensure that the

cians. Current ANC Youth League leader Julius

language scene is not a snake pit”, as well as

Malema declared that his constituency would

language solidarity and cooperation "to try and

turn to violence if the prosecution o f Zuma for

develop that hroad South African point o f view

alleged fraud and corruption continued. Malema

so that you are not in your corner fighting just

reportedly made it clear: ‘”We are prepared to

for your language” (Beukes & Barnard 1994:13).

die for Zuma. Not only that, we are prepared to

To that end, PanSALB should he active in design

take up arms and kill for Zuma,’ said Malema to

ing a better South Africa where “respect for all

applause from the crowd" (Th e Times 2008).

language users and the uses they make o f lan

During his rape trial, Jacob Zuma himself fre

guage” (Wikiversity 2009) becomes a reality.

quently employed language in line with his
strategic agenda by addressing supporters out

Language awareness in multilingual South
Africa

side the court singing his trademark struggle
chant, ‘Umshini warn’ (Zulu for ‘Bring me my
machine gun’). This trivialisation o f war meta

In keeping with Crystal (2004: 2), who points to

phor arguably reinforces the dehumanising use

the importance of positive attitudes that “respect

o f language and defies peace-fostering language

the dignity o f individual speakers and speech com

policy and planning efforts.

munities", I wish to argue that language awareness
campaigns should be mounted in South Africa
to educate its citizens regarding the connection

Conclusion

between language and a culture o f peace. South
Africans need to be made aware, among other

If the basic tenets o f critical discourse analysis

things, of the negative effects o f abuse through

are followed - i.e. that discursive practices are

the use o f language. Proponents of peace linguis

embedded in social practice, that “ways o f talk

tics argue that language has both a ‘humanising’

ing produce and reproduce ways o f thinking, and

and ‘dehumanising’ power: the humanising power

ways o f thinking can be manipulated via choices

of language is about “acknowledging language as a

about grammar, style, wording and every other

system shared by human beings as well as investing

aspect o f discourse" (Johnstone 2008: 54) - it is

in making language humane” (Wikiversity 2009).

clear that South African society needs to be sen

Discourse employed in politics in South Africa is

sitised to the peace-fostering use o f language.

often o f a dehumanising nature. A case in point

Crystal (2004: 3) argues that if linguists wish “to

is a former ANC Youth League leader and deputy

bring a linguistic solution to specific issues in the

minister in Mandela’s government, Peter Mokaba,

area of peace research, defence o f human rights

who regularly used the chant “Kill the Boer’®,

and the promotion o f education for democracy”,

kill the farmer” at political rallies in the 1990s,

we need to get “a significant part o f the general

allegedly to incite violence against the Afrikaner

public on our side”. He proposes that attitudinal

minority. This dehumanising use o f language

and behavioural changes should be effected by

becomes clear when seen against the background

creating awareness in the media, education and

o f a report on farm attacks by the South African

in the domestic sphere. The South African gov

Human Rights Commission that an average of

ernment's statutory language-planning agent,

between 140 and 145 farmers have been killed

PanSALB, which was established in 1996 to

annually since 1997 (Business Report 2003).

promote multilingualism and protect language
rights, has a dismal track record as regards aware

14

Th e term 'B oer’ refers to white Afrikaners, while

‘boer’ in general refers to a farm er o f Afrikaner descent.
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B eu k e s , A-M. “New horizons in language laws and

ioural changes in response to government policy,

language rights: multilingualism in the New

PanSALB should play a leading role in changing

South Africa”. A FIT: Proceedings oftheXTVth

uninformed attitudes that have an adverse impact

World Congress o f the Fédération Interna

on South Africa’s efforts to respond to the chal

tionale des Traducteurs, 9-16 february 1996.

lenge o f its great peacemaker. Nelson Mandela,

Melbourne; [FIT], 1996. V. 2.

"to create a people-centred society o f liberty" that

B e u k e s , A-M.; B a rn ard , M., e d . Proceedings o f the

would guarantee all South Africans their human

Languages for All Conference: Towards a Pan

dignity. To this end, it is suggested that PanSALB

South African Language Board, 27-28 May

partner with another government language-plan

1994, Pretoria: Department o f Arts, Culture,

ning agent, the Department of Arts and Culture,

Science and Technology. 1994. P. 2-6

with a view to devising and implementing appro
priate long-term language-awareness strategies.
A concerted effort by the government and

Census 2001: census in brief Pretoria: Statistics
South Africa, 2003.
C rysta i ., D. “Creating a world o f languages” [On

language stakeholders in multicultural South

line]. IN: L inguapax C o n g r e .ss (10

Africa to create awareness o f the nexus between

B a r c elo n a ). Dialogue on Language Diversity,

language and peace and thus invest in “making

Sustainability and Peace, Barcelona, 20-23

language humane” and give concrete effect to

May 2004. Barcelona; Institut Linguapax,

t h .:

2004:

“respect for human rights, democracy and toler

[2004]

ance” (UN 1998), is long overdue.

gres04/pdf/crystal.pdf> [Consultation: 26

<http://www.linguapax.org/con-

maig 2008].
D epa rtm en t o f A r ts an d C u lt u r e . Report on Eighth

National Language Forum, 12-13 April 2007.
My sincere thanks are due to Karen van Rooyen
for editing the draft version o f this paper.

Pretoria: DAC, 2007.
D epa rtm en t o f A rts a n d C u lt u r e .

National Lan

guage Policy Framework. 12 Februay de 2003.
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Indigenous peoples and conflict
resolution in Mexico
Arnulfo Em briz
National Institute of Indigenous Languages, Mexico

Mexico is a multicultural country that recog

describes the three sources o f conflict— recog

nises indigenous peoples as members o f the

nition o f indigenous authorities, access to and

Mexican nation. O f Mexico's inhabitants, 10%

control o f indigenous sacred sites, and agrarian

are indigenous and 6% speak an indigenous

conflicts— that, in the author’s opinion, are the

language. The country is home to a total o f 68

most significant.

indigenous peoples. The number o f people in

This article will take into account the following

each indigenous culture range from a few hun

considerations;

dred to more than one million (in the case o f
Nahuatl speakers). For the first time in M exi
co’s history, the Mexican National Institute for
Indigenous Languages (IN A L l) has officially
recognised 364 linguistic variants or national
indigenous languages. IN A Ll published this
list in its Catalogue o f National Indigenous
Languages: The Linguistic Variants o f M exico
and their Self-Designations and Ceostatistical
References, which was included in the Official
Gazette o f the Federation on 14 January 2008.
These national indigenous languages are spo
ken in more than 20,000 indigenous communi
ties throughout Mexico.
Most o f the indigenous population lives in vil
lages with fewer than 500 inhabitants, but close
to 30% live in cities. Throughout the 20th cen
tury, indigenous peoples have been the groups
most affected by agrarian and political conflicts.
Their individual and collective rights, including
cultural and linguistic rights, were recognised
in 1992 and ratified and expanded in 2001
under the Political Constitution o f the Mexican
United States and the respective constitutions
of the various Mexican states.
Many sorts o f conflicts involving indigenous
peoples have arisen in Mexico. This article

Indigenous languages have not been used as a
means of communicating in conflict resolution
negotiations in Mexico, nor have they formed a
substantial part of the indigenous communities’
demands. The indigenous communities basically
demand recognition as peoples, restitution and rec
ognition of their lands, special public policies, and
necessary public services such as education, health
care and justice. Indigenous languages are not the
demand at the core of the indigenous movements.
Instead, they are just one part o f the indigenous
peoples’ cultural demands. Indigenous languages
are not used in the mechanisms of negotiation and
conflict resolution. In this context, Spanish is the
predominant language for both Spanish speakers
and speakers of indigenous languages.
To resolve internal conflicts within

their

com munities, indigenous peoples use their
own

languages,

but

their

decisions

are

expressed in agreem ents written in Spanish
by the indigenous people. In the vast m ajor
ity o f cases, Spanish is the language used for
negotiation and con flict resolution between
members o f different cultures.
In negotiations aimed at resolving a conflict
with the government that involves the partici
pation o f civil servants, Spanish is used. In such

Indigenous peoples and conflict resolution in Mexico ■Arnulfo

negotiations, the members o f the indigenous

b)

Embriz

C iv il and dom estic disputes

community who speak Spanish, in addition to
playing their usual role as social leaders, often
act as translators or interpreters.

1. Domestic disputes such as intra-family
violence, temporary separation, alimony or
child support, desertion, adultery, pater

Greater reconciliation between the law and
indigenous practices of justice

nity suits, and promise o f marriage.
2. Civil disputes such as probate, contracts of
sale, demarcation o f properties, settlement

In Mexico, recognition o f indigenous authori

o f debts, fraud, and breach o f confidence.

ties is established in the Political Constitution
and internal conflicts are resolved by apply
ing the Mexican internal regulatory system.
By federal mandate, several o f the Mexican
states have reformed their constitutions and
state laws in order to specifically recognise
these rights in accordance with their cultural
characteristics and political relations. This has
brought about greater respect for the deci
sions included in the law and the reaffirmation
o f habits and customs and the recognition o f
indigenous authorities. At the same time, it
has validated non-indigenous authorities and
boosted recognition o f the various means o f
imparting justice and punishing crimes in
indigenous regions.
Each indigenous culture has its own method for

The conciliation system used by indigenous
judges is entirely oral, is mostly conducted in
indigenous languages, accepts almost without
question the statements o f the parties, and
may result in a range o f resolution alternatives,
such as a promise not to repeat a particular
behaviour or a legal record o f an act such as a
purchase or donation, etc. In accordance with
each indigenous culture and in compliance with
agreements with the municipal or state author
ities, the indigenous judges act as notaries—
that is, they bear witness to promises to enter
into a contract o f sale, commitments to take
custody o f children, etc. In many communities,
the functions performed by indigenous judges
include the task o f imposing a penalty such as
forced labour or community service.

identifying crimes and ways o f punishing them.
The judges in the judicial system are expected to
be familiar with and take into account these par
ticular methods so that, when indigenous people
are put on trial, their rights are respected, they are
given access to justice, a translator or interpreter
is appointed, a defence attorney familiar with the
language and culture is provided, and the customs
o f the accused person, as a member o f an indig
enous culture, are respected. Nevertheless, these
ideals are still far from being attained.
The disputes in which the authorities, justices
o f the peace, conciliators and indigenous gov
ernors have most frequently used indigenous
languages are those which involve members o f

Nevertheless, Mexico’s regulations are not yet
structured to allow full recognition o f habits
and customs on the basis o f the idea o f a mul
ticultural, multilingual society that respects
the identity o f indigenous peoples and the lan
guages they speak. Indigenous authorities and
judges are often considered alternative, lowerlevel forms o f justice, with a status somewhere
between that o f state and federal laws, on the
one hand, and that o f the laws imposed by the
indigenous peoples, on the other.

Compatibility between indigenous justice
practices and legislation

the same community:
The Political Constitution o f the Mexican United
States and the constitutions o f some o f the
a)

C rim in a l disputes

Mexican states recognise that members o f indig
enous communities have the right to a trial that

Physical or verbal aggression, theft, dam
age to property, breaking and entering,
and sexual crimes.
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respects their habits and customs. However, only
in the state o f San Luis Potosí have legal steps
been taken to truly help non-indigenous judges
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to understand and recognise the habits, customs

Non-indigenous judges who use national or state

and interna] norms of indigenous communities.

laws and codes tend to consider indigenous jus

No answers have yet been provided to the ques

tice to be random, discretional and often incom

tions: Which o f these habits and customs are

patible with a variety o f laws. For example, when

compatible with existing legislation, and to what

an indigenous authority detains an offender, a

extent? And are these habits and customs com

non-indigenous judge may consider that crimes

patible with human rights, basic freedoms such

such as unlawful arrest or impersonation o f a

as the freedom o f worship, and gender equality?

public officer have been committed. Or, in more

The answers to these questions will have sub

extreme cases, when a suspect resists arrest and

stantive implications for the ongoing defini

the indigenous authorities use force to detain

tion o f regulations, for the forms o f recogni

him or her, a non-indigenous judge could pos

tion o f indigenous governments and how they

sibly consider that the authorities— which are

are to be applied in the future, for the frame

not recognised as such— are violating the sus

work o f recognised indigenous rights, and for

pect’s human rights. Situations o f this sort are

the processes o f building and recognising the

common. Nevertheless, it is the assembly of

autonomy o f indigenous peoples.
Clearly, attention to, understanding o f and
solutions for indigenous problems in Mexico

the town or community that must determine
whether a crime has been committed.
Customary law and legal systems take on

must necessarily be channelled towards finding

meaning and coherence in relation to the

and building bridges o f com patibility between

social, political and cultural context. As a

indigenous habits and customs and the body

result, in extreme cases, the use o f plants for

o f Mexican law, as part o f a process o f legally

ceremonial or curative purposes and beliefs in

validating indigenous habits, customs, and

supernatural phenomena such as witchcraft

social and governmental structures (known

play an important role in the process o f resolv

collectively as the ‘system o f posts’), in which

ing disputes and internal conflicts. Neither

values, conceptions and customs are taken

witchcraft nor the ritual use o f psychotropic

into account to regulate coexistence, rights,

substances are considered in the national leg

obligations, the election and responsibilities

islation. If they are considered, it is according

o f authorities, and internal conflict resolu

to an entirely different conception and logic—

tion, the result o f which is the establishment

that is, entirely different from the indigenous

o f legal customs. These legal customs are only

logic, with a unique governmental structure

recognised and respected by the members o f

and

a community in the context o f oral tradition.

principles and social organisation. Thus, it is

its

corresponding

order,

regulations,

This oral tradition is usually passed down in

impossible to conceive o f a legal custom with

the indigenous language. W hether these acts

out considering the culture, values, regula

o f legal custom are recorded often depends on

tions and procedures o f the indigenous people

the education level o f the assistants working at

or community in question.

the indigenous courts and authorities. These

Conflict resolution has various scopes and levels;

legal forms are usually recognised within a

that is, there are authorities and competent

particular group or in the context o f the influ

figures in the political, legal, ritual, ceremonial

ence o f a particular indigenous government.

and festive realms, as well as in the labour-related

The justice systems o f indigenous governments

world and in common or shared spaces.

are mainly concerned with solving conflicts,

Whereas Mexico’s criminal legislation envi

providing mediation, and ensuring community

sions that lawbreakers are socially rehabilitated

coexistence and unity. It is considered that the

essentially by completing a prison sentence, in

indigenous methods and procedures for dis

indigenous communities, whenever the com

pensing justice make it possible to re-establish

munity order is disrupted— for example in

collective agreements and community coexis

the form o f one person abusing or infringing

tence.

on the rights o f another— the most important
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thing is to restore or rebuild this order. The jus

Embriz

as the physical locations o f parts o f their cos

tice systems of indigenous peoples seek above

mogonies, often featuring symbols o f nature

all to compensate for the damages caused. For

and historical or religious structures.

example, if one person damages the sown field

Today, some o f these sacred sites are the sub

or crop o f another, he or she is obliged to give

ject o f conflicts between the landowners and

the victim as many ears o f corn as the lost crop

the indigenous people responsible for the sites’

would have yielded; his or her punishment may

ceremonial formalities and safekeeping. Most

also include community service.

such conflicts are centred on the use, enjoy

The treatment and evaluation o f an offence or

ment and ownership o f the sites, and they pit

a conflict are based on personalised criteria,

members o f an indigenous community against

such that the authority does not necessarily

other members o f Mexican society who view

dispense punishment equally but instead con

the rituals performed at such sites as uncivi

siders the personal history of parties, examines

lised forms o f religious faith. The result is a

the context and history o f the conflict, and then

competition between the members o f Mexico’s

defines a strategy for reaching a solution.

recognised religious associations, manifested in

Thus, the solution sought by the indigenous

the form o f religious intolerance, arising from

judges through conciliation is intended to com

the struggle for ideological control between the

pensate for the damages caused, thereby pre

‘new churches’ and their desire to increase the

venting the growth o f the conflict, decreasing

number o f their followers.

its impact on the community, and preventing

Such situations sometimes result in acts o f vio

revenge. The logic o f indigenous communities,

lence targeting traditional religious authorities,

therefore, is a collective, orderly mechanism

the defamation o f traditional medical knowl

that prevents people from taking justice into

edge, the displacement o f communities, the

their own hands.

theft o f sacred objects from indigenous temples

In these situations o f conflict within indigenous

and other places o f worship, and so on.

communities, the path to a solution depends

Other cases o f conflict are based on problems

not only on the nature o f the conflict but also

o f land ownership, such as the case o f a Mayan

on the character and socio-political character

ceremonial centre in the state o f Sinaloa whose

istics o f the parties. That is, the indigenous

owner is non-indigenous; the claims by the

person is judged not only as an individual but

Kumeyaay people o f Baja California to a white

also as a member o f an indigenous community

boulder located on non-indigenous coopera

who speaks a different language and who has a

tive tract o f land; and claims by the Comca’ac

culture that is special and distinct from that o f

(Seri) people to sacred sites on Tiburón Island

the other party to the conflict. These socio-cul-

that are frequently visited by non-indigenous

tural conditions give rise to a decision based on

fishermen.

social consensus and, in particular, the wisdom

The promotion o f tourism in indigenous com

and knowledge o f the traditions o f justice o f

munities has caused damage to sacred sites

each indigenous people or community served

because non-indigenous tourists consume the

by the judge.

plants used in the rituals or because tourist
guides usurp the functions o f the leaders of

Conflicts over access to and control of
indigenous sacred sites

ceremonies and rituals. Tourism is also some
times accompanied by the looting o f offerings,
archaeological remains and psychotropic plants.

The sacred sites o f indigenous cultures are

In some cases, the construction o f infrastruc

recognised places that are used for ritual and

ture that affects sacred sites has moved forward

ceremonial purposes related to indigenous life

without the input o f the indigenous authorities.

cycles and religious beliefs. They are recognised

The construction o f hydroelectric dams, roads

by the members o f the indigenous community

and highways has often given rise to conflicts
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o f this sort, which are then solved through the

that was traditionally used as thoroughfares

unilateral application of expropriation laws.

for the m ovem ents o f people. Some problems

Religious

conflicts

between

Catholics

and

arise when new owners fence o ff tracts o f land

Evangelicals are, in some indigenous regions,

and try to rescind the easement o f access.

a permanent source o f social tension. Conflicts

Another fifth o f Mexico’s agrarian conflicts

arising when a person converts from one reli

have to do with disagreement over the borders

gion to the other result in obstacles to the use

o f the indigenous com munities’ communal or

o f churches, opposition to the construction

cooperative properties. A further 8% o f these

o f new temples, and bans on the burial o f the

conflicts involve borders with private prop

dead in community mausoleums. Situations

erty. Therefore, a total o f nearly 30% o f agrar

o f this sort have been seen in the indigenous

ian conflicts are based on disputes over the

regions o f Chiapas, Hidalgo and Jalisco. While

boundaries o f indigenous lands or the lands

conflicts o f this sort are not widespread, they

o f others.

are the expression o f an internal struggle that

Close

manifests itself as the desire to maintain tradi

demands o f restitution for the loss o f lands,

to

7% o f agrarian

conflicts

involve

tions in the face o f those who would question

forests and water sources. Claims o f this sort

the internal power structures o f the communi

date back to 1915. Due to a variety o f conflicts

ties. In cases that lead to conflict, the people

that have arisen, many claims have never been

responsible for the sacred locations enjoy their

fully resolved. Deeply rooted in history, these

positions o f power thanks to family lineage

conflicts have their origin in clashes over land

dating back many years. Despite the fact that

that changed hands during the Mexican agrar

they constitute a minority o f the community,
these individuals exercise control over the other
inhabitants.

ian reform o f the 20th century (see table).
These conflicts have developed over many
years. Many o f them originated in colonial

In the resolution o f conflicts o f this sort, the

times, when the viceroy recognised the lands

communities express resentment at the lack of

o f Indian peoples and republics, and continued

resources dedicated to ensuring the future con

throughout the Mexican governm ent’s redistri

tinuity o f their religious celebrations, chants

bution o f agricultural land under the Agrarian

and prayers to their gods in the indigenous lan

Law o f 6 January 1915. Just a small number of

guages. They also resent the fact that the nego

agrarian reform processes — such as the provi

tiations are conducted in Spanish, a language

sion, restitution and expansion o f cooperative

that is not their own, and with authorities that

lands; the recognition and transfer o f title of

are not recognised by their culture. These con

communal properties; and the expropriation

flicts are viewed as problems o f belief, and their

o f lands— have yet to be concluded. Neverthe

resolution has been continually postponed over

less, the aforementioned conflicts engendered

many years. The conflicts are seen as involving

by these processes still pit many indigenous

only the indigenous community and not other

groups against other indigenous Mexicans,

inhabitants o f Mexico, since the indigenous

non-indigenous Mexicans and their respective

people hold beliefs that are different from those

authorities. Even in cases in which all parties

o f most Mexicans.

wish to reach an agreement and the conciliation
process has been emphasised, the conflicts have

Agrarian conflicts

still endured for periods ranging from 15 to 100
years.

M exico’s

indigenous

regions

have

seen

In June 2003, the Mexican Secretary for Agrar

numerous agrarian conflicts, with the total

ian Reform identified more than 400 rural

number reaching 4,328 in 2002. Close to one

agrarian conflicts and, o f these, chose 14 ‘red

fifth o f these conflicts involve easement of

flags’— that is, high-risk conflicts that would

access. The problems often have to do with

receive top priority.

habits and customs relating to the use o f land
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C o l l e c t iv e c o n f l ic t s in a g r a r ia n a r e a s o f M e x ic o i n h a b it e d b y in d ig e n o u s p e o p l e s

M a in c o l l e c t iv e c o n f l ic t s

Nu m ber of

Per cen ta g e

c o n f l ic t s

Easement of access in communal or cooperative lands'

799

Boundaries with community lands’

18.5 %
10.3 %

Boundaries with communal lands’

405

9.4 %

Assignment of lands by the assembly

385

8.9 %

Boundaries with lands held by small landowners

350

8.1 %

Restitution for the loss of lands, forests and water sources

299

6.9 %

1,646

38.0 %

4 ,3 2 8

100.0 %

Other issues
To t a l

■Data from January 2002
' Problem occurring mainly in Oaxaca, Veracruz, San Luis Potosí,
Morelos. Tabasco and Puebla
’ Problem occurring mainly in Oaxaca, Michoacán and Guerrero
’ Problem occurring mainly in Oaxaca, Veracruz and Yucatán
Source: Robles, H. and Concheiro, L. 2002. Características básicas de los ejidos y comunidades con

población indígena. Mexico.

These 14 land-ownership conflicts, located in

confrontations between indigenous people and

11 different Mexican states, produced more

authorities at the community, municipal, state

than 80 violent clashes over the years, leaving

and federal levels. The result has been dimin

more than 500 dead and 200 wounded.

ished governability in each o f these regions.

O f these conflicts, eight were located in the

To address

states o f Chiapas, Guerrero and Oaxaca, which

for Agrarian

these conflicts,
Reform

the Secretary

created several Spe

together account for close to 36% o f Mexico’s

cial Atten tion Groups, each consisting o f a

indigenous population and are home to the

coordinator and a number o f experts such as

country’s most extreme poverty and mar

lawyers, sociologists, engineers and techni

ginalisation. The other six ‘red flag’ conflicts

cal specialists. The Special Atten tion Groups

were located in Durango, Jalisco, Michoacán,

were based in or close to the areas in conflict.

Nayarit, San Luis Potosí, Sonora, Veracruz and

Their consultation and participation mecha

Zacatecas (see table).

nisms included work meetings, assemblies,

The inhabitants o f these areas o f conflict share

conciliation com m ittees and negotiation. The

indices indicating low levels o f literacy, health,

Special A tten tion Groups were charged with

nutrition and life expectancy. With the excep

establishing negotiation strategies and build

tion of San Luis Potosí (Riego Pujal-Coy District),

ing bridges o f effective com munication with

all o f these areas are home to indigenous popula

the affected parties, with the institutions o f

tions that speak their own languages. The agrar

agrarian reform , and with municipal, state

ian conflicts, combined with almost continuous

and federal governm ent agencies. The m em 

violence and uncertainty, have pitted indigenous

bers o f the Special Atten tion Groups received

communities against one another and spawned

training in negotiation, strategic planning.
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M a jo r a g r a r ia n c o n f l ic t s (‘ r e d f l a g s ’)
Sta te

C o m m u n it ie s in c o n f l ic t

C h ia p a s

San Pedro Chenalhó and San Pablo Calchihuitán

C h ia p a s

Lacandona community

D u r a n g o -Z a c a t e c a s

Santa Maria de Ocotán and Xoconoxtle (Mezquital, Durango) and
Bernalejo de la Sierra (Valparaiso, Zacatecas)

G u errero

Acatepec vs. Zapotitlán Tablas

Ja l i s c o -Z a c a t e c a s

San Andrés Cohamiata (Mezquitic, Jalisco) and El Refugio (Valparaíso,
Zacatecas)

Ja l i s c o -N a y a r it

San Sebastián Teponahuaxtlán (Mezquitic, Jalisco) and land occupants
of Puente de Camotlán (Nayarit)

M ic h o a c á n

Purépecha Plateau

Oa xaca

Santa María Chimalapa vs. Colonia Cuauhtémoc

Oa x a c a

San Francisco del Mar and San Francisco Ixhuatán; Santo Domingo
Teojomulco vs. San Lorenzo Texmelucan; San Sebastián Nopalera vs. San
Pedro Yosotato; San Sebastián Nopalera vs. Santa Lucía Monteverde;
San Juan Lachao vs. Santa María Temaxcaltepec

Oa x a c a

Santo Domingo Teojomulco and Santiago Xochiltepec/El Milagro

O a x a c a -V e r a c r u z

San Juan Lalana and alleged owners from Veracruz and elsewhere; Santa
Clara y Anexos (Veracruz)

S a n L u is P o t o s í

Riego Pujal-Coy District, Second Phase (PARTIAL)

Sonora

Yaqui Tribe Indigenous Community

conflict m anagement and other areas, but

parties involved in these conflicts based their

not in the languages or cultures o f the indig

initial positions on facts that, in themselves,

enous peoples with whom they would have to

were solutions to old demands for agrarian

negotiate.

reform that had been seen as the definitive

The Secretary for Agrarian Reform labelled the

word on properties and their beneficiaries.

agrarian conflicts shown in the table as 'red

The official solutions in the agrarian reform

flags’ and gave them priority.

processes were defined for each community
individually and, while an effort was made to

Conclusions
It is clear that, in order to solve a conflict, one
major step is to create conditions for dialogue
among the various parties. Only in this way can

ensure that neighbouring communities were
in agreement as to whether boundaries were
correctly

measured,

overlapping

boundary

markers were found, and it was necessary to
repeat the measurements and demarcations.

the parties reach a consensus-based solution

Conciliation has led to agreements between par

that is long-lasting and acceptable to everyone

ties, with precedence given to economic agree

involved. It is important to note that all o f the

ments. The fundamental negotiation proposal
is the provision o f economic compensation
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or development o f social infrastructure o f the

I believe that, in the search for alternative solu

same value as the lands in question. Proposals

tions, we should make use o f the best aspects

of this sort have made it possible for parties to

o f the diagnoses, and not just the elements that

reach specific agreements, but the conciliation,

gave rise to the conflict. It is not enough to look

negotiation and agreement processes have not

only at the historical background that helps

taken into account the indigenous cultural or

us to understand the development o f the con

linguistic perspective, as all negotiations have

flict. It is not enough to think that assemblies

been conducted in Spanish. The civil servants

and work meetings represent the full extent of

involved in the negotiations have not used the

how indigenous communities make decisions.

indigenous languages o f the affected parties;

Truly taking into account the culture o f indig

instead, greater importance has been placed on

enous communities and peoples— and, espe

economic compensation.

cially, speaking the indigenous languages o f the

M A ) 0 R a g r a r i a n c o n f l i c t s ( 'r e d f l a g s ’ ) t h a t h a v e BEEN RESOLVED
St a t e

Co m m u n i t i e s

La n d

N u m b e r of

D u r a t io n o f

IN CONFLICT

AREA

in d ig e n o u s

THE c o n f l ic t

in v o l v e d

( ha)

people
in v o l v e d

Venustiano Carranza vs.
small landowners / Nicolás
Ruiz vs. small landowners

1,962

Santa Maria de Ocotán and
Xoconoxtle, and Bernalejo
de la Sierra

5 .4 65

Acatepec vs. Zapotitlán
Tablas

1.788

San Sebastián
Teponahuaxtlán vs. Puente
de Camotlán

21.346

San Andrés Cohamiata vs.
El Refugio

2 ,6 2 5

Santo Domingo Teojomulco
and Santiago Xochiltepec/
El Milagro

4 .8 7 0

Oa x a c a

Santa María Chimalapa vs.
Colonia Cuauhtémoc

12,850

1,241 Z o q u e

4 6 YEARS

Oa x a c a -

San Juan Lalana vs. small
landowners: Santa Clara y
Anexos (Veracruz)

6.5 70

3 .8 0 9

30 YEARS

C h ia p a s

Du r a n g o Za c a t e c a s

Guerrero

Ja l i s c o N a y a r it

Ja l i s c o Za c a t e c a s
Oa x a c a

V eracruz

1,150

8.5 YEARS

Ts o t s i l

17.232

50 YEARS

Te p e h u a n o

3.549

97 YEARS

Tl a p a n e c o
6 ,0 4 0

50 YEARS

H u ic h o l

562

8 YEARS

H u ic h o l
1,0 04

37 YEARS

Za p o t e c o

Ch in a n t e c o ,
Te e n e k a n d
Ná h u a t l

S a n Lu i s
Po t o s í

TOTAL

Riego Pujal-Coy District,
Second Phase

3 0 ,0 0 0

3.744

87,476

38,331

24 YEARS

39 Y E A R S
(a v e r a g e )
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affected parties— will go a long way towards

should be tested out in many agrarian, religious

ensuring a long-lasting solution to the conflicts.

and political conflicts. The results remain to be

Negotiating and conciliating in the indigenous

seen, for this approach has never been used in

language is, without a doubt, an approach that

Mexico.
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The effects of counter-terrorism on
minority language policies in Asia: some
case studies
Kate Waterhouse
Trinity College, University of Dublin, Ireland

The aim o f this paper is to consider the effects o f

likely to be held back in favour o f a ‘national’

counter-terrorism on minority language policies,

language. In this case, language is a part o f

looking particularly at certain Asian examples. The

the group identity and a means o f unifica

paper is divided into four sections: the first sec

tion and identification. The nation-state

tion will propose a connection between language

has often been called the greatest threat

rights, minorities and terrorism. The second sec

to the identity and language o f minority

tion will consider the idea o f counter-terrorism

groups (Dorian, 1998).

after 9/11, looking at minority discrimination,
national security and language.’ The third section
is a presentation o f some case studies from Asia,
examining the issues introduced; this will include
China, Uzbekistan, and Pakistan. In the final sec
tion. I consider the findings and their implications
and present my conclusions.

Language rights, minorities and terrorism

2. How a state chooses to treat minority lan
guages within its borders affects the rela
tionship between the state and that minor
ity. This is especially so when language is
an Important part o f the group identity,
such that denial o f language rights may
lead to conflict, including to terrorism.
3. Conversely, where a minority group is per
ceived by the state as disloyal or as a threat
to the unity o f the state, it becomes likely

Let us first consider how the concepts o f minori

that the state will attempt to suppress that

ties, language rights and terrorism are or may be

minority; minorities have long been held

connected. Throughout history and throughout

to pose the greatest threat to the unity and

the world the languages spoken by minority

stability o f the nation, and suppressing the

groups have received treatment that has varied

minority identity has often included sup

from active encouragement to simple neglect and

pression o f the minority language.

severe repression. This paper is based on the idea
that certain factors can influence that treatment.
The following is a suggested set o f norms con
necting minority groups, the state and language:
1. In the process o f state building, where

The question arises as to the protection avail
able for the languages o f minority groups in
international law. It is equally important to
consider the limitations o f existing protection
and the opt-out possibilities o f which states can

a state wants to achieve and promote a

avail themselves within the function o f protect

national identity, minority languages are

ing these language rights. While international
law recognises the need to protect and pro
mote the identity o f minority groups, it is also

1

I use the term ‘W ar on Terror' throughout, as the most

com m only used term in the relevant literature.

acknowledged that having a national language
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is a valid and reasonable goal, though this does

to understand charges and court proceedings,”

not equate to rendering a national language the

and the right to privacy.' Anotlier such individual

exclusive one used within a state, (de Varennes,

right is the right to freedom of expression,» which

1996; 51 and May, 2006) ®

has been interpreted to include the private use of

Article 27 o f the International Covenant on

language or, in other words, that nobody should

Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), echoed in

be forbidden to speak their own language in pri

article 30 o f the Convention on the Rights o f

vate. This right can be limited, where necessary, to

the Child (CRC), provides that persons belong

respect the rights and reputations of others or to

ing to minorities shall not be denied the right,

protect public order, health or morals, and impor

in community with other members o f their

tantly it can be restricted when it is deemed neces

group, to use their own language,® while article

sary for the protection o f national security.

15 o f the International Covenant on Economic,

A state can also enter a reservation to a particu

Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) recognises

lar aspect o f a treaty and thus limit its applica

the right to take part in cultural life.® The princi

tion; for example, France and Turkey have both

ple o f non-discrimination is also relevant; while

entered reservations to the minority article

it doesn’t provide that all languages should

(article 27) in the ICCPR; France to the effect

be given the same treatment or privileges,® it

that there are no minorities within the state,

does impose a duty on states not to discrimi

and Turkey so that the provisions o f the article

nate in the provision o f services, such that any

will be interpreted in light o f its Constitution

distinctions in treatment should be reasonable

and the Treaty o f Lausanne, which only recog

and take into consideration factors such as the

nises Greeks, Armenians and Jews as minor

number o f people being denied benefit, territo

ity groups and the Kurdish m inority not at all.

rial concentration, status as citizens, available

Finally, a state can derogate from many o f its

resources and so on (de Varennes, 1996:112).

obligations during states o f emergency, though

There are also many other individual rights that

even then restrictions should be proportional

can be considered to offer protection, such as

to the emergency and non-discriminatory.

the right to a fair trial, which includes the right
6

ICCPR

art.

14(3 )(a);

European

Convention

on

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms art. 5(2); the
Stephen May, claims that one o f the three key tenets

Inter-Am erican Convention provides the right to a free

o f linguistic rights in international law is this challenge

2

translator or interpreter if the language o f the court is

to exclusivity.

not understood, but there are no such provisions in the

3

African Charter.

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,

16 December 1966, G.A. Res. 2200A (XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR

7

Supp. (N o. 16). p. 52. U.N. Doc. A/6316. 999 U.N.T.S. 171

American Convention on Human Rights art. 11(2), 22

ICCPR art. 17(1); European Convention art. 8(1); the

(entered into force 23 March 1976) thenceforth ICCPR];

N ovem ber 1969, 1144 U.N.T.S. 123 (entered into force

Convention on the Rights o f the Child, 20 Novem ber 1989,

18 July 1978), contains sim ilar provisions, and art. 18

G.A. Res. 44/25, annex, 44 U.N. GAOR Supp. (N o. 49), p.

o f the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, 27

167, U.N. Doc. A/44/49 (entered into force 2 September

June 1981, OAU Doc. CAB/LEG/67/3/Rev. 5 (entered into

1990) [henceforth CRC].

force 21 October 1986), protects the fam ily unit. The right

4
International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights, 16 December 1966, G.A. Res. 2200A

within the fam ily unit, at hom e, and in correspondence.

(XXI), U.N. Doc. A/6316. 993 U.N.T.S. 3 (entered into

8

force 3 January 1976) [henceforth ICESCR). A rticle 15

12 December 1948, G.A. Res. 217A (III), U.N. GAOR,

also calls fo r states to take steps to conserve, develop and

3 ”' Sess., p. 72, U.N. Doc. A/810 [henceforth U DHRj;

to privacy can protect the use o f the m inority language
Universal Declaration o f Human Rights art. 19,

diffuse culture. There are oth er im portant instruments,

ICCPR arts. 19, 21, 22; ICESCR arts. 8, 15; International

but it is outside the scope o f this paper to consider those

Convention on the Elim ination o f All Forms o f Racial

which are exclusive to Europe, as the focus is on Asia.

D iscrimination art. 5, 21 December 1965, 660 UNTS 195

5
De Varennes says, for example, “A state is never
obligated to conduct all o f its activities in every language

(entered into force 4 January 1969) [henceforth ICERD);
International Convention on the Protection o f the Rights

which is spoken by the inhabitants in its territory.

o f all M igrant Workers and M em bers o f their Families

Non-discrim ination does not prohibit every distinction

art. 13, 18 D ecember 1990, G.A. Res. 45/158, annex, 45

involving a language, only those that are “unreasonable”

U.N. GAOR Supp. (N o. 49A), p. 262, U.N. Doc. A/45/49

when one considers all relevant factors” . See de Varennes
(1996), 126.

(entered into force 1 July 2003) [henceforth M igrant
W orkers Convention).
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with education, there is no obligation on the
state to provide funding for minority-language
m edia," but the private use o f language in

As well as marking identity, language is an instru

the media may not be curtailed (de Varennes,

ment o f communication, a means by which

1996: 107). As has been pointed out, the right

identity can be collectively transmitted and pre

to freedom o f expression can be limited in a

served; this applies equally to the minority group

number o f circumstances,

and to the state. 1 will consider the particular

allowing freedom o f expression may create

including where

application o f minority language rights to educa

a threat to national security. Clearly such a

tion and the media in terms o f communication

threat would have to come from the content

and the preservation o f identity.

o f a message, but it is extremely difficult to

Education is probably the most important general

distinguish

means of preserving group identity (Thornberry,

convey the message and the message itself.

between

the language used

to

2005: 287 and Skutnabb-Kangas. 2006: 277).

In this way it becomes possible to repress the

The state can make it obligatory for the national

minority language under the guise o f restricting

language to be taught, but there is no correspond

content, labelling such restrictions necessary

ing obligation on the state to provide education

for the safety of the state’s citizens.

in the minority language. The state is obliged,

Fundamentally,

however, to ensure that minorities are not denied

rights can be quite difficult to enforce due

the protection o f language

the right to found and run their own educational

to vague provisions and the possibility o f

facilities, although these should respect state poli

state-made limitations and

cies, as well as the national or community culture

international instruments; as long as the state

and language. ' It could be argued that to avoid

doesn’t overtly discriminate against a minority

reservations

to

discrimination, there may be some obligation

in providing services or prevent members of

to use minority language in schools, at least to a

a minority group from talking to each in their

degree, because o f the disadvantage to members

own language in private settings, there are no

o f a national minority who are less fluent in the

real obligations on the state. In addition, the

official language (de Varennes. 2001: 20). In addi

language policies that actually affect the status

tion, there is a duty on the state to ensure that a

and practice o f minority languages remain

child’s education be geared, among other things,

largely at the discretion o f the state.

toward the development o f respect for the child’s
language.’“ The principle o f non-discrimination

State policy, loyalty and terrorism

means that if a state were to fund one minoritylanguage school, it would have to show convinc

The question arises as to the factors influenc

ing reason not to fund another, similar school (de

ing the state’s attitude and policy position in

Witte, 1992: 289).

relation to minority languages. W hile there are

The media is an ideal tool for uniting citizens,

undoubtedly numerous factors at play, one issue

and

&

worthy o f consideration is the loyalty or, per

Chomsky, 1988). States can use and manipulate

haps more importantly, the perceived loyalty of

it in the promotion o f state ideologies, which

the minority group to the state. Minority pro

may include language and culture. As is the case

tection and rights are not tied to or conditional

'manufacturing

consent’

(Herman

upon the existence o f such loyalty, at least by
9

UNESCO

Convention

against

Discrimination

in

Education art. 5 (c )(i), 14 December 1960, U.N.T.S Vol.
428, p. 93

(henceforth

Education

Convention].

The

European Charter for Regional or M in ority Languages, 5
N ovem ber 1992, E.T.S 148 (entered into force 3 January

modern definitions, but it is a question that has
been debated throughout the drafting o f vari
ous human rights treaties; the first definition
proposed by the UN Commission for Human

1998), has a ‘sliding-scale’ approach that de Varennes
highlights as providing adequate guidance as to state
obligation in this field.

11

10

to in the M inorities Declaration.

G R C art.2 9 .

For example, media are not even explicitly referred
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Rights made allegiance to the state a prerequi

a new phenomenon, a great deal of media cover

site to qualifying for minority protection:

age has been dedicated to the issue o f terrorism in
recent years. Despite unprecedented international

“in order to qualify for protection, a m inor

interest, there has been no successful attempt at

ity must owe undivided allegiance to the

composing a mutually agreed definition of what it

Government o f the state in which it lives.

is. The following description was relatively widely

Its members must also be nationals o f that

accepted: “Criminal acts intended or calculated

state.””

to provoke a state o f terror in the general pub
lic, a group o f persons or particular persons for

Although such a condition did not prevail in
human rights instruments, it is widely consid
ered that states are likely to expect some assur
ance o f loyalty before they will ‘concede’ more
rights to a minority group or implement exist

political purposes are in any circumstance unjus
tifiable, whatever the considerations of a politi
cal, philosophical, ideological, racial, religious or
any other nature that may be invoked to justify
them.”(Cassese, 2005 s.ed.)’®

ing ones. (Thornberry, 2005: 166)” Consider

It is generally accepted that terrorism repre

ing the fact that language rights are realised at

sents an attempt to impose a minority view

the discretion o f the state, it seems possible to

on the majority (Hedigan, 2005: 403). Acts o f

deduce that the role o f language in minority

terrorism can lead to states o f emergencies or

identity and the idea o f loyalty are intrinsically

crisis, and history shows that in such times it is

linked: a state is entitled to expect a minority

not usual for citizens, out o f fear, to encourage

to learn the language o f the majority or the

the use o f severe measures against the threat

national language, and it is reasonable to expect

(Gross & Ni Aloáin, 2001: 627). It also demon

that a state will treat the language o f a loyal

strates the fact that at such times the majority

minority in a favourable manner.

is more concerned with personal security than

Conversely, where a minority group is perceived
as disloyal and therefore a threat to the unity
and collective identity o f the state, the state
may react by trying to reinforce social cohesion,
including a common, national language. Where
there is no obligation on and no incentive for the
state to concede or implement language rights,
treatment o f the minority language may be less

the potentially negative effects o f such repres
sive measures on minorities (Igniateff, 2000:
2-5). Emergency situations can cause the differ
ence between ‘us’ and ‘them’ to be exacerbated,
thus making the distinction easier to abuse. A
crisis therefore poses a serious challenge to the
respect for human rights and particularly the
rights o f ‘others’, including minority groups.'®

favourable than otherwise. A minority group that

From a different perspective, where a state

has real or perceived associations with terrorism

consistently ignores the needs and denies the

is likely to be categorised as falling into the latter

rights o f a minority, resentment and disloyalty

category, as such identification fosters mistrust

are likely to be provoked.(Henrard, 2000)’» A

and removes the incentive to grant concessions
to the group. Concomitantly, it increases the
need to strengthen the collective identity, which
is often pursued by linguistic means.
Terrorism has been called “one o f the major
scourges o f the international community” (Cass
ese, 2005). While it can in no way be considered

14

U.N. General Assem bly Resolution 49/60. This has

no binding force in international law.
15

See

UN

Comm ission

Commission

on

Prevention

on
of

Human

Rights,

Sub-

Discrimination

and

Protection o f M inorities, O n the Q uestion o f H um an Rights
and States o f Emergency, prepared by Special Rapporteur

M r Leandro Despouy, 23 June 1997, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/
Sub.2/1997/19. pp. IV (E )(143) and V I(G ). on the modern
trend o f conflict relating to m inorities and their particular
vulnerability at such times creating a need for special

12

UN Commission on Human Rights, R eport S ubm itted

to the Commission on Hum an Rights, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/52

protection. See also Gross & Ni Aoláin, ‘ From Discretion

2001.

(1947).

16

13 Franck discusses d ifferin g notions and ideals o f
loyalty (1996).

surrounding the role o f language in the context o f conflict,
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minority group with a language different from

vision stations to broadcast Kurdish-Ianguage

that o f the majority may react emotively where

programmes, but with severe restrictions; no

it considers that its language is not being given

children’s cartoons, no educational programmes

due respect, and this may result in conflict.”

teaching the Kurdish language, a maximum air

Considered from this perspective, it emerges

time o f 4 hours per week and the stipulation

that the repression o f minority language rights

that all programmes must have Turkish sub

as an attempt to achieve national unity may

titles. The fact that this concession was so half

actually be counter-productive, causing conflict

hearted has been linked to an increase in vio

instead o f unity.

lent clashes between the state and the Kurdish
minority later in the same month. It is consid
ered unlikely that the situation o f the Kurdish

The Kurds in Turkey

language in Turkey will improve as long as the
As a brief illustration o f what has been outlined

PKK continues to commit terrorist acts.

thus far, it is interesting to contemplate the
case o f the Kurds in Turkey, a minority group

International Terrorism and the War on Terror

whose language is an important part o f its iden
tity and that has an historical association with

In the same way that emergency situations pres

terrorism. The Turkish constitution states that

ent risks for the ‘other’, the War on Terror has

Turkish must be taught in schools, thus fulfill

been acknowledged as having the potential to

ing the state right to oblige minority groups to

cause, and as already being responsible for, con

learn the national language. However, while

siderable human rights abuses. It has further

minorities should not be denied the right to

been recognised that minority groups are those

administer private minority-language schools,

most likely to suffer from this neglect o f human

in Turkey only non-Muslims may do this.” As

rights. In the aftermath o f the 2001 terrorist

the Kurdish population has been estimated to

attacks on the US, trends have emerged involv

constitute up to a third o f the Turkish popula

ing the stigmatisation by certain states o f politi

tion, that the state itself does not provide some

cal, ethnic and other movements that they do not

degree o f Kurdish-Ianguage education could

like,” and the principle o f non-discrimination

constitute discrimination.

has been identified as one of the norms most

While

is reported as having

at risk in the War on Terror (Fitzpatrick, 1994).

improved somewhat over the last few years, it

While issues o f language and language rights

is still not common to hear Kurdish music or

have not been to the fore in consideration of

the situation

broadcasting (Yildiz, 2005:166). Anti-terrorist

human rights abuses in this context, there have

legislation made it an offence to discuss the sit

been two identifiable international reactions, the

uation o f the Kurds, and even the word ‘Kurd’

first more associated with Western liberal states

itself was considered dangerous (ibidem). In

and the second with authoritarian states.

addition, the only foreign languages allowed by

There is some evidence from the West that

law to be used in teaching and imparting news

seems to demonstrate a linguistic element in the

are those that have made a contribution to the

fear o f the ’other’; in some cases it is specifically

development o f universal cultural and scientific

connected with religion and Muslims not speak

works.'** Turkey did begin to allow private tele-

ing the national language, and in some cases it
stems simply from the issue o f certain groups

17
a

See, e.g.
participatory

Malik,
model

2001,
in

on

the

politics

importance o f
for

institutional

identification and national identification.
18

Treaty

of

Lausanne, A rticle

40,

not speaking the national language. It should
be noted that this evidence in no way points
to a strong or particularly co-ordinated effort

cited

in

UN

Com m ittee on the Rights o f the Child, Turkey’s State
Report, 8 August 2000, U.N. Doc. CRC/C/51/Add.4.

20

19

on the prom otion and protection o f human rights and fundamental

H CN M Report. 1999, 584. Law Concerning the

UN General Assembly, Report o f the Special Rapporteur
prepared by Martin

Founding and Broadcasting o f Television and Radio, No.

freedoms while countering terrorism ,

3984 o f 13 A pril 1994, Art. 4(t).

Scheinin, 21 September 2005, U.N. Doc A/60/370, p. 16.
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The perpetrators o f the 2001 terrorist attacks

government policy, but it serves as an interest

fit a certain religious profile, namely Muslim.

ing illustration o f the way in which reactions to

To limit the right on the basis o f religion alone

terrorism can turn to and involve language.

would be discriminatory, but places o f worship

The ‘English Only’ campaign to ban bilingual edu

are common for social congregation, and it is

cation and promote the preservation of a unilin-

plausible that discussions on possible terror

gual federation began long before the War on Ter

ist attacks do take place in such settings. For

ror in the US,®’ but the terrorist attacks on the US

this reason, the issue o f national security could

added fuel to the movement’s arguments, leading

theoretically be reasonably invoked and might

campaigners to call for the elimination of the “tiny

not violate the right to practise one’s religion

groups o f terrorists in our midst’’.®® In the Neth

perse, particularly as whether the right to prac

erlands and in Germany, strong calls have been

tice one’s religion confers the right to worship

made for banning the use of Arabic and Turkish

in any particular language is not specified.

in mosques. In the Netherlands, the right-wing

The second identifiable trend in language-

Minister for Immigration and Integration, in the

related reactions is probably more established

wake o f the attacks, made an urgent call to ban the

and recognised. It involves those authoritar

use o f Arabic in mosques, justifying it by assert

ian states which are seen to be cooperating in

ing that “If they are speaking in Arabic, you don’t

the War on Terror, and which are consequently

know what they are saying” (Mueller, 2004). In

rewarded with a certain level o f unofficial

Germany, a minister was quoted as insisting that

immunity with regard to human rights abuses.

"[we] can no longer accept that prayers in Mosques

The US and Russia, among others, have been

should be said in languages that cannot be under

accused o f maintaining silence on even gross

stood outside the Muslim community.”®®

violations o f human rights in such states (Fitz

It is possible that banning the use o f these lan

patrick, 2003).®®

guages in mosques under these circumstances

In the year 2000 it was estimated that 75% o f

would not actually contravene international

all terrorist casualties were in Asia, a region

law. Freedom o f thought, conscience and reli

“wracked by terrorist, insurgent and separat

gion, although non-derogable, can be limited.

ist violence in a manner unmatched anywhere

21

particular interest in investigating this issue. In

in the world” (Foot, 2004). This makes Asia o f
Although English has never been made the official

language o f the US, it is the de facto national language. A fter

Central Asia, two patterns o f development can

the First W orld War, it was made a criminal offence in seven

be very difficult to separate from each other;

states for teachers to use any language other than English,
even in private schools or over the telephone. German and
Spanish speakers were sometim es denied em ployment
and the right to vote and were even imprisoned for private
or public use o f their language. This rise in linguistic
nationalism corresponded with the influx o f immigrants,

one is an intense nationalism that developed
as a reaction to a lengthy period o f ‘de-Russification’, as part o f which intense language poli
cies seeking to re-establish the language o f the

many German, after the war. Im migration levels to the US

titular people were common, while the other is

over the last two decades are at their highest since then,

a severe crackdown on terrorism, particularly

and the very same measures, down to criminalising the
use o f any other language but English in the classroom, are
being called for now as then. See de Varennes, 2003.
22

by Muslim groups (de Varennes, 2006). The dif
ficulty o f separating one trend from the other.

Silicon Valley millionaire Ron Unz, a xenophobic

softw are magnate who led the “ English O n ly" drive
against bilingual education in California and A rizona by

24

feeding on racist stereotypes and inducing hysteria with

2006, ‘Introduction: Counterterrorism as an Excuse for

articles such as his piece "California and the End o f W hite
America' in Com m entary (N ovem ber 1999), cited in The

Silence’: “The (...) belief that human rights can be sacrificed

Internationalist. 'Bilingual Education’.

administration] to disregard the prom otion o f democracy,

23

A nnette Schavan, the Christian Democratic education

let alone human rights, with respect to governm ents that

minister for Baden-Württemberg, ‘ Row over Plan for

it viewed as allies in its ‘global war against terrorism.’’’ In

German

in

Mosques’, Deutsche

2004.

Available

at

this context Pakistan, Uzbekistan, Russia and Indonesia,

http://www.dw-world.de/dw/

amongst others, are cited. Available at http://www.hrw.org/

article/0,2144,1398235,OO.html (accessed 9 April 2006)
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combined with the fact that much relevant

rity thus became the main priority. It was no

material concentrates almost exclusively on the

longer possible to remain silent in the wake of

issue o f religion, make this an area that is not

2005, when the US could not but acknowledge

easy to research; there is a limited volume of

the violent events perpetrated at Andijon, and

information available on the issue o f language,

Uzbekistan again turned to Russia as its ally,

and, as a consequence, the question o f the reli

one that would not criticise its politics but

ability o f sources also arises. Nonetheless, it is

could supply security and economic opportuni

worth considering those details that are avail

ties (Naumkin, 2006).

able in connection with the framework that has

Since its independence in 1991, Uzbekistan

been constructed.

has been under the control o f an authoritarian

As mentioned, there have been widespread

regime®» whose focus has been on state secu

accusations made against Russia and the US o f

rity and, in particular, on threats from Islamic

ignoring human rights abuses in states that are

extremists and terrorists (Horsman, 2005 and

perceived as co-operating in the War on Terror.

Moore, 2007). In the early 1990s, the Uzbek

The countries to be considered here all became

president Islam Karimov started cracking down

allies o f the US in the wake o f 2001, though

on Islamic groups, and many members o f these

not all would still be considered staunch allies.

groups left for Afghanistan and Tajikistan. After

The presentation o f each case study will follow

the Tajik civil war, in which many o f these had

a similar pattern, looking primarily at the rela

taken part, the Islamic Movement o f Uzbeki

tions o f the state with the US and in some cases

stan (IM U ) was formed by Islamic militant lead

Russia; then contemplating the history and

ers aiming to overthrow Karimov (Naumkin,

nature o f terrorism within the state, the state’s

2006). The IMU was responsible for many ter

minorities and minority languages; and finally

rorist attacks between 1996 and 2001, but the

analysing current policies. This should enable

organisation was badly affected by the US inva

us to identify, at least at some level, whether

sion o f Afghanistan after 2001. The IM U and

attitudes towards the minority languages in

the Islamic Liberation Party, or Hizb at-Tahrir

question have been affected by international

al-Islami (H TI), which also opposes the Uzbek

counter-terrorism, and how and why this has

authorities, are the two main organisations

occurred.

labelled as terrorist groups in Uzbekistan.

Uzbekistam^

strategies, in fighting the Islamist threat; close con

Before the advent o f the War on Terror, both

strategic use of mahallas and mosques as a means of

Russia and the US were interested in Uzbeki

surveillance and the closure o f many mosques due

Karimov has used repressive policies, among other
trol of religious freedom and dissent have led to the

stan for its natural resources and its strategic

to ‘suspicious activities’ (ibidem). While there has

position in maintaining stability in Central Asia

been an emergence of religious and ethnic extrem

(Naumkin, 2006). After September 11, how

ism, and the government has been the target of

ever, Uzbekistan became closely allied with the

terrorist attacks since the mid-90s, the suggestion

US and came to be considered a front-line force

has also been made that the government has been

in the War on Terror (Foot, 2004 and Grod

using a ‘discourse of danger’ to reinforce state-

sky, 2004). In return, the US provided Uzbeki

building and national identity and to justify a lack

stan with a considerable amount o f money for

o f domestic reform (Horsman, 2005 and Moore,

security and remained silent on Uzbekistan’s
terrible human rights record, despite having
previously published statements reprehending
Uzbekistan for abuses (Grodsky, 2004). Secu-

26

According to the 2006 U ND P Central Asia Human

Developm ent Report, this is a regim e where “ the president
and his adm inistration (the ‘apparat’) control political
decision-making while the parliam ent and courts are

25

Uzbekistan has ratified the ICCPR, ICESCR, CERD

and the CRC.

only nom inally independent.“ Report available at http://
europeandcis.undp.org/poverty/show/301A44C5-F2031EE9-B2E001AFF98B054B (accessed May 2008)
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2007). The counter-terrorism methods employed

language laws have been tolerant o f non-Uzbek

by Uzbekistan are considered different from tlie US

languages, guaranteeing education in minority

or European response; they are ‘increasingly vio

languages and making it an offence to prevent

lent’ and involve the widespread abuse of human

the use o f a minority language.” The reality,

rights, including unlawful arrests and detentions,

however, is that the promotion o f the Uzbek

torture and killing (Moore, 2007). It would seem

identity means that the Uzbek language is

that counter-terrorism is being used as a cover or

also being heavily promoted: the number of

excuse for the violation o f human rights.

hours dedicated to it in schools is increasing

Uzbeks form the majority group within the state,

(Spechler, 2007), and the CERD committee

and while they do not necessarily share one sin

recently noted with concern the lack o f educa

gle identity, the government counter-terrorism

tional materials and textbooks in some m inor

response exploits the Uzbek identity and shared

ity languages.”

nationality. The unity and stability of the people

reports o f Tajik-language schools being closed

within Uzbekistan’s borders is a desirable aim and

and converted to Uzbek-language schools, and

Moreover, there have been

one that is seen as necessary in combating threats

o f modern Tajik literature being repressed and

of religious radicalism and terrorism. Accordingly,

even burned (Hunter, 2002). Further reports

protecting the homeland is framed as the obligation
of each Uzbek citizen (ibidem). This exploitation of

o f Tajik linguistic rights are being repressed

the Uzbek identity has had negative repercussions

(Daniels, 2005).

indicate that activists seeking implementation

on the state’s minorities, and many members of

Russian and Uzbek are the dom inant lan

minority groups consider that it is more beneficial

guages o f broadcasting, though there are

to identify formally as Uzbek (Fumagalli, 2007).

no express restrictions on broadcasting in

The largest ethnic group is the Tajik minority,

m inority languages.®“ Nonetheless freedom

officially comprising about 5% o f the popula

o f expression seems to have become more

tion (Rosenberg, 2007). Tajiks suffered the

lim ited since 2003, when certain

effects o f repressive policies even before the

stations were forced to leave the country,

foreign

War on Terror, but things are reported as hav

and there are currently very few indepen

ing become worse since its development. G ov

dent news sources in the sta te ." M inority-

ernment fear o f links existing or developing

language newspapers have also been closed

with Islamic fundamentalists in Tajikistan, and

for publishing criticism o f the governm ent

the perceived sympathy o f Tajiks to Muslim

(Spechler, 2007), and human rights organi

extremists, have formed the basis o f justifica

sations have accused Karim ov o f using the

tion for taking repressive measures (Hunter,

excuse o f the fight against Islam and terror

2002). It has even been said that; “[i]t is now

ism to justify the closures.

common practice in Uzbekistan to assume that

In conclusion, Tajiks in Uzbekistan are being

every Tajik is a guerrilla” (Ergasher, 2001), and

associated, at least to some extent, with reli

during police crackdowns on Islamic guerrillas,

gious extremists and linked with terrorism.

members o f the Tajik minority are the prime

The Uzbek identity, including the language, is

suspects.

being framed as a cohesive force that can com-

W hile Uzbek is the only recognised state lan
guage, the state officially undertakes “to ensure
a respectful attitude to the languages, customs

28

Ibid.

29

UN

Com m ittee

on

the

Elim ination

of

Racial

and traditions o f the peoples and nationali

Discrimination, Uzbekistan State R ep ort, paragraph 17.

ties residing in its territory and to create con

30

ditions for their development”.”

In addition,

OSCE. M in ority-La n gu a ge Related Broadcasting and

Legislation in the O SCE, ‘ Part 7 - Tajikistan to Uzbekistan:

country experts’, 2004.
31

Reporters

Sans

Frontières

International,

C ivil

and Political Rights, Including the Questions of: Freedom o f

27
UN Com m ittee on the Elimination o f Racial
Discrimination, Uzbekistan State Report, 2005, U.N. Doc.

o f the A n tite rro ris t C oalition, 2002, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/2002/

CERD/C/463/Add.2, paragraph 17.

NGO/136.
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was founded, partly in reaction to Uighur

is therefore being promoted, despite the reality

opposition movements. It aimed to engage the

that Russian is probably more widely spoken

support o f neighbouring countries in the fight

and understood than Uzbek and that the Uzbek

against splittism, ethnic exclusion and religious

language itself is not yet fully standardised?®

extremism.®® In this way independent Uighur

The ethnicity o f many Tajiks is ‘hidden’ in

organisations in the member countries o f the

Uzbekistan, as they speak Uzbek and have in

SCO (Russia, Kazakhstan. Kyrgyzstan, Tajiki

many cases even changed the ethnicity listed on

stan, and Uzbekistan) have been kept quiet,

their passports. Although it is difficult to obtain

and there have even been reports o f Uighurs

concrete evidence, reports suggest that, despite

being repatriated to China from these coun

tolerant language laws, the Tajik language and

tries, where a number o f subsequent executions

those who fight for it are experiencing repres

have taken place.®®

sion and that this repression is at least partly

Separatist and anti-Chinese sentiment is not

rooted in the Tajik link with terrorism and the

new in the Xinjiang region: it is rooted in the

increasing focus on counter-terrorism since

history, religion and nationalism o f the region.

2001 .

The period o f terrorism associated with separat
ist notions during the 1990s reached a peak in

China

the late 90s, but it began to decline dramatically
after that (Foot, 2004). However, the events o f

Issues related to this topic are probably most

2001 and China’s subsequently changed rela

widely documented in China. For the most

tions with the US have altered the situation

part, China has cooperated in the War on Ter

substantially; before and even up to the start of

ror, and the US considers it a third front in the

September 2001, the authorities acknowledged

war (Foot. 2004). This has meant an improve

the existence o f violence in Xinjiang, but, in an

ment since 2001 in the way that relations with

effort to make the region attractive to foreign

the US have been perceived (Zhong & Shen,

investment, the violence was presented as a lim

2008). Xinjiang is China’s only autonomous

ited threat in an otherwise stable area.®» Immedi

region with a Muslim majority; it is situated

ately after 9/11, however, government discourse

in the far northwest o f China and bordered by

began to frame security concerns in Xinjiang

eight Central Asian countries." Uighurs are

as part o f the War on Terror, linking Uighur

the largest ethnic groups in the region; this

‘separatists’ to al-Qaeda and other movements

is a Turkic-Muslim group that does not share

(Clarke. 2007). Accounts o f terrorism were now

cultural, linguistic or historical ties with the

being exaggerated rather than played down, and

rest o f China, and. unlike other minorities, the

within a month China was describing itself as “a

Uighurs have never really integrated into Chi

victim o f international terrorism”. "

nese culture (Hyder, 2006).

The US wanted the support o f China in fighting

Unrest has been bubbling in the Xinjiang

Islamist terrorism, such that when requested

region for many years, and emerging national

to do so, it ensured that the Uighur organisa-

ist movements after the break-up o f the Soviet
states encouraged the independence m ove

34

ment among Uighurs in the region (ibid). Dur

Russia and Tajikistan on the Alma-Ata M eetin g (3 July

ing the 1990s, there were a number o f terrorist
attacks in Xinjiang that were mostly attributed

‘Joint Statem ent o f China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,

1998)’, Beijing Review 41, no. 3 (27 July-2 August 1998):
8. Available at http://test.china.org.cn/Beijing- Review/
Beijing/BeijingReview/98Jul/98-30-8.html.

to Uighur separatists (Ogden, 2005). In 1996,

35

the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO)

Al

Am nesty International, A nnual Report 2004, 2004,
Index:

POL 10/004/2004: A m nesty International,

‘ People’s Republic o f China: Uighurs fleeing persecution
as China wages its ‘war on terror” , 2004, AI Index: ASA
17/021/2004; Human Rights Watch, Devastating Blows.
32
33

OSCE, M inority-La n gu a ge Related Broadcasting.
Human Rights Watch, Devastating Blows: Religious

Repression o f Uighurs in X injiang, 2005.

36

Human Rights Watch, Devastating Blows.

37

Associated Press, ‘China Asks Help Against Muslim s’ .

2001, cited in Human Rights Watch, Devastating Blows.
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tion East Turkistan Islamic M ovement (E TIM )

has emerged at inequalities in employment and

was added to the UN list o f terrorist organisa

at cultural and religious practices. Some sugges

tions linked to al-Qaeda (Foot, 2004).®» China

tions have even been made to the effect that

created a terrorist list o f its own in 2003, and

repressive state policies have played a role in

everyone that was included on the list was from

increasing the numbers o f Uighurs turning to

the Uighur community (Ogden, 2005). Then, in

radical Islam.®®

2004, Russia and China made an international

As concerns language issues, minority languages

request for help in combating Chechen rebels

in China enjoy dear legal support; the 1982

and Uighur separatists as part o f the War on

Constitution

Terror.®» Actions taken in Xinjiang by the Chi

nationalities have the freedom to use and develop

states

that

“the

people

of

all

nese government have thus been framed on an

their own spoken and written languages”. In

international level as necessary in the name o f

Xinjiang, however, severe restrictions apply to the

fighting terrorism.

use of the Uighur language; most well-paying jobs

W hile Chinese state discourse frames the

and all government positions require Mandarin

Uighur separatist m ovement as an Islamic

Chinese, and Han setders get most o f the new

one, it is actually organised more along ethno-

jobs (Chung, 2002). It has even been reported

national lines than religious ones, although

as common to see signs at job fairs stating that

Islam is part o f the Uighur identity (Clarke,

‘Uyghurs need not apply’.®® Traditional Uighur

2007). Some evidence also suggests that most

place names are being replaced with Chinese

Uighurs are not, in fact, in favour o f violence

names, and as Chinese replaces Uighur even in

(Steele & Kuo, 2007), but there does not

product labelling and emergency services, practical,

seem to be any distinction made by authori

everyday problems increasingly arise.®®

ties between peaceful and violent dissent or

In terms o f education, the Law o f National

between separatism and international terror

Regional Autonomy encourages the use o f eth

ism; the m inority has suffered attacks by the

nic minority languages, but it is the local gov

state, and widespread human rights violations

ernments that dictate policy, and attitudes to

have been documented.®“

minority languages are not very positive. In

In general China is considered to have a rela

2002, for example, Xinjiang Party Secretary

tively favourable attitude to minorities, and it

Wang Lequan is quoted as saying that “the lan

views itself as a multi-ethnic country, but one in

guages o f the minority nationalities have very

which ethnic groups are Chinese ethnic groups

small capacities and do not contain many o f

that are integrated and assimilated into the

the expressions in modern science and technol

Chinese state.®’ The Han majority also tends

ogy, which makes education in these concepts

to be considered superior to ethnic minorities.

impossible”.®® Minority-language education is

Anti-Chinese Uighur separatists in Xinjiang

not generally supported in the Xinjiang prov

pose a threat to the Chinese national identity

ince; whereas parents previously had the choice

and therefore a threat to the control o f Uighur

as to what language their children would be

identity. Economic, social and cultural policies

educated in, there is now an official policy o f

have been introduced in an attempt to control
this threat, including large-scale in-migration o f
ethnic Hans to the region (Clarke, 2007). These

42

policies, however, are fuelling feelings o f inse

A nnual R eport: M o n ito rin g Compliance with Hum an Rights,

curity among other ethnic groups, and anger

on

China,

2005; Clarke, ‘China’s Internal Security Dilem m a’, 323342; Steele and Kuo, ‘Terrorism in Xinjiang?’, 1-19.
43
44

38

Congressional-Executive Commission

Human Rights in China, China: M in o rity Exclusion.
Uyghur Human Rights Project, Uyghur Language

Human Rights Watch, Devastating Blows.

Under A tta ck: The M y th o f “BiUnguaT Education in the People's
Republic o f China, 2007. Available at http://uhrp.org/docs/

39

Ibid.

40

Ibid

UyghurLanguageUnderAttack.pdf (accessed May 2008).

41

Human Rights in China, China: M in o rity Exclusion,

45

AFP (2002). FBIS-CHI-2002-0328. Cited in Nicola

M arginalization and Rising Tensions, M in ority Rights Group

Becquelin, ‘Crim inalizing Ethnicity: Political Repression

International, 2007.

in Xinjiang’, China Rights Forum , no. 1 (2004); 7.
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ratified, the Uighur minority is being denied

language education for all is being introduced.

the right to provide Uighur-language education,

This policy o f bilingualism is decades old, but

and Uighur children are being denied the right

has been dramatically accelerated since 2001,

to use their own language.

with the aim o f removing the Uighur language

Disagreeing with governm ent policy can be

from education.®»

labelled a separatist activity, as can discuss

According to reports, Uighur-language schools

ing the Uighur situation or even just speaking

are being closed and merged with Chinese-

to foreign journalists (Chen, 2007). In 2002

language schools;®® Chinese is being imposed

a poet that had recited a poem in the Uighur

as the language o f instruction, and Uighur

language was accused o f an ‘ethnic separatist

teachers who don’t have adequate proficiency

crim e’, as the poem held an ‘anti-governm ent’

in Mandarin are being forced out o f their jobs,

message.®® In terms o f the media, govern

despite the fact that there is a serious shortage

ment controls on the freedom o f expression

o f teachers.®» It is also reported that Uighur ele

reportedly increased still further after 2005,

mentary school children are being sent through

as officials claimed that splittists were using

exchange programmes to inner China®» and

literature, movies, DVDs and popular music to

that in some schools children are forbidden

encourage separatism, making it necessary to

from speaking Uighur even in their dorms,

intensify control over the media and art in the

where they are watched by monitors.®“ Classes

name o f maintaining national unity.®® Official

at Xinjiang University have been taught only in

policy now decrees that criticism or m inority

Chinese since 2002.

expression in art and literature may be seen as

‘Bilingualism’ is framed as a strategy to main

secessionism, and its authors as terrorists.®®

tain social cohesion and peace, and the War

There are reports that Uighur books have been

on Terror is used to suppress opposition to

destroyed on the basis that art and literature

the strategy; one report says that "people who

‘distort historical fact and advocate ethnic

believe in a bilingualism that does not conform

separatism’,®® and a 2004 Am nesty Interna

to the Chinese view o f things are in danger o f

tional report also links the banning o f cer

being thrown into prison and labelled separat

tain books and journals to the War on Terror.

ist, or terrorist’’.®' China’s policies on language

Journalists and writers are strictly observed,

and education repress the Uighur culture and

and anyone ’inciting separatism’ or disclosing

language, and they violate China’s own laws

state secrets is arrested.®» The Uighur service

on minority languages, as well as international

o f Radio Free Asia has been blocked and criti

human rights instruments: in direct violation

cised by the Chinese governm ent for carrying

o f the CRC and the ICCPR, which China has

stories supporting separatists Gladney, 2003).
The maintenance o f national security and public

46

Uyghur

Human

Rights

Project.

Uyghur Language

47

order are legitimate concerns for states, and the
right to freedom o f expression may be limited

Under Attack.

Uyghur Human Rights Project, China Imposes Chinese

Language on Uyghur Schools, 2004, available at http:/Avww.

uhrp.org/categories/lssues/Cultural-Assim ilation-andEconomic-Segregation/; International Federation for the
Protection o f the Rights o f Ethnic, Religious, Linguistic
and Other M inorities, The Situation in Xinjiang Uyghur

in circumstances where the needs o f national
security must take precedence. However, from
this evidence it seems that the Chinese gov
ernment is manipulating its national security
needs and taking advantage o f the difficulty in

Autonom ous Region o f the People's Republic o f China, 2005,

U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/2005/NCO/330; an official Xinjiang
Daily Newspaper reported that fifty ethnic m inority
52

schools were to be merged over five years.
48

Congressional-Executive

Commission

on

China,

53

Human Rights Watch, Devastating Blows.
Congressional-Executive Comm ission on China,

A nnual Report: M o n ito rin g Compliance.

A nnual Report: M o n ito rin g Compliance.

49

Human Rights in China, China: M in o rity Exclusion.
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Education International, a.. Country Profiles: China,
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U yghur Language

Under Attack.

2007.
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separating the content o f a message from the

However, US cooperation was resisted within

medium through which the message is trans

the country and particularly by the Islamic fun

mitted in order to justify repressing a minority

damentalist minority; many, especially in the

language. It would seem impossible to justify by

North-West Frontier area, remain sympathetic

any means the destruction o f the literature o f a

to al-Qaeda and the Taliban.''" Relations with

minority group, and the control and limitation

the US have swayed according to domestic con

o f the right to freedom o f expression is exceed

ditions, and unwillingness on behalf o f Paki

ing any reasonable level. One scholar has said

stan to cooperate with the US has weakened

that the Chinese campaign against separatism

the relationship (Boyle, 2008). Within Pakistan

is an attack on the Uighur language and culture

itself, there are four groups involved in terror

and “implicitly categorizes the [...] language as

ism. Tellis describes them as domestic sectarian

disloyal” (Dillon, 2002).

groups, anti-Indian terrorist groups, the Tali

Perhaps the starkest evidence in concluding

ban and al Qaeda (Tellis, 2008). This paper will

that the Uighur language is, in fact, being tar

concentrate on the province o f Sindh, an area

geted is a report indicating that the government

which has been ‘in turmoil’ since 1985; conflict

is implementing a process o f ‘Sinosation’ o f the

has continued between Sindhis and Muha

Uighur language, through which thousands o f

jirs (Urdu-speaking immigrants from India);

Uighur words have already been removed from

Muhajirs and Pashtuns (Pashto-speakers); and

use and replaced with Chinese words; the rea

Islamic sectarian and other factions (Rahman,

son given for the removal o f these words is that

1999).

they are ‘not favourable to the socialist con

In terms o f human rights, there are widespread

struction’ or to ‘national unity’.®®

violations, including unlawful arrest and deten

Pakistan

crimination against women and minorities,

tion, torture, extrajudicial execution and dis
and the situation has worsened since the start
A fter 9/11 Pakistan ceded to US demands for

o f the War on Terror, particularly for ethnic,

cooperation, despite the domestic problems this

religious and racial minorities (Rehman, 2006).

would create with the country’s Islamic funda

Much o f the focus on Pakistan’s minorities is on

mentalist minority and the Inter-Services Intel

the religious minorities; only religious minori

ligence (ISI) agency, supporters o f the Taliban

ties are officially recognised, and Pakistan is

in Afghanistan; the alternative appeared more

founded on the notion o f a Muslim nation

costly (Boyle, 2008). Pakistan thus became a US

without regard to ethnic differences (Ali, 1999).

ally, and a front-line state in the War on Ter

Pakistan has not signed or ratified the ICFSCR,

ror. Since then, it has been given about $10 bil

and it ratified the ICCPR only very recently.

lion in security and economic assistance, debts

There are thus few available UN reports to

have been cancelled and counter-terrorism

investigate the minority issue.*" In addition,

efforts have been paid for.®» In return, Pakistan

as Amnesty International has noted with con

has shared intelligence, handed over terrorist

cern, the human rights situation in Pakistan is

suspects, and sent troops to the Afghanistan

largely unreported and ignored, and those who

border, among other things, and in 2002 Bush

have approached the issue have been harassed,

announced that Al Qaeda no longer posed a

abused and threatened.»®

threat, largely thanks to Pakistan.®»
57
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Federation
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Protection
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M inorities, S ituation in Xinjiang.
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Amnesty

International,

ignored’ : Boyle, ‘The War on Terror’.
‘Pakistan:

Human

rights

ignored in the "war on terror’", 2006, available at http://
www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/asa33/036/2006/en/
dom-asa330362006en.html: Tellis, 2008.
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Pakistan is a multilingual country in which

A significant level o f tension remained, how

a number o f major nationalities coexist. The

ever, which caused major unrest in the region.

national language is Urdu, which is the mother

Terrorism was widespread, and by 1990 the sit

tongue o f about 8% o f the population.»® In the

uation was almost out o f control; in 1994 Kara

official view, the Pakistani nation is bound by

chi was named the most dangerous city in Asia.

Islam and the national language, Urdu.

There is a wide economic gap between urban

The British made Sindh a province in 1936,

and rural areas; the capital Karachi hosts com

establishing its official language as Sindhi at the

merce, industry and Pakistan's most prosper

level of education, the judiciary and administra

ous, while the country’s poor live rurally. Sin

tion. By Partition in 1947, when Sindh became

dhis are underrepresented in the military, 95%

part o f Pakistan, Sindhi was the dominant

o f which is made up o f Punjabi and Pashtun;

language, at least in the lower domains o f the

they are also underrepresented in the govern

Sindh province (Rahman, 1999). After Parti

ment. Relations between Sindhis and Muhajirs

tion, however, many Sindhis left for India, and

have been complex and tense, though they both

a large number o f Muslim refugees from India

feel discriminated against by the government

(Muhajirs) migrated to the province, thus alter

and are both hostile towards Punjabis as the

ing the structure o f the region and creating ten

dominant force in government and resources

sion. Muhajirs were seen to be appropriating

(Tekchandani, 2005). The indigenous Sindhis

Sindhi land, and, as Urdu became commonly

feel that they are marginalised in their own

used in universities and Sindhi was squeezed

province and that their identity and language

out o f use, resentment grew, with language

have been displaced (Khan, 2002).

symbolising the tension and resentment (Ibid).

Rahman talks about a Sindhi Language M ove

Things deteriorated further when Sindh was

ment that aims to increase use o f Sindhi in

merged with West Pakistan in 1955, and Sindhi

formal domains and relate it to politics and

was made a regional language; Urdu replaced

the distribution o f power and resources (Rah

Sindhi

replaced

man, 1999 and Rehman, 2003). It seems clear

Sindhi ones; radio broadcasting was reduced;

that the Sindhi language is an important part

and writers and publications in Sindhi were

o f Sindhi nationalism; not only is it spoken in

in

education;

Urdu

signs

discouraged (Ibid). Through the 1960s, Sindhi

Pakistan, but also in India, the US, Canada and

ethnic nationalism grew. In 1970 Sindh was

elsewhere in Asia, and it is considered a bond

re-establishedasaprovince,andinl971andl972

between Sindhis worldwide (Soomro, 2006).

there were large-scale language riots between

However, linguistic nationalism does not seem

Sindhi and Urdu speakers, all demanding their

to have been viewed as a threat by the Pakistani

rights.*" After the language riots in the 1970s,

government. From anecdotal evidence in letters

language as an issue seemed to take a more

and blogs posted online by Sindhis. two rea

secondary role, and linguistic nationalism did

sons that may explain this are the central place

not maintain the same momentum. Rahman

o f Urdu within the Pakistani state and the fact

posits that language issues became secondary

that the Sindhi language has been neglected by

after 1984, and Rehman suggests that Pakistan

its own people, who have allowed it to take a

appeared to accept the rights o f provinces to

lesser position and be forgotten. Perhaps these

develop languages without affecting the status

explanations also go some way to understand

o f the national language (Rahman, 1999 and

ing why so little has been written about the

Rehman, 2003).

issue.
Yet some evidence remains that language is an
issue, and one that is linked to separatism or

63

U.S. English Foundation, ‘ Language Legislation:

Pakistan',

http://vvvvw.us-english.org/foundation/

research/olp/viewResearch.asp?CID=40&TID=3.
64

U.S. English Foundation, ‘ Language Legislation:

Pakistan’.

terrorism. In October 2005, the World Sindhi
Institute (W SI) held a conference on “Language,
Ideology and Terrorism: The Sindhi Struggle in
Pakistan”. In the opening speech, the non-vio
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lent, non-separatist nature o f the Sindhi minor

WATERHOUSE

common, the Pakistani government has been

ity was highlighted, and the Pakistani govern

oblivious to their differences, and ideologically

ment was accused o f appropriating the Sindhi

blind to the fact that only 8% o f the population

language.»® The speech also drew attention to

has Urdu as its mother tongue.

the manipulation o f public education to down

The cooperative role played by Pakistan in the

grade the status o f the Sindhi language.

War on Terror created many domestic problems.

Politically, many Sindhis have supported the

It is difficult to find direct evidence that the War

Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP), led by Benazir

on Terror has been responsible for the increased

Bhutto - ‘Sindh’s native daughter’ - until her

suppression o f the Sindhi language, although it

assassination in December 2007 (Khan, 2002).

is widely reported that minorities have been

The assassination led to strengthened feelings

repressed by the state in the name o f the War on

among Sindhis, and at her funeral thousands

Terror. If we consider the history o f the Sindhi

o f angry Sindhis shouted: "W e hate Pakistan...

language and the Sindhi language movement,

we don’t want to be part o f Pakistan!" (Glionna,

this does not seem so surprising; while Sindhi

2008) Bhutto is the third Pakistani Prime M in

linguistic nationalism may now be beginning

ister with Sindhi associations who has died: Lia

to emerge, separatism and terrorism have not

quat Ali Khan, who was Pakistan’s first premier,

necessarily been associated with the language

was shot in 1951, and Benazir Bhutto’s father,

issue since the 1970s. It is a complex situation,

Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, was hanged in 1979 when

made even more difficult to interpret by the lack

his government was toppled. There are those

o f official reports; Pakistan only very recently

who do not believe in the possibility o f separat

ratified the ICCPR, existing reports differ wildly

ists breaking up the Pakistani nation, but these

in their opinions, and state ideology gives

reports seem to indicate deepening feelings,

prominence to questions o f religious identity,

rising emotions and support for a separatist

thus silencing questions o f language.

movement; there has even been speculation

Perhaps for this very reason the question of

that Sindh could emerge as an independent

language in relation to separatism and terror

nation (Wiseman, 2008).

ism in Sindh should be carefuOy observed; since

The chairman o f the Sindh Progressive Party

December 2007, separatist feelings seem to have

recently told the Los Angeles Times that “we are

grown in strength, and linguistic issues seem to

not just Muslims - we are not just defined by

be closely intertwined with this development.

religion. W e’re defined by where we live, what

Calling for an independent Sindh would involve

we speak and what we eat. Pakistan has never

making Sindhi a national language. If Sindhi

understood that.” (Glionna, 2008) One writer,

nationalism became markedly linguistic and the

reporting

Bhutto,

separatist movement resorted to the use o f ter

who apparently spoke Urdu very badly, notes

rorism, as has been threatened, it is conceivable

on

the assassination

of

that the country is divided into those who are

that the Pakistani state would respond by repress

mourning her loss and those who aren’t. Very

ing the Sindhi language in the same manner that

significantly, he suggests that the divisions

has been observed in other, similar cases.

are not ideological, “but cultural and linguis
tic” (Tekchandani, 2005). There is a belief that
while Pakistan’s ethnic groups have Islam in

Conclusion
National unity has long been a m otive in cur

65

Munawar Laghari (Executive Director o f the W orld

tailing the language rights o f m inority groups.

Sindhi Institute) (2005). Press release available at http://

It is increasingly accepted, however, that deny

w w w .w o rld s in d h i.o rg / w s ip res srele as es/ 2 0 0 5 / 4 o ct0 5 .
html. W SI’s O'** Annual Conference 2005, held in

ing m inority groups the right to use their lan

W ashington D.C. The WSI does not have consultative

guages is not only unacceptable, but actually

status with the UN, but claims to work closely with them,

counter-productive. It remains, nonetheless,

saying that the governm ent o f Pakistan blocks its efforts

an im portant feature o f nation-building, par

to gain consultative status.
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ticularly in such places as the new states of

The relative obscurity o f the issue renders the

the former Soviet Union. Counter-terrorism

situation significantly more difficult to assess,

measures and the need to protect and promote

but the information available seems to indicate

national security are also factors that can be

that where language features as a central part o f

used imaginatively in lim iting the language

a minority group’s identity, whether historically,

rights o f m inority groups. The prevalence o f

actually or ideologically, and where the state

terrorism, and its association with m inority

perceives that group as a threat to its unity, it

groups, establishes a m otive for such restric

is likely that the state will endeavour to curtail

tion, and a particularly modern phenomenon

use o f that minority language, often through

has been the use o f the War on Terror to jus

policies aimed at education and the media, thus

tify the suppression o f m inority groups and

advancing the disappearance o f language differ

their language rights.

ences within society and its consequent unity.

International human rights law offers some

Where the state does not perceive language as

standards for the protection o f minority-group

an integral part o f the minority group identity,

languages, but in many cases it also provides

and when it does not consider that separatist

the means by which members o f minority

tendencies pose a genuine threat to the unity o f

groups can be simultaneously deprived o f the

the state, there will be less o f an urgency to sup

right to use their language. In the current cli

press minority language use. However, when

mate, for example, it may be possible for a state

taken to the other extreme o f the spectrum,

to propose the need to protect national security

neglect by the state o f minority language issues

as justification for restricting the language spo

may lead to an emotive reaction in the minor

ken in mosques. Due to the blurred distinction

ity group. If this reaction is ignited or fuelled

between the content o f an expression and the

in some way by separatist or violent feelings, it

language used to express it, a state may also

may lead to the eventual emergence o f the for

exploit the limitations o f the right to freedom

mer situation.

o f expression and close down the publication

The connection between minority groups, lan

o f minority-language newspapers in the name

guage and terrorism has been considered here

o f national security. In such cases, it should be

in relation to the War on Terror and to a limited

questioned whether a genuine risk to the secu

number o f countries in Asia, but it could be fur

rity o f the nation exists, or whether the state

ther explored in connection with other countries

has a vested interest in suppressing the use o f

where similar or related conditions prevail, and

the minority language.

in the context of managing linguistic diversity

There are few obligations on states to provide

in peace processes more generally. From the evi

for the use o f m inority languages. It is not

dence presented, it seems that the interconnect

obligated, for example, to ensure the provi

edness of these issues manifests itself in relevant

sion o f education in the m inority language.

ways in Uzbekistan, China and Pakistan, and it

However, m inority schools are being closed

is therefore conceivable that other case studies

down in clear violation o f international obliga

would reveal similar patterns.

tions not to interfere with the private use o f
the m inority language, and the War on Terror
and counter-terrorism are being used to justify
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The role of language in nation-building and
state-formation processes: some examples
from the former Yugoslaw republics
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M inority-majority relations in general, and

inter-state consequences (Stavenhagen, 1996:

minority issues in particular, have been at

2). They are seen as a threat to international

the centre o f governance at the national and

stability and security (Brown, 1993). Such per

international levels since communities have

ceptions are partly the result o f actual involve

been organised politically. Ethnic Ginguistic,

ment o f minorities in ethnic conflicts, but are

religious or cultural) heterogeneity has been

also due to minority calls for autonomy, self-

perceived as somewhat problematic in that it

determination or merely the right to exist and

threatens the stability, and even the existence,

develop as distinct ethnic communities in states

o f political entities. A perception seems to have

dominated by another ethno-national group.

accompanied the formation and development

O f course, minorities can find themselves

of

system

at the centre o f an actual problem - a violent

that a homogeneous population within a state

conflict, which can indeed be caused by them,

makes it more stable and peaceful. In other

be it in response to nationalistic and assimila-

the

contemporary

international

words, minorities - ethnic/national, religious,

tionist pressures by the dominant authorities

and linguistic - have been perceived to pose a

and the dominant ethnic group or as a result

certain threat, both to the existence o f their

o f their own nationalist agenda. Followers may

home states (i.e. states in which minorities live)

follow a political elite or a leader, who can play

and to these states’ preservation as indepen

the nationalist card to mobilise an entire ethnic

dent political entities. This perception has been

group. The leaders may do so for instrumen

termed the 'minority problem’, in inverted com 

talist reasons, i.e. to pursue their own goals

mas, with a view to noting that there is nothing

not related to the ethno-national cause. Such

inherently problematic about minorities (Roter,

mobilisation tends to be successful if the leader

2001). Still, statesmen, and consequently also

manages to convince his or her fellow country

many scholars, continue to think o f minorities

men that the existence and/or identity o f the

as posing a certain problem for states and, thus,

entire ethnic group is under threat. Typically,

for international society, where states are the

threats would come, or be perceived as coming,

principal actors (see, among others. Macartney,

from the dominant nation and the dominant

1934; Barker, 1951; Claude, 1955; Pearson,

political elite purporting to represent the dom i

1983; Chaszar, 1988; Calántai, 1992; Miall,

nant nation and its interests. Such perceptions

1994; Hrissimova, 1996; and Pogany, 1999).

and misperceptions appear to be particularly

Ethnic/national minorities, including linguistic

intense during the nation-building and state-

minorities, are therefore perceived as a destabi

formation processes. Both processes aim to cre

lising factor, with both internal and external or

ate nation states, indeed, would-be one-nation

The role o f language in n a tion -b u ild in g and s ta te -fo rm a tio n processes...

states. As such, both processes threaten, at least

•PETRA Roter

principal federal entities) and within those

potentially, the stability o f existing states and

republics and the autonomous regions.’ Yugo

the international system as a whole. Because o f

slavia eventually broke up because o f inter

their goal, they are also bound to affect inter

ethnic tensions and conflicts, although those

ethnic relations within individual political enti

were initiated instrumentally, frequently for

ties - whether already existing or in the process

the personal objectives o f nationalists such

of being formed.

as Milosevic, Tudman or Izetbegovic, among

As minorities and minority issues have proven

many others.® The fact that these national(ist)

conflictual, and as a result o f the perception o f

leaders managed to convince their followers

minorities as being problematic, the interna

to follow them, as it were, can be attributed

tional community has established an interna

to their ability to convey the message o f fear.

tional regime for national minority protection

They convinced their fellow countrymen that

in Europe. The regime was developed in the

their nation was under threat and that it was

early 1990s, following the end o f the Cold War,

under threat by other nations, each competing

under the auspices o f international institutions

to form more nationalist policies. They man

such as the Conference/Organisation for Secu

aged to base their policies on a much older dis

rity and Co-operation in Europe, the Council of

content, which was caused by inequalities and

Europe and the European Union, as well as, at

the unequal positions o f Yugoslavia’s nations

the global level, the United Nations. This set

within the state. In some federal institutions,

o f principles, norms, rules and decision-taking

for example, nations were not represented

procedures for governing the minority-issue

equally, nor were they able to use their national

area by way o f protecting national minorities

languages (an issue o f key significance for Slo

(i.e. by according special human rights to per

venians, for instance). Language and language

sons belonging to those minorities, with a view

issues were therefore at the very centre o f Yugo

to helping them preserve and develop their

slavia’s break-up. Language played a key role in

distinct ethnic identity) has been formed with

both nation building and state formation.

one overarching goal: to resolve the so-called

This paper aims to analyse the role o f language

m inority problem peacefully (Roter, 2003a).

and language policies with respect to the former

According to this international agreement on

Yugoslavia, with special emphasis on Slovenia.

the appropriate treatment o f national minori

It thus seeks to show the complexity and sen

ties, states are obliged to protect and guarantee

sitivity o f language and language-related issues

minority rights, including the linguistic rights

in the context o f the processes o f nation build

o f persons belonging to minorities. In turn,

ing and state formation. I will argue that as lan

it was believed, when the regime was being

guage was perceived as the key identity marker,

formed, peace, stability and security would

many o f the nationalist claims, as well as many

be guaranteed, as minority protection would

o f the fears, were channelled through language

enable minorities to satisfy their needs and

policies. As

the perception

about possible

interests peacefully within the existing states
(Roter, 2003a). In effect, this international

1

The form er Yugoslavia was composed o f six republics

regime for national minority protection in

(Slovenia,

Europe was established with a view to prevent

M ontenegro

ing precisely the course o f events that unfolded

regions (V ojvodina and K osovo) with statuses sim ilar to

in the former Yugoslavia.

those o f the republics, according to the 1974 Yugoslav
Constitution.

The former Yugoslavia is therefore a very rel

2

evant case for analysing the role o f language in
modern nation states, linguistic diversity and
conflict management. This multi-national and
multi-ethnic state was also linguistically diverse
- both at the level of republics (i.e. Yugoslavia’s
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Croatia,
and

Bosnia

and

Macedonia)

H erzegovina,
and

two

Serbia,

autonomous

There are many thorough analyses o f Yugoslavia's

break up. See, am ong others, Rusinow (1991), Cohen
(1993), Lukic (1994), W oodward (1995), Bennett (1996),
Djilas (1996), Silber and Little (1996), Goati (1997),
Hislope

(1997),

Vuckovic

(1997),

Conversi

(1998),

M eier (1999), Komac (1999) and Lucarelli (2000). For
a comprehensive review o f the scholarly literature on
Yugoslavia's break-up, see Ramet (2005).
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I) included in the Hapsburg and later Austro-

did language policies; however, throughout the

Hungarian Empire, shared culture played a

history o f Slovenian nation building and state

key role in the nation-building process, which

formation, those policies sought to protect the

preceded the state-formation process. Lan

Slovenian language and. by implication, the Slo

guage was and continues to be the key identity

venian nation. All this suggests that language

marker that separates one culture from another

policies play a key role not just in nation build

and. therefore, one community from another.

ing but also in state formation, for a (perceived)

In South-Eastern Europe, among nations that

threat to the national language can significantly

used to be part o f the Ottoman Empire, the key

affect the process o f state formation.

identity marker has been religion (Petrovich,

In addition to the introduction and conclu

1980). Accordingly, national religion provided

sion, the paper is divided into three sections.

- in combination with a national language, cul

I first discuss the significance o f language as

ture and habits - a powerful tool for the form a

a crucial marker o f ethnic identity, and then

tion o f nation states in the twentieth century,

turn to Slovenia’s language policies. These are

including those that have replaced the former

first discussed from a historical perspective, as

Yugoslavia.

history, particularly the Yugoslav legacy, still

For nations such as the Slovenians, King’s

affects many aspects o f Slovenia’s linguistic

(1997: 493-494) argument that language is ‘a

issues today. This analysis is also intended to

fundamental marker of ethnic identity, a highly

highlight the role o f language at the time when

visible component o f group solidarity’, has

nation building was not only very intense, but

been very accurate. Slovenians are also among

also accompanied by state formation. A special

those who perceive language, as described by

section is then devoted to contemporary lan

Schöpflin (1996: 7), ‘as the central if not indeed

guage policies in independent Slovenia - i.e.

the only boundary marker’. In fact, there seems

in the context o f a complete state-formation

to be a widespread assumption, although it

process.

has been described as a misperception, ‘that a
nation, in order that it can call itself a nation,

The significance of language as a key marker
of ethnic identity

should have its own language’ (ibid.). Slove
nians would certainly not call this a misper
ception, for they have perceived the existence
o f their distinct language as the basis for their

Ethnic/national identity is one o f the identities

self-awareness as a nation.® The Slovenians’

individuals have in an international community

claim for both the right to self-determination

composed o f modern nation states. In addition

and an independent state has ultimately been

to participation in social networks based on

rooted in the existence o f a distinct Slovenian

their profession or social status, individuals

culture in general and Slovenian language in

also belong to ethnic groups, as they perceive

particular. Necak (1997: 20) typically observes

themselves in ethnic terms or as members of a

that the Slovenian nation and its national iden

particular ethno-national group, i.e. a nation or

tity have been constructed on the basis o f the

national minority. As opposed to the so-called

Slovenian language and culture, rather than a

Western or civic concept o f the nation, which

state, dynasty or religion.

consists o f the citizens o f a particular political
entity or state, the so-called Eastern or ethnic
concept o f the nation holds that a nation consists
o f individuals who share certain key identity

In such circumstances, language is more than
just a means o f communication. Language
guarantees the transfer o f cultural practices.
As the key identity marker, language both

markers: language, religion, culture, habits or
any combination thereof (see Roter. 2001).
In Central and Eastern Europe, in political
entities that were once (i.e. before World War

3

Th e regular national census reveals that the number

o f individuals who perceive themselves as Slovenians by
nationality virtually matches the number o f individuals
who list Slovenian as their m other tongue.
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binds and separates communities (Sugar, 1980:

Roter

nations was the Slovenian culture, based on

434-435). It plays a particularly important role

the Slovenian language. Slovenians have thus

in relations between the dominant and non

always been very sensitive to language and

dominant (m inority) communities, as well as

language issues. However, this sensitivity has

between minorities and their state. Further

not been derived solely from the role the Slove

more, language can even be perceived as the

nians attach to their language (i.e. as a central

very condition for a nation's existence. All this

ethnic identity marker). Instead, the attitudes

makes any language policy a highly sensitive

towards language issues and the contents o f

issue.

language policies need to be seen in a broader

In general, language policies play a very impor

context o f what has been coined and described

tant role in the process o f nation building, but

elsewhere as the ‘Slovenian smallness’ (Roter,

also in a nation’s preservation. This partially

2003b). This perception about the smallness o f

stems from the fact that, unlike religious prac

the Slovenian nation has meant that Slovenians

tices, which tend to be confined to the private

have historically been particularly sensitive to

domain, the use o f language cannot be sepa

language issues in relation to those nations and

rated from the state (de Varennes, 1996: 220).

nation states that were believed to threaten

If language can be used as a political tool, then

the Slovenian

language policies are almost necessarily ‘more

and language. This perception has developed

nation,

its

separate

culture

than purely symbolic’, for, by privileging certain

throughout history in many different political

languages, they can have a significant impact

situations that Slovenia has been a part of: Slo

on different groups, including both the major

venians existed within a multi-national empire

ity and minorities (King, 1997: 494).

(the

In a situation where language is perceived as
the central group-binding marker, society tends
to display a greater sensitivity towards language
issues. N ot surprisingly, therefore, language
and language policies have always been a sensi
tive issue in Slovenia and in many other former
Yugoslav republics, particularly where dom i
nant nations were separated by different cul
tures, rather than religion, and where the key
element o f each culture was a distinct national
language. Furthermore, the break-up o f the
former Yugoslavia and the intensive process
o f nation building in republics such as Croatia
or Bosnia and Herzegovina were accompanied
by a process that can be described as language
building. What was popularly referred to as
Serbo-Croatian or Croato-Serbian was, in the

Hapsburg and later Austro-Hungarian

Empire); they took part in the Springtime o f
Nations in 1848; after the break-up o f multi
national empires in Europe, they co-formed
a joint state o f South Slavs (Yugoslavia); they
went through a very painful re-drafting o f postWorld War I and II international borders, which
both left about a quarter o f Slovenians outside
and awarded some bordering lands and the two
national minorities that inhabited them to Slo
venia; and, finally, Slovenia, a member o f the
European Union since 2004, is also a typical
‘guest workers’ republic, in which about a tenth
of its population declares itself to be ethnically
non-Slovenian, a group that is overwhelmingly
from other former Yugoslav nations (Croatian,
Bosnian/Muslim and Serbian, as well as Mace
donian, Montenegrin and Kosovo Albanian).

early 1990s, purposefully redesigned into Croa

It was in such a changing political context,

tian, Bosnian or Serbian, and some fifteen years

which has produced ethnic heterogeneity within

later, also into Montenegrin.
For Slovenians who shared the Catholic religion
(as the dominant religious denomination in
Slovenia) with all o f the country’s neighbours
- Italians, Austrians, Hungarians and Croats language was naturally very important in terms
o f their distinct identity as a nation. What
has separated them from these neighbouring
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independent Slovenia, that the nation-building
and state-formation processes took place. Slo
venia and Slovenians have had a triple role: they
were (a numerical minority) nation within the
former Yugoslavia, they are a majority ethnic
group in the independent Slovenia, and they are
a kin nation(-state) to ethnic Slovenian minori
ties in neighbouring states. This mbc o f ethno-
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political statuses and perceptions has affected

The programme did not materialise, but some

language policies and attitudes towards the use

o f the concessions, including with respect to

o f language(s) in Slovenia.

the use o f Slovenian in the public sphere, were
obtained. This notwithstanding, the general

Slovenia and its language policies in a
historical perspective

rule was that the higher the level o f education,
the less Slovenian was used in the educational
process. History was mainly taught in German,
which was also the language o f official admin

As Slovenians lacked other mechanisms (e.g. a

istration and in courts. Still, certain linguistic

nation state) that would enable and provide for

rights were gained: the 1849 reform concern

their cultural and national homogenisation, lan

ing secondary education made Slovenian an

guage has filled that void. Similarly, the Slove

obligatory subject for Slovenian pupils; and

nian language, rather than (the Catholic) religion,

the official national gazette was also to be pub

separated Slovenians from all other neighbouring

lished, alongside nine other languages, in Slo

communities or communities with whom they

venian. All these changes were crucial, for they

had contacts. The historical claim that the brunt

signalled that the Hapsburg empire, as well as

o f the Slovenian national identity is the Slovenian

the Slovenians themselves (who had been inter

language dates back to the eleventh century, when

nally divided), effectively adopted ‘Slovenian’ as

three religious texts known as Brizinski spomeniki

the name o f both the language and the nation

were written in Slovenian. It resurfaced in the sec

(Melik, 1997: 44-46). Accordingly, language

ond half of the sixteenth century, when Protestant

policy also had a symbolic role, and it was at the

writers produced and published the first book in

centre o f the nation-building process.

Slovenian and a translation of the Bible (Roter,
2003b: 216).

In such historical circumstances, the Slovenian
language was therefore the foundation for the

It was not, however, until the ‘Springtime o f

development and preservation o f the Slovenian

Nations' in the mid-nineteenth century that

national identity, the Slovenian nation and the

language and language policy openly assumed

formation o f the Slovenian nation state. Slove

political importance. As explained in greater

nia’s geographical position at the cross-section

detail elsewhere (see Roter, 2003b: 216-218),

o f Austrian, Italian and also Hungarian (expan

Slovenians - fearing the nationalisms o f neigh

sionist) nationalism caused the Slovenians to

bouring nations, namely a strong Germany and

join the union o f Southern Slavs (Yugoslavia)

Germanisation, Italy and Italianisation and

after World War I. As explained by Prunk (1997:

Hungary and Magyarisation - perceived hav

53), the Slovenians joined Yugoslavia to be in

ing their own independent state as the best,

a better position to resist Germanisation and

and perhaps only, guarantee for preserving

to safeguard their distinct national identity

their language and culture, as well as preserv

and, hence, their language and culture. Simi

ing themselves as a nation. The first political

larly, other Yugoslav nations also had such con

programme to this effect was called Zedinjena

cerns; the birth o f the Yugoslav idea has thus

Slovenija (United Slovenia; 1848), although it

been widely attributed to the fears o f different

was not until 1991 that Slovenians managed

South Slavic/Balkan nations o f Germanisa

to form an independent nation state o f which

tion, Romanisation, Magyarisation and O tto

they are the titular nation. Importantly, lan

man pressures (Necak, 1997: 22). However,

guage was always at the centre o f this (p oliti

the Yugoslav idea had initially been based on

cal) struggle and the focal point for political

the assumption that all different ethnic groups

and national mobilisation (Banac, 1994: 113).

should unite into one nation, with one language

The 1848 national programme thus called for

and one alphabet. Not only was such an idea

Slovenian to become the language o f educa

fiercely rejected by individual national elites,

tion and public administration (Vodopivec,

including the Slovenian cultural elite, as well

1993: 159).

as the majority o f the population (Milanovich,
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1996: 29), but it also sparked internal struggles

ing. In the former Yugoslavia, language poli

for national equality.

cies - which were adopted both at the federal

Although Yugoslavia was ultimately formed as

level (by the Yugoslav federal authorities) and

a multi-ethnic and multi-nation state in which

the republican level (by the Slovenian national

the Slovenian language acquired the status o f an

assembly) - were in effect a response to inter

official language in public administration and

ethnic relations and the changing perception o f

education in Slovenia (Prunk, 1997: 56), the

ethnically defined threats to the existence and

process o f creating Yugoslavia was not favour

well-being o f individual nations, including the

able for all Yugoslav nations. Slovenians were

Slovenian nation. In practice this was reflected

badly affected, as more than a quarter o f all

in the position o f an official language or lan

Slovenians were left outside the new state, pre

guages, and in the use o f languages in the pub

dominantly in Italy and Austria. Internally, the

lic sphere, particularly in education. In general,

proclamation o f an absolute monarchy in 1929,

the perceived threat o f a certain ethno-political

which was intended to establish the primacy of

group to the Slovenian nation in general or the

the Serbian nation, which ‘unambiguously felt

Slovenian language in particular led to resis

superior to the others’ (Udovicki, 1995: 284),

tance towards that group’s national language

significantly affected national development and

(Roter, 2003b). There was one notable excep

made Slovenians hope and expect that such

tion, however. This applied to a very realist,

Serbianisation would come to an end with the

power-based approach to language policies,

formation o f the (second) Yugoslavia at the end

whereby a non-Slovenian language obtained

o f World War II.
The Partisan struggle during the war brought
Yugoslav nations closer in their common pur
suit o f the fight against fascism and nazism. It
also managed to resecure some o f the lands pre

some sort o f official recognition in Slovenia in
anticipation o f a similar gesture to be enjoyed
by ethnic Slovenian communities not living in
Slovenia, particularly those living in the neigh
bouring countries (Italy and Austria).

dominantly populated by Slovenians. Although

At the federal level, the ethno-national differ

Slovenia’s western border was to shift west

ences were increasingly emphasised by promot

wards after World War II, it was the post-World

ing and using one language - namely, Serbo-

War I discrepancy between the ethnic and

Croatian - at the expense o f all others. As the

political frontiers, creating national minorities

language with most speakers in Yugoslavia, Ser

on both sides o f the border, that has ever since

bo-Croatian assumed an almost exclusive posi

defined Slovenia’s attitudes towards other eth

tion as a means o f communication in the fed

nic groups in general and its language policies

eral public administration and in the Yugoslav

in particular. In addition to such international

People’s Army, as well as in individual republics

(cross-border) relations, Slovenian nation build

where the majority population spoke a different

ing was also affected by intra-state relations

language (Devetak, 1989: 554-555). In Slove

- namely, by relations between different Yugo

nia. Serbo-Croatian was an obligatory subject

slav nations and nationalities and by relations

in primary schools (in the fifth grade), whereas

between those identity groups and the central

Slovenian was not obligatory for pupils else

(federal) authorities in Belgrade. The intra-state

where in Yugoslavia. This has been described

relations were poisoned by ‘unification on the

as yet more proof o f the inequality o f Yugo

basis o f a collective unitary Yugoslav working

slav languages (Necak Lük, 1997: 123). More

class’ (Bucar, 1993: 38), which was contrary to

importantly, this dominance of'Serbo-Croatian

the national and political independence that

culture’ led to the perception that Slovenian

most Yugoslav nations, including the Slovenian

national identity was under threat. Slovenia’s

nation, were looking for within Yugoslavia.

unhappiness with the former Yugoslavia in

Because language has always been central to
Slovenian identity, language policies assumed a
similarly crucial role in Slovenian nation build
316

the 1960s (see Udovicki. 1995: 293-294) also
manifested itself in a popular movement for
increased use o f the Slovenian language (Necak
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Lük, 1997; 124), which resulted in some notable

removed from the primary school curriculum in

changes in language policy, including the first

Slovenia.®

broadcasting o f the Slovenian national televi

In addition to the developments at the federal

sion news in Slovenian in 1965. All this appears

level, which affected attitudes towards language

to suggest that languages, language policies and

and language policies, a number o f issues and

the satisfaction o f individual nations with the

developments at the republican level also war

Yugoslav federation were interrelated.

rant attention for a discussion about language

It was not surprising therefore that the Yugoslav

and its significance in the processes o f nation

federal assembly adopted a resolution in 1969

building and state formation in the former

on the equality o f all Yugoslav languages, which

Yugoslavia. For Slovenia, the key domestic issue

was reinforced by the new federal constitution

was what can be described as the incomplete

in 1974 (Devetak, 1986: 27-29). Still, despite

ness o f the Slovenian nation living within the

the formal equality o f seven languages and two

republic. Because a very significant proportion

scripts, Serbo-Croatian retained its dominant

o f Slovenians were left outside o f Yugoslav/

position, particularly in administration and the

Slovenian borders after World War I, and again

army (Devetak, 1986; 30). When the central

after World War II, Slovenia has always been

authorities in Belgrade tried to impose the core

very sensitive to minority issues in general and

curricula, which would have effectively enabled

language policy in particular. Reciprocity, based

a more prominent position for Serbian history

on leading by example, appears to have been its

and literature in all Yugoslav republics (Plut-

key strategy in this respect: Slovenia was intro

Pregelj, Cabric and Repe, 2000), Slovenians

ducing various aspects o f m inority protection

resisted their proposals and essentially chose to

nationally and was hoping that this would help

preserve their language and identity over Com

Slovenians abroad enjoy minority protection,

munist loyalty and party discipline. With the

too, especially the use o f the Slovenian lan

support o f the League o f Communists o f Slo

guage in the public sphere.

venia, the core curricula were never introduced

Just a few years after the formation o f the

in Slovenia although they were introduced else

post-World War II Yugoslavia, Slovenia thus

where in Yugoslavia.

introduced minority rights for its Italian and

From today’s perspective, the developments at

Hungarian national minorities, including the

the federal level are important not just because

broadcasting o f radio programmes in minority

they confirm the thesis that language was

languages. Simultaneously, Slovenia sought the

always an important part o f the nation-building

support o f the federal authorities to exercise

and state-formation processes at both the fed

international pressure on Italy and Austria,

eral and republican (Slovenian) level, but also

both with sizeable Slovenian minorities, to

for another reason. Namely, the developments

apply the same protection for their Slovenian

at the federal level had a direct impact on nation

communities. In the 1950s, such a strategy

building at the republican level, where the cen

was unsuccessful, as unitary Yugoslavism was

tral issue was the use o f individual national

blind to minority needs (Curin Radovic, 2000:

languages in the public sphere. Because smaller

13-14) and because bilingual schooling was

Yugoslav nations such as the Slovenians went

deemed problematic due to ‘the sizeable Hun

through the process o f nation building (and

garian minority in Croatia and Vojvodina and

later, too, the process o f independent state

Albanians in Kosovo’ (Plut-Pregelj, Gabric and

formation) in the context o f dominance by

Repe, 2000: 60-61). Gradually, however, the

Serbo-Croatian and also by Serbs as the largest

Yugoslav federal authorities warmed up to the

Yugoslav nation, they were particularly keen
to minimise what they perceived as the threat

4

posed by Serbo-Croatian. This was especially

reintroduce some languages o f form er Yugoslav nations

obvious after Slovenia declared independence
in 1991, when Serbo-Croatian was immediately

It

took

years

for

the

Republic

o f Slovenia

to

in some prim ary schools, as elective subjects, based on
bilateral agreements with oth er independent form er
Yugoslav republics.
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idea o f minority protection (including bilingual

and a decreasing fondness for the ethnic Yugo

schooling, which was introduced in Slovenia

slav immigrant groups, which were perceived

in the early 1960s), following both Slovenia’s

as a threat to the Slovenian national identity in

increasing commitment to minority protection

general and to the Slovenian language in par

for its Italian and Hungarian communities and

ticular. Slovenians increasingly expected people

the stripping o f the right to bilingual education

belonging to those communities to learn and

o f the Slovenian minority in Austria in 1959,

speak Slovenian, which was clearly yet another

with Austria’s explanation that it made no

indication o f the central role language played in

sense to guarantee something to 50,000 Slove

the nation-building process in Slovenia (Roter,

nians in Austria that was not enjoyed by some

2003b; 224-225).

half a million Hungarians in Yugoslavia (Roter,
2003b; 224).
At the republican level, minority protection

Contemporary language policies in the
Republic of Slovenia

was introduced with the 1963 Slovenian con
stitution, whereas at the federal level, the 1974
Yugoslav constitution made ethnic minorities
constitutionally equal to the nations o f Yugo
slavia. This, in turn, paved the way for greater
minority rights in the 1974 Slovenian constitu
tion. Minority protection applied to the Italian
and Hungarian ethnic groups alone: ‘They were,
and continue to be [...], entitled to schooling
(primary and secondary) in their mother tongue;
ethnically mixed areas became officially bilin
gual; and special linguistic provisions were intro
duced to extend the right o f members o f the two
minorities to use their mother tongue in various
situations (e.g., in courts, for street names and
topographical signs)’ (Roter, 2003b: 224).
As opposed to traditional, territorial national
minorities, immigrant communities, originat
ing mainly from other Yugoslav republics, did
not enjoy any special protection, except under
the 1980 Law on Primary Schools,® according to
which members o f other Yugoslav nations and
nationalities were given the right to be educated
in their mother tongue (Article 22). In general,
language policies with respect to the mother
tongues o f persons belonging to Yugoslav
nations were dependent on attitudes in Slove
nia concerning its position within Yugoslavia:
because these were mainly economic migrants,
the perception o f the economic situation was
particularly important. Public opinion polls in
the 1980s showed a correlation between the
less favourable economic situation in Slovenia

When state formation aimed at establishing
an independent Slovenian state accompanied
nation building, language again played a very
important, if not the most crucial, role. N ot
only did Slovenians purposefully use Slovenian
in Belgrade in the years leading to the break-up
o f Yugoslavia in the late 1980s, but they per
ceived this as a sign o f showing resistance to the
dominant language (Serbo-Croatian) and tac
itly also to the common state. It is therefore not
surprising that when Yugoslavia collapsed and
was replaced with independent states including
Slovenia (in 1991), many o f the debates about
the new Slovenia’s constitutional order, espe
cially those aspects relevant to inter-ethnic rela
tions, revolved around the language issue.
The newly independent Slovenia addressed a
number o f language-related issues differently
for different communities. The 1991 Consti
tution (Article 11) thus specifies that ‘[t]he
official language in Slovenia is Slovenian. In
those municipalities where Italian or Hungar
ian national communities reside, Italian or
Hungarian shall also be an official language.’
This status o f two equal languages, the major
ity and a minority language, applies to all situ
ations in the public sphere. It was possible to
achieve such a situation as there had existed a
broad understanding before independence that
national minority rights should be preserved
(Roter, 2003b; 228). This agreement, at a time
when Slovenia was undergoing an intensive
process o f state formation in addition to nation

5
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tunities to the children later in life (Komac and

tem), which resulted in the general acceptance

Medvesek, 2005; Komac, Medvesek and Roter,

o f both traditional national minorities in Slo

2007; 224-30).

venia and minority protection for those com

In addition to language policies concerning

munities.

the use. or lack thereof, o f minority languages,

By contrast, the so-called new minorities pre

another aspect o f language in the context o f

viously enjoyed no similar protection, and the

nation building and state formation warrants

Constitution accordingly mentions no language

special attention - namely, increased efforts to

rights for these new ethnic communities. The

protect the Slovenian language and reinforce its

majority o f these immigrants originate from

use in the public sphere in different situations.

the former Yugoslavia. People belonging to

A special law on the public use o f Slovenian

these new minorities outnumber the tradi

(Zakon

tional national minorities by some 20 times.

the National Assembly on 15 July 2004, thus

o javni rabi siovenscind’), adopted by

Although minority protection in Slovenia has

rigorously proscribes the exclusive use, verbally

never been conditional on numerical criteria,

and in writing, o f Slovenian as the official lan

the numbers are relevant in the context o f the

guage in all areas o f public life’, except where

use o f language; the more speakers there are o f

Italian or Hungarian can be used together

a language, the more likely that it will actually

with Slovenian and in Slovenia’s international

be spoken in different social circumstances.

relations (Article 1). The same law (Article 4)

What is particularly significant, with respect to

also establishes that ‘The Republic o f Slovenia

the new minorities, for the analysis o f language

assures the status o f Slovenian with an active

issues and the processes o f nation building and

language policy, including a concern for assur

state formation, is the construction, or rather

ing the legal basis for its use, for permanent

reconstruction, o f the ‘other’ when Yugoslavia

scholarly m onitoring o f linguistic life and for

was falling apart. For Slovenians, former Yugo

improving linguistic capacity, as well as a con

slav nations became the ’other’ both because

cern for the development o f the language and

they no longer belonged to the same polity

its culture.’

and because the independence o f Slovenia and

The law and the public debates preceding its

Croatia had to be won in the international com

adoption have revealed that the new language

munity. which favoured the territorial integrity

policy, which aims to protect the dominant lan

o f Yugoslavia over the self-determination o f

guage in the independent, sovereign Slovenian

individual Yugoslav nations. These changed

state, was designed in the context o f globali

relationships and perceptions o f other Yugoslav

sation and Slovenia’s entry into the European

nations and ethnic communities also affected

Union. If globalisation was perceived as a threat

Slovenia’s language policies, through which

to Slovenian because English has become the

Slovenians sought to distinguish themselves

Ungua franca and, as such, has also affected the

from those identity groups. The abandonment

use o f Slovenian in business, science, education

in 1992 o f Serbo-Croatian as an obligatory sub

and advertising, then the European Union was

ject in primary schools was perhaps the quick

constructed as a political entity where Slove

est reaction by Slovenia as far as its language

nian, spoken by some two million people, would

policy was concerned. The teaching o f former

be among the smaller languages and therefore

Yugoslav nations’ national languages contin

would not be used on an equal footing.

ues to be very limited in Slovenia, partly due to

The changed political context o f Slovenia’s entry

the passive role o f the government and partly,

into the European Union could likewise have

too, because the learning o f these languages is

provided an opportunity for the promotion

sometimes associated with a nationalist and

o f the legal status of Slovenian as one o f the

immigrant stigma; parents therefore frequently
prefer to have their children learn other world
languages, as they are seen to offer more oppor

6

O fficia l G azette o f the Republic o f Slovenia (U radni list

Republike S lovenije), No. 86/2004.
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official languages o f the European Union, i.e.

for speakers o f other languages. In general,

as a language with a legal status equal to that

language policies are adopted with a view to

o f English, German, French or any other official

regulating the use o f one or several languages,

language in the European Union. However,

overwhelmingly with a view to helping an indi

instead of celebrating this new status and

vidual language or individual languages to be

promoting the use o f the language, the Slovenian

used and, thus, continue existing and devel

political elite, joined by a few Slovenian linguists

oping. However, promoting one language may

(i.e. Sloven ists), was again driven by a perception

affect the use o f others, and speakers o f those

o f smallness and the perceived threat of languages

other languages may feel the consequences of

with many more speakers. In effect, this ‘threat’

a particular language policy in that they are no

was posed by English alone. Only this time the

longer able to use their mother tongue in differ

‘threat’ to the Slovenian language, the argument

ent circumstances in the public sphere. Effects

went, was self-imposed, rather than imposed by

o f language policies may therefore be tangible,

somebody else. In other words, to be heard in the

but they may also be intangible, based on feel

globalised world, to communicate their products

ings or perceptions.

or results, including scholarly production, to

In the former Yugoslavia, many language-

others,

related issues eventually, though not initially,

Slovenians

were

increasingly

using

English, and this had to be legally stopped before

belonged to the category o f perceptions. This

it was too late.

was certainly the case for Slovenians, who have

The somewhat surprising new law on the public

constructed the perception o f Slovenian small

use o f Slovenian appears to suggest that Slove

ness, or a constant feeling o f being under threat

nian nation building is far from complete and

by more powerful, numerically stronger nations

that language remains the key identity marker

and their national languages. This perception

for Slovenians. In such circumstances, any

results from a lengthy and difficult national

change in its political status will immediately

history, full o f actual attempts to cleanse’ the

raise alarms about the (in)appropriateness o f

Slovenian language, as well as the nation itself.

language policies. The ultimate test will be if

As language is the central identity marker for

those language policies provide the best pos

Slovenians, language policies have always been

sible guarantee for the use o f the Slovenian

key to nation-building and state-formation pro

language and its development, although the

cesses. The constant need to protect the lan

results may not be as straightforward as the

guage perseveres, even after Slovenian acquired

promoters o f the changed language policies

the status o f a dominant national language in

may have desired.

the Slovenian nation state and the status o f an
official language o f the European Union.
The case o f Slovenia, as a former Yugoslav

Conclusions

republic, is important in at least one other
This brief overview o f some o f the language
issues and changing language policies in part
o f the former Yugoslavia has shown how closely
linked language and language policies, on one
hand, and nation-building and state-formation
processes, on the other, really are. It has also
revealed that language policies change with a
view to helping a nation in its nation-building
and state-formation efforts. At the same time,
however, changing language policies are very
likely to have much broader effects for non
dominant
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communities

or

minorities

and

regard. It shows that dissatisfaction about,
among other things, inappropriate language
policies breeds conflict and helps stimulate
state formation. If a language is believed to
be under threat, the nation that speaks it may
require more autonomy, even independence.
As an excess o f language rights does not lead
to conflict, ’generous’ language policies and
the acceptance and promotion o f linguistic
diversity are more than warranted. As diversity
changes over time, so do the languages in use
in any given polity. Consequently, the linguistic
needs o f speakers o f different languages change
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over time and so must language policies. The

C u r in R a do vic ', S. Presentation o f the M in istry

crucial issue is how this happens and what

o f C ulture’s program m e fo r the protection

changes affect which languages.

o f the cultural rights o f ethnic m in orities

The

key

dilemmas

for

policymakers

thus

include at least the following: to seek accept
able solutions for individual speakers, ethnic

in Slovenia. Ljubljana: [M inistry o f Cul
ture] , 2000.
De V a r e n n e s , F. “Autonomy,

human rights

communities and society as a whole and to bal

and protection o f minorities in Central

ance the use o f the languages o f dominant and

and Eastern Europe”. In: U n i D em S em in a r

non-dominant minority communities so that

(1996 : L a u s a n n e , S w it z e r l a n d ) . Local self-

no language will be perceived as being under

governm ent,territorial integrity and p ro 

threat. If there is one lesson to be learned from

tection o f m inorities. Proceedings o f the

the former Yugoslavia and Slovenia, it is that

UniDem Seminar organised in Lausanne on

any conflict management and peace process

25-27 A p ril 1996, in co-operation with the

must take into account what is acceptable to all

Swiss Institute o f Comparative Law. Stras

parties involved, not just to the majority or the

burg: Council o f Europe, 1996. (Science and
technique o f democracy). P. 217-248.

political elite purporting to represent it.

D e v e t a k , S. “Enakopravnost jezikov in pisav

pri poslovanju organov jugoslovanske fed
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the pacific
The Kanak languages: a political challenge in
the fóce of the discourse of the universal
Jean Passa
New Caledonian Government

Allow me to address you in French, that pain

encompasses all New Caledonians. It confers

ful language, loaded with contradictions.

I

a peculiar status upon the Kanak languages,

say ‘painful’ because learning this language

in effect stating; 'The Kanak languages, like

was sometimes laborious and often irritating.

French, are languages o f teaching and culture.'

Speaking in French represents a perpetual rup

This gives rise to several questions: How can

ture between my being and my essence. The

political and identity-based demands be made

stigma o f the discomfort o f this rupture and

within

this pain mark improbable encounters, impos

to both o f these spheres? How can an institu

sible dialogues— sometimes even dialogues of

tion that is a pillar o f the French Republic and

a context— schools— that

is foreign

the deaf. For the time being, French does not

its political identity, a place reserved for the

allow me to 'heal my memorial wounds’.'

development o f citizens, allow the existence o f

The Kanak languages form part o f a dim en

another identity, the Kanak identity? In other

sion o f simultaneous revolt and recognition.

words, can the Kanak identity have its own

This com ing and going between the desire to

space within the schools? Finally, can schools,

project uniqueness and the thirst for recog

as producers o f universality, accept another

nition causes a weary feeling. Yes, weariness,

form o f universality? The arrival o f the Kanak

because our uniqueness and our search for

languages produces reactions that, in practice,

recognition prompt us to question precisely

disrupt politics, starting with Kanak politics.

where— in what space— this recognition must

First and foremost, it is necessary to develop

come about. W ithin the entity o f France, New

Kanak citizens to whom these languages— o f

Caledonia poses a problem; those well-versed

which there are currently 28— can be taught.

in the issue consider our case to be atypical.

The University o f New Caledonia created a

New Caledonia burst into the French colonial

Department o f Regional Language and Cul

imagination in the 1980s. After much tension

ture. This department fights for the recogni

and serious crises, France proposed a way out.

tion o f bilingualism as a non-negligible factor

The Matignon-Oudinot Accords o f 1988 were

o f success in school. In 2000, a test developed

followed by the Nouméa Accord, which was

by a psycholinguistics laboratory in Nantes was

signed in 1998 and will be in force until 2018.

administered, with entirely satisfactory results.

These accords were signed by the French state,

At around the same time. New Caledonia cre

the pro-independence movement and the anti

ated the University Institute for Teacher Train

independence movement. The Nouméa Accord

ing (lU FM ), whose mission was to provide the

can be considered a new social contract that

territory with high-quality educators by select

1

studies rather than straight out o f secondary

ing candidates after three years o f university
Reference to a text by the Algerian w riter Assia

Djebar.
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school. Nevertheless, out o f a desire for equity,

•|EAN PasSA

they know that the requirement for teaching

New Caledonia decided to maintain its exist

Kanak languages is to be proficient in French.

ing Institute for Teacher Training (IFM N C),

Strange, isn’t it?

for two reasons, because it served a local public

Then there is the problem o f jurisdiction.

and also because it offered a three-year training

Under the Nouméa Accord, two administra

programme.

tions— which distrust one another greatly—

The government o f New Caledonia soon rea

compete for jurisdiction. There is the govern

lised that the corps o f local teachers was much

ment o f New Caledonia, on the one hand, and

better adapted to the territory’s socioeconomic

the provinces, on the other. New Caledonia has

reality. Teachers from the lU FM ’s schools are

jurisdiction over education, but each province

citizens o f the French state who are discon

is responsible for implementing and applying

nected from local reality. This gives rise to dif

programmes. This explains the unhealthy sur

ficulties that are sometimes mistaken for resis

veillance between the two areas.

tance. Simply put, we could say that one side

The case o f experimentation mentioned above

holds great expectations, while the other side

illustrates this phenomenon perfecdy. The South

feels great unease. Since the experimentation

Province, which includes Nouméa and is home to

with the use o f mother tongues in schools in

more than half o f the archipelago’s population,

2000, the authorities have been slow in taking

considers the Kanak languages to be more o f a

action. Never before has unintelligible, stereo

problem than an educationally relevant tool. The

typical ‘wooden language’ been used as widely

fact is. New Caledonia’s school system is ailing. Its

as it is now.

failure rate is higher than that of any other French

It turns out that introducing the Kanak lan

schools (this is even considered by some to be an

guages in the schools results in certain unex

abuse). The issue of the Kanak languages, there

pected forms o f marginalisation;

fore, should have been seen as an opportunity to

• Children

who

attend

Kanak

language

reflect on the meaning o f the schools.

classes are considered absent from school.

In the last year o f the primary school level,

• If, while some students are studying Kanak

60% o f the students are o f Kanak ethnicity;

languages, others are studying mathemat

by the end o f secondary school, this figure has

ics, no supplementary classes in math

dropped to 15%. This fact begs us to ask many

ematics are offered.

questions.

• Kanak language classes are taught either in
the teachers’ cafeteria or in the hallways.

Let us leave aside, for the moment, the question
o f whether the schools are places o f exclusion.

Paradoxically, most o f the complaints about

Another word that truly captures the tension

these difficulties have come from the parents

between the two sides is culture. The Kanaks’

o f European children who are interested in the

expectations in this area are very important.

Kanak world. It seems that the Kanaks them

By ‘culture’, here, we understand ‘civilisation’.

selves expected this sort o f marginalisation.

Often, we think to ourselves: ‘Here we are, in

There are other school-related issues, as well.
For example, two kinds o f candidates take
tests to join lU FM ’s teachers’ corps: teach
ers from classical schools and teachers from
schools in Kanak languages and cultures (PE
LCK). Throughout the testing process, the two
categories o f teachers are treated in exactly the

our home. The others could, at the very least,
observe us and try to understand us.’ Thus,
the Kanaks raise the question o f the other,
o f otherness, which invokes neutrality in the
name o f the universality that centralises man
and neglects humanity. Is Kanak culture in the
schools a utopia or a dystopia?

same manner. Nevertheless, in each o f the past

I agree with M. A. Essomba about how symbolic

two years, just one Kanak teacher has been able

violence— often

to pass the tests. That is, the policy satisfies

violence— is exercised. Kanaks who denigrate

the Kanaks’ legitimate demand, but deep down

the presence o f their languages in the schools
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also criticise the disappearance o f the culture

Jean-Marie Tjibaou, the charismatic Kanak leader,

from the educational content. Does learning

used to speak of ‘the difficult schools’ to highlight

our languages in the schools contribute in any

the contradictions of the schools in a colonial

way to the proper functioning o f the schools?

context. After the Nouméa Accord was signed, we

The disorder that characterises New Caledo

thought that the climate had become calmer, but

nian schools is evident to all. The question

social indicators showed quite the opposite: ten

o f identity constantly provokes tension and

sions had in fact increased. Mutations and globali

even frustration. The preamble to the Nouméa

sation affect New Caledonia and contribute to the

Accord, which puts the Kanak question front

dissatisfaction o f the Kanak people.

and centre, generates quite a few problems, not

The peace we have long awaited is, above all,

to mention quite a few conflicts.

economic in nature (and dependent on social

Symbolic violence— although the more accu

dialogue).

rate term, in this case, would be institutional

Finally, we reach the basic point regarding the

violence— has surpassed

physical

violence.

Kanak languages in the political sphere. Or, to put

Little by little, previously visible tensions are

it differently: What space are we talking about?

being erased, as if under the power o f a spell.

How are languages represented there? One thing

Indeed, the decolonisation process is no easy

is clear: the Kanak languages are excluded from the

task. The question o f otherness re-emerges

public sphere. By relegating them to the schools,

continually, as if to remind us that we cannot

we confine them to a space with particular con

live without the other. To quote Emmanuel

notations. The debate over the private and public

Lévinas, who used the concept o f the “face":

spheres deserves our undivided attention. As our

‘I take the other’s face and look through it in

brilliant participants said yesterday: the issue of

order to imagine m yself in it.’ I am very fond

spaces is the one which determines the validity of

o f this quote and have made it my own, for it

the peace process and the solution to the conflict.

reveals just how far we have to go. The issue

Recognition o f the Kanak identity— and here I

o f the Kanak languages in the schools consti

refer to the political identity— inevitably depends

tutes the intrusion o f the singular into the plu

on its visibility, its ability to be heard, its percep

ral. F. Laplantine considered universality to be

tion and it meaning.

a form o f particularism.

The schools, despite their great tradition o f

Culture— in this case, Kanak culture— remains

openness, will continue, well into the future, to

a thorn in the side o f the New Caledonian com

favour monologue over dialogue. The schools

munity. Kanak citizens are convinced that their

release languages in order to break links and

culture has been relegated to the sphere o f the

form relationships. The schools release lan

possible, but that the ‘others’ are given as much

guages in order to make us speak with a single

space as they need. Ultimately these concepts

voice. But which voice?

o f the world are what is being argued in the con
text o f the schools.

I hope I have not spoken in ‘wooden language’.
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This is a book about peace linguistics, or how

guistic diversity and peace processes remind us

linguistic diversity contributes to peace and

that languages are permanently linked to the

how peace favours the maintenance o f linguistic

complex socio-cultural, political and economic

diversity. As we all know, this is one o f the main

ecologies with

tenets, a salient and unique viewpoint, o f Lin

associated. As UNESCO long ago recognised,

guapax’s philosophy. Unfortunately, in practice

respect for and promotion o f multilingualism

which

they are inextricably

it is not yet a critical part o f the agenda o f most

is a key factor for the well-being o f populations

of the world’s states. If only because this book

and, thus, for peace. They allow us to overcome

might serve to draw attention to this issue, that

monolingualism

is reason enough to celebrate its publication.

which has been and continues to be an active

and

its one-only

ideology,

At first glance, the chapters o f this book would

force in the exclusion o f certain populations in

seem to contribute little or nothing to such an

favour o f others, ethno-linguistic discrimina

approach. However, nothing could be further

tion and, o f course, violence, which often goes

from the truth. The discussion o f the issues

hand in hand with racism and its horrible con

involved in the field o f peace linguistics includes

sequences.

all the topics addressed in this invaluable volume

Peace studies and conflict resolution are areas

and probably more. One o f the most interesting

o f increasing interest in different fields o f the

issues arising from the link between linguistic

social sciences, particularly in the area o f teach

diversity management and peace is precisely the

ing English as a second language, a branch o f

way in which language itself is conceived of. Far

applied linguistics or what has recently been

from the formal and reductionist approaches to

termed ‘nonkilling linguistics’.' Yet despite the

language prevalent in mainstream linguistics,

steady growth o f this direly needed discipline,

which have a number o f violent implications for

many issues must still be taken into account

the true nature o f language (we will return to

and implemented on the ground, including:

this point later), the nature o f its speakers and

identifying, valuing, managing and developing

the human uses o f languages, peace linguistics

multilingual communication; opening spaces

encompasses a number o f multifaceted aspects

for minority languages to express their full

and calls for a holistic approach to language and

potential; and, o f course, moving from a m ono

language diversity. Consequently, in this book

lingual approach to peace-building to a com

language is conceived of, first and foremost, as

municative multilingual one, a possibility that

a key component o f the human condition, with

is virtually absent in conflict resolution world

all its complex connections with each and every

wide, as witnessed in several cases reported here

area o f the diverse world in which we live. In
other words, the approaches to language that
guide each chapter o f The management o f lin 

1

Gomes de Matos, Fernando http://en.wikiversity.org/

wiki/Nonkilling_Linguistics
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(cf., for example, Embriz on Mexico or Beukes

varying degrees. Despite the growing interest,

on South Africa). If, as de Varennes states, most

dating back a couple o f decades, in developing a

o f the world’s armed conflicts today are ethnic

more committed approach to research on these

or ethno-linguistic ones, language will play a

languages and cultures and in contributing to

crucial role in their resolution. Thus, the non

a sustainable ecology for language diversity,

recognition o f and lack o f respect for linguistic

the prevailing received approach still favours

and cultural differences by states should not be

a detached perspective on language and cul

underestimated as a major source o f tension

ture that reifies languages almost exclusively

and, ultimately, physical conflict. De Varennes

as objects o f scientific contemplation, violently

is absolutely right when he reminds us that the

rending them from their subjects, the everyday

mismanagement o f linguistic diversity leads to

speakers. In other words, a mainstream per

conflict. One o f the primary forms o f such mis

spective on the production o f knowledge with

management is not just the failure to recognise

regard to endangered languages, along the lines

the rights o f so-called small languages. Even

o f what might be called ‘extractive linguistics’,

when states agree to support and promote lin

a practice linked to a colonial heritage that

guistic diversity, it is often only at the rhetori

remains prevalent in the social sciences today,

cal level; in practice, such recognition is many

still dominates linguistic science. This colo

times merely part o f a state’s strategy to legiti

nial heritage must be changed by ensuring the

mate itself vis-à-vis internal social forces or the

active participation o f speakers, democratising

international community in the interest of, for

the production and use o f knowledge together

example, social control or securing funds. The

with different sectors o f society, including both

example provided by Beukes with regard to

civil society and linguists. Such an approach

South Africa is most eloquent in this respect.

is, o f course, in keeping with the nonkilling or

It is indeed paradoxical that we speak of

peace linguistics approach, which is endorsed,

defending and promoting multilingualism in

one way or another, by all the chapters o f this

only one language, nearly always, a colonial

book.

one. As suggested, understanding different

Additionally, a bottom-up approach is required

ways o f speaking, including the peace and war

that not only subscribes to the promotion o f

vocabulary o f each different group, could have

multilingualism at the declarative level, but also

major implications for conflict resolution. For

makes it possible to find ways to involve actual

example, respecting the right to express oneself

living voices in all their richness and complex

in one’s own language is fundamental to begin

ity, ranging from theory to actual practice. This

ning to achieve the utopia o f conceiving of

desideratum poses several major challenges. For

linguistic diversity within a resource-approach

example, overcoming linguistic discrimination

framework, rather than as a problem or, worse

involves more than simply ensuring the right to

yet, a deficit. It is therefore likewise conducive

speak different languages in different spheres,

to achieving a more inclusive and, thus, fairer

‘modern’ and ‘traditional’ alike. Even when one

world for all.

speaks a single language, a peaceful communi

As the book thoroughly illustrates, a peace lin

cative approach must be sensitive and respect

guistics approach is needed on several fronts.

ful to different ethno-linguistic groups’ diverse

Simply to start the ball rolling on the definition

ways o f speaking. For instance, think o f those

o f a programme for such a colossal endeavour, I

indigenous peoples who speak contact varieties

will mention just a few o f the most obvious ones

o f the colonial language in which characteristic

that come to mind. One is the sphere o f aca

features o f a primary tongue are transferred to

demics. Researchers in linguistics and related

their second language, sometimes including the

sciences are faced with an enormous responsi

manifestation o f different communicative styles

bility and, hopefully, viable possibilities regard

or ways o f speaking linked to different identi

ing the future o f the world’s languages, most

ties, values, ideologies, etc. Such awareness

o f which, as is well known, are endangered to

would allow an open-minded and ‘applied’ peace
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linguistics approach, making it possible to over

violent uses o f language intended to exert dis

come cultural and linguistic misunderstanding

cursive violence rather than to serve as peaceful

and interethnic conflicts, an exciting possibility

communication.

that sociolinguistics have been suggesting vir

Thus, in a bottom-up approach, respect for multi

tually from the start and that would, could and

lingualism would have to go hand and hand with

even should be extended beyond the realm of

ensuring fundamental human rights. As the chap

formal education (cf. the famous example o f the

ter by de Varennes suggests, the successful man

Punjabis in London, Jupps et al., 1982).

agement o f linguistic diversity is an index o f the

A peace linguistics communicative ethos would

degree o f development o f a real democratic and

have to overcome these and many other chal

modem state. Conversely, mismanagement of

lenges. As a whole, it would have to free its

linguistic diversity is indicative o f shortcomings in

viewpoint from ethnocentric biases that reduce

a state’s democracy. From this viewpoint, intelli

communicative practices to one’s own frame

gence and capacity on the part o f states with regard

works and worldviews. That is to say, we would

to the successful management o f their linguistic

have to eschew our own mostly urban, middle-

diversity would not only allow for social cohesion

class, ‘highly educated’. Western approaches on

and the achievement o f peace; in some cases,

how to learn and teach languages in favour, for

especially since language diversity affects indig

instance, o f other ways o f socialising and repro

enous peoples' territories and natural resources,

ducing linguistic and cultural knowledge that

a full understanding o f linguistic diversity would

are not necessarily limited to institutions such

even allow and contribute to the sustainable man

as formal schooling and the practice of alpha

agement o f biodiversity, insofar as much biocul

betic writing. At the same time, we must open

tural wisdom is linguistically encoded. O f course,

ourselves to the oral and visual richness and

the link between language and human rights

possibilities o f inter- and multicultural dialogue.

must guarantee the ethical management o f such

In other words, nonkilling or peace linguistics

information, protecting indigenous peoples’ right

must go beyond ethnocentric parameters and

to make reasonable, sustainable use o f their natu

allow for the expression o f as many different

ral resources. It must moreover ensure the state’s

ways o f conceiving o f and experiencing linguis

commitment not to abuse these resources and

tic and cultural diversity as possible.

everyday practices by guaranteeing access to equal

As for the agenda that such an ethos would have

(e.g. economic) opportunities, active participation

to construct, several other points emerge. One

in decision-taking processes involving indigenous

prominent point, which cannot be emphasised

peoples’ territory and the right for these peoples

enough, is the need to demand that the respect

to make informed, independent and autonomous

for cultural and linguistic diversity endorsed

use of their own resources. If respect for linguis

by most states in their declarations be active.

tic diversity is a key issue for peace, and linguis

A code or codes o f conduct with regard to the

tic rights are critical to enabling human beings

devastating effects o f endorsing the discourse

to live in harmony, it is not only in the sphere of

o f national and international laws concerning

state policies that similar principles must prevail,

indigenous rights but not implementing them,

as already noted, above and beyond mere public

involving concrete measures to ensure their

statements, but rather in each and every one of

everyday observance as part o f states’ respon

our routine practices. If, as researchers, and most

sibilities, could and should be articulated. It is

o f the contributors to this volume are indeed aca

commonplace to hear criticisms regarding the

demics, we are committed to peace linguistics,

hollowness o f words and discourse - ‘it’s only

we must start finding ways to overcome colonial

words, discourse’ - yet the production o f irre

research practices at our own institutions, seeking

sponsible, demagogic words does affect the

more democratic ways to produce knowledge and

society in which they are uttered, in terms of

foster the promotion of linguistic diversity.

both the credibility o f the institutions and the

O f course, all this is related to the connec

populations subjected to such unfortunate and

tion between language and power. If we are to
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go beyond a declarative rhetorical level in the
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this defence, the peace linguistics agenda, as

defence o f linguistic diversity, we must find and

it is suggested in this important book, could

begin to build specific, tangible ways o f foster

be taken a step further. Holding conferences

ing and promoting multilingualism, promoting

and producing publications and multilingual

the empowerment o f minority languages (i.e. o f

materials along with speakers o f the languages

their speakers), not, o f course, as a paternalistic

themselves, in situ and according to their own

gesture, but rather with the active and critical

specific realities, finding ways o f raising aware

participation o f the actors themselves. These

ness o f and demanding respect from states for

would include activities and activists and would

linguistic rights, and many more actions that

lead to a real practical recognition o f linguistic

will require us to use our imagination to pro

rights as fundamental human rights. Conversely,

mote biocultural diversity, will hopefully have a

denying the importance of, for instance, being

positive impact on the future o f languages and

able to receive education in one’s primary lan

cultures worldwide. Fortunately, the Linguapax

guage, limiting freedom o f speech to the official

doctrine and philosophy are in absolute conso

colonial language, denying children their right

nance with such endeavours.

to play and enjoy themselves in their own lan
guages, or denying different groups their right
to pray in their own languages all constitute dif
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quest Uibre contribueix a debatre la relació entre la diversitat
lingüística, els processos de pau i la prevenció de conflictes,
un camp nou en les ciències del llenguatge que, suscintament, s’ha deflnit com a lingüística de la pau. Els diversos autors
palesen la nécessitât que la qüestió de la diversitat lingüística ocu
pi el lloc que li correspon en els débats de les ciències contemporà
nies i en les politiques dels estats respecte de les seves poblacions
minoritzades, mitjançant entre d’altres, el desplegament dels drets
lingüistics. Uns drets que tot i ser consagrats a les diverses legis
lacions nacionals i internacionals, poques vegades s’implementen i
es gestionen adequadament, la qual cosa posa de manifest la precarietat de les democràcies i porta a l’esquerdament de la pau i de
la justicia social, tal com el llibre documenta feaentment. Aquesta
obra en el seu conjunt té la rara virtut de desenvolupar una mirada
holística de la diversitat lingüística que reivindica els seus parlants
des d’una perspectiva transdisciplinària, demostrant les seves
connexions en diferents àmbits de la societat, allunyant-la de les
perspectives reduccionistes que han caracteritzat l’abordatge dels
fenómens del llenguatge. Les contribucions aportados cobreixen un
ampli espectro geogràfic i temàtic, inclouen països d’Àfrica, Améri
ca, Asia i Europa, i tracten qüestions com ara l’educació entre pobla
cions indigenes, el dret consuetudinari, el vincle entre la llengua i
elterritori, la construcció de la identitat nacional, entre altres, totes
elles fonamentals per a l’avenç d’una agenda més comprensiva res
pecte de la complexitat de l’ecologia humana, on es faci visible la
diversitat lingüística i la seva connexió amb la pau i la resolució de
conflictes.
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